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Preface to ”Selected Papers from the 2018 IEEE
International Workshop on Metrology for the Sea”
This Special Issue offers extended versions of selected papers from the 2018 IEEE International
Workshop on Metrology for the Sea. It is devoted to recent developments in instrumentation and
measurement techniques applied to the marine field.
The sea encompasses a wide range of different environments and human activities, and that
richness emerged clearly from the scope of the proposed research papers. That variety is reflected, for
example, by the different applications of measurement systems to satellites, airborne devices, boats,
buoys, and submarine drones.
Furthermore, the selected papers delineate important application areas of measurement related
to the sea: monitoring and defense of coasts; technologies for navigation above and below sea surface;
analysis of waters’ quality and their pollution; and monitoring and safeguarding marine species.
Main themes illustrated in this Special Issue are outlined below.
Developing coastal monitoring systems and measuring the interaction with waters are pivotal
for implementing correct and timely defense and remedial actions. Several methodologies are
reported in this issue, from remote sensing to fixed installations and buoys, to laboratory-scale
models.
Improving navigation and operational safety and efficiency of ships is an area of continuous
research. The correct operation of measurement and monitoring systems in addition to their high
quality should be preserved in the case of harsh and hazardous working conditions, as well as for
buoyancy and depth control of underwater drones. Virtual Automatic Identification System Aid to
Navigation represents a valid alternative to traditional maritime signaling in the case of restricted
visibility conditions and changing bathymetry restrictions. Greater positioning accuracy of Galileo
GNSS may be achieved by properly taking into account the orbit anomalies of the Milena and Doresa
satellites. Interestingly, GNSS can be used not only for reconstructing the movements of a sailboat,
but also for getting a reliable estimate of wave parameters.
Several papers are devoted to measurement systems for studying the underwater habitat.
Benthic fluxes of dissolved chemical species can be measured with the use of benthic landers, to
provide useful data on the biogeochemical cycle and pollution. Hyperspectral imaging paves the
way to automated mapping and monitoring of the benthic habitat, while integrity and characteristics
of habitats constituted by coral forests, which can be severely affected by anthropic activities, can be
evaluated by non-invasive image-processing-based methods.
The papers collected in this issue face challenges related to the previously mentioned themes,
offering insights into new solutions to key measurement problems for marine applications, and
shedding light on unique opportunities. The presented research activities are very challenging,
and the adopted methodologies may be useful not only for people working in the specific field of
metrology for the sea, but also for researchers interested in advanced measurement topics.
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Abstract: The traditional approach for coastal monitoring consists in ground investigations
that are burdensome both in terms of logistics and costs, on a national or even regional scale.
Earth Observation (EO) techniques can represent a cost-effective alternative for a wide scale coastal
monitoring. Thanks to the all-weather day/night radar imaging capability and to the nationwide
acquisition plan named MapItaly, devised by the Italian Space Agency and active since 2010,
COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) constellation is able to provide X-band images covering the Italian territory.
However, any remote sensing approach must be accurately calibrated and corrected taking into
account the marine conditions. Therefore, in situ data are essential for proper EO data selection,
geocoding, tidal corrections and validation of EO products. A combined semi-automatic technique for
coastal risk assessment and monitoring, named COSMO-Beach, is presented here, integrating ground
truths with EO data, as well as its application on two different test sites in Apulia Region (South
Italy). The research has shown that CSK data for coastal monitoring ensure a shoreline detection
accuracy lower than image pixel resolution, and also providing several advantages: low-cost data,
a short revisit period, operational continuity and a low computational time.
Keywords: integrated coastal zone management; coastal risk; shoreline erosion; Earth Observation;
COSMO-SkyMed; ground truths
1. Introduction
Sea and the coastal areas constitute a driving force for the economic activity based on maritime
resources, the so-called “blue economy” [1]. Actually, maritime and coastal tourism are the leading
sectors of the European maritime economy. The priority objective of the coastal policy should hence
be to enhance ecological and landscape resources in order to further increase their attractiveness
and economic and social growth. Any enhancing measure strongly requires proper governance of
coastal areas through integrated management plans and actions targeted to mitigate and counteract
coastal risks [2]. Therefore, a detailed outline of the dynamics of coastal erosion phenomena over
different time-scales is necessary for an effective coastal risk assessment and for land-use planning
purposes [2,3].
Growing urbanization, human activities and climate change are exacerbating the impact of
shoreline erosion phenomena [4]. Hence, shoreline position and its variability over time are an
essential element for coastal management [5,6], coastal protection structure evaluation [7], validation
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and calibration of numerical models [8–10] and climate change studies [11,12]. The coastline can
ideally be defined as the land-sea interface [13], and its position is constantly changing over time,
mainly due to the dynamic nature of the sea level that is influenced by astronomical tides, waves,
storm surge, set-up, run-up and sediment transport (cross-shore and long-shore currents) [14,15].
Therefore, the shoreline position must be defined in the most appropriate temporal scale; in the case
of a long-term study, a yearly coastline can be adequate [12], whereas in the case of run-up analysis,
it may be necessary to sample positions with much greater frequency [9,16].
In situ measurement techniques have been successfully adopted for shoreline observation
obtaining accurate results, such as the ones that involve Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
campaigns [5,17,18], but a continuous GPS monitoring turns out to be impractical in terms of costs and
logistics over a wide scale.
Innovative monitoring approaches, based on remote sensing techniques, could be an economically
sustainable alternative providing information on shoreline evolution trend and promptly indicating
also the occurrence of risk situations [19]. Different remote sensing measurement techniques can be
successfully adopted for shoreline observation: optical sensors on both aerial and space platforms [19],
LiDAR campaigns [20,21], Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) [22–25], videomonitoring systems [26–29].
The exploitation of very-high resolution aerial optical images and LIDAR surveys allows very accurate
positioning of the shoreline over a wide scale, but their high acquisition costs strongly limit the
frequency of monitoring, whereas small UAVs and videomonitoring systems offer a low cost solution
but they are able to provide information only about limited areas.
Over the years, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has proved to have a positive cost-benefit ratio
for territorial analysis, from small/medium to wide scale and the all-weather day/night imaging
capability has made this approach very popular, especially for mapping remote areas or under extreme
climatic conditions [19]. The use of satellite SAR sensors has been limited in the past by the low spatial
resolution of the images [30,31] . Since 2007, the new constellations of satellites equipped with high
resolution X-band SAR sensors, such as the COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) and TerraSAR-X (TSX) missions,
potentially allowed to identify and monitor shoreline evolution with meter or sub-meter level accuracy
(according to the selected acquisition mode), thus fostering the exploitation of SAR data for coastline
extraction. Moreover, the nationwide acquisition plan named MapItaly has been devised by the Italian
Space Agency (ASI), to provide CSK high-resolution satellite SAR images covering the whole Italian
territory with a 16-day revisit period [32] .
The existing approaches for shoreline extraction from SAR images are classified into two types:
radiometric approach, certainly the most used, and interferometric approach. The first approach
attempts to locate the discontinuities present in significant intensity values of the images [33–36]
whereas the second exploits the loss of coherence typical of water-covered areas [37,38]. To overcome
the issues related to the presence of noise in SAR images, numerous other approaches, based on
complex mathematical models such as Active Contour Model [39,40], Level Set Functions [41–44],
Snake models [45] have been tested with good results over large areas.
In the last few years, the very fine spatial and radiometric resolution of COSMO-SkyMed SAR
images has encouraged the development of several procedures aimed at shoreline extraction. CSK
amplitude SAR image processing [46,47] has provided very satisfactory results in coastline mapping
achieving an accuracy equivalent to the spatial resolution, proved by comparing results with in situ
shoreline measures acquired during satellite observation. A Bayesian estimation theory able to detect
sea boundaries at full resolution and low error rate in a totally unsupervised way has also been
proposed [48].
An interferometric technique for the coastline extraction from CSK interferometric pairs, using the
coherence loss of pixels belonging to the sea surface, has been developed [38]. Dual polarimetric CSK
data for coastline extraction have also been experimented [49–51], exploiting the correlation between
co- and cross-polarized amplitude channels. Furthermore, an innovative coastline extraction procedure
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from Full-Polarized SAR imagery has been developed to integrate an Autoassociative Neural Network
(AANN) and a Pulse-Coupled Neural Network (PCNN) [52].
Field data are always essential to improve the robustness, accuracy and reliability of any approach
for coastal risk assessment based on Earth Observation (EO) data. In particular, remotely sensed
data must be accurately geocoded, validated and corrected on the basis of the actual marine
weather conditions.
This paper presents a semi-automatic integrated approach for shoreline detection and monitoring,
as well as its application on two different test sites in Apulia Region (South Italy). An innovative
model combining backscatter intensity data with the interferometric analysis has been tested on
CSK Stripmap HIMAGE mode data providing an accurate shoreline detection and a coastal type
classification. Thanks to the integration of satellite SAR images and ground truths (that are used for
proper EO data selection, tidal corrections and validation of EO products), the developed processing
chain provides a complete SAR image analysis system for shoreline monitoring, allowing to overcome
some issues in the processing of SAR data and ensures the best possible results in coastal monitoring,
as remarked in the following sections. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides details
on the developed integrated EO system and its outlines; Section 3 illustrates the features of the case
study and available data and in Section 4 the obtained results are presented. Section 5 contains the
discussion on the proposed scheme and in Section 6, conclusions are provided.
This paper is an extended version of “Remote Sensed and In Situ Data: an integrated approach
for Coastal Risk Assessment” published in “2018 IEEE International Workshop on Metrology for the
Sea; Learning to Measure Sea Health Parameters (MetroSea) Conference” Proceedings [53].
2. Methodology
The principle behind all applications of SAR intensity data to shoreline extraction is based on
the active nature of the sensor: smooth surfaces reflect incident radiation mainly in the specular
direction, while rougher surfaces have a more diffuse scattering pattern. Therefore, backscattering
level is negligible on calm water bodies with respect to land areas. This suggests immediately the
use of a threshold approach to discriminate land from water within a SAR image. However, precise
shoreline extraction from SAR images is a non trivial task since several factors influence the actual
backscattering level, including surface roughness and soil moisture (for land areas), and the presence
of capillary waves (for water bodies). Moreover, SAR images are affected by speckle noise that causes
statistical fluctuations in the backscattering levels, hindering stable detection of threshold values.
Many methods have been developed to deal with the shoreline extraction from SAR data.
They generally consist of two steps: (i) despeckling; (ii) segmentation of the SAR image through
the identification of the land-sea interface.
Concerning the first step, it can be performed in different ways, i.e., through spatial or temporal
filtering operators, or by exploiting polarization diversity. Since the aim of our research has been to
design an operational EO system for the continuous monitoring of coastal areas, full polarized data
have not been considered because the MapItaly program routinely collects only Stripmap HIMAGE
single-polarization acquisitions. The adaptive despeckling algorithm proposed by [54] has been
adopted in this study, since it has been demonstrated to provide a satisfactory trade-off between noise
reduction and edge sharpness.
The traditional techniques for land-sea image partitioning exploit edge-detection operators [55,56],
generally gradient-based, that, although effective, are not very robust, since they are not based on
explicit mathematical models of speckle noise and edge extraction. The “classic” edge-detection
algorithms are very sensitive to noise and, consequently, their effectiveness depends on the filters used
to reduce noise to acceptable levels. However, too powerful filters can blur the edges; so, in order
to obtain satisfactory results it is necessary to find a fair compromise between the noise reduction
and edge sharpness. In addition, the choice of threshold values for use in edge-detection algorithms
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represents a crucial point, due to the risk of including some spurious elements, not belonging to the
land-sea interface.
In this paper different segmentation techniques have been experimented for land-sea interface
extraction from SAR images and an innovative algorithm, based on active contour analysis, has been
tested [57]. A performance evaluation of the innovative algorithm has been carried out by comparing
the extracted shorelines to GPS shorelines measured simultaneously with the SAR acquisition.
Moreover, as part of the experimental investigation, a data processing chain, known as
COSMO-Beach [58,59], has been implemented to perform shoreline monitoring using both SAR
amplitude and interferometric coherence information [60]. The developed system exploits remote
sensed images from CSK constellation combined with detailed topographic and meteorological data
collected in situ (Figure 1). The implemented procedure consists in (i) the selection of satellite images
to be included in the processing, based on automatic checks of the marine weather conditions over the
target area, (ii) the morphological classification of the coastline, (iii) the segmentation of SAR data for
land-sea interface identification and (iv) the final tidal correction. Following these steps, a diachronic















































Figure 1. Diagram flow of the COSMO-Beach coastal monitoring system.
2.1. Marine Weather Conditions
Wind and wave conditions during the SAR acquisition greatly influence the backscattering on the
sea surface. In the presence of waves, the values of the backscattering coefficient (σ0) are much higher
than under calm conditions. In particular, X-band SAR data seems to be more sensitive to the waves
compared to L-band SAR [61].
Strong wave motion can lead to erroneous definition of the coastline, which would be landward
by several pixels compared to the real position [39]. Therefore, sea conditions are an essential element
4
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to avoid selecting “noisy” images, whose processing could produce unreliable results and large errors
in shoreline extraction.
The exploitation of wind and wave data allows a preliminary selection of the SAR images archived
in the catalogue, and to discard a priori all the images acquired during storms or immediately following
them. Post storm images, indeed, could be useful for the quantification of damage, but they could
lead to a wrong assessment of coastal dynamics. Since wave buoys are often too sparsely distributed
along the coastal zone and very few coastal areas are provided with local wind and wave measures,
an analysis has been carried out aimed at extracting information on sea conditions directly from SAR
data amplitudes, to be exploited in the case of unavailability of in situ measurements. Wind and wave
fields can be directly inferred from SAR amplitude through a number of complex algorithms [62–64].
Actually, we are not interested in the estimation of the wave field, but rather in selecting only the SAR
images acquired under calm weather conditions. Therefore, a simplified procedure has been proposed
and implemented in the COSMO-Beach processing chain that consists in a first-order statistical analysis,
based on the computation of mean and standard deviation of backscattered amplitude data in open
sea areas located offshore the target regions.
2.2. Coastal Type Classification
A further key element of the MapItaly program is to provide SAR images taken from slightly
different observation directions, thus allowing SAR interferometric (InSAR) analyses, based on the
coherent nature of SAR imaging.
InSAR analysis has been applied in this study, since the estimation of the interferometric coherence
through ergodic estimators can provide an additional information layer to be used for remote
classification of the coastal morphology. This allows in turn: (i) the automatic identification of rocky
and sandy coastal areas, (ii) the adaptive and optimal configuration of the segmentation algorithm,
thus ensuring satisfactory performances regardless of the coastal type of the investigated areas.
A further preliminary step consists in the coastal type classification, which is recommended
since it can enhance the land-sea boundary extraction. The next processing step, consisting in the
segmentation of the SAR images, must be indeed properly and differently configured for sandy and
rocky segments of the coast.
The COSMO-Beach processing chain automatically detects the shoreline type, by taking into
account both amplitude and interferometric coherence information: high coherence and signal
amplitude values allow to classify image pixels as “rock” or “coastal structure”, while the pixels with
lower values are recognized as “sand”. The selected SAR dataset is first co-registered with sub-pixel
accuracy [65] and an average coherence map is hence computed from multiple interferometric pairs.
Optimal co-registration results are obtained by properly selecting a reference image named Master.
More specifically, the perpendicular baselines and dates of the available acquisitions are analyzed in
order to identify the acquisition closer to the “mass center” of the point cloud representing the various
images in the space of temporal and perpendicular baselines. This selection is performed automatically
although it can be changed by the user in those cases in which the automatic result is not adequate due
to the presence of strong artifacts (e.g., atmospheric or focusing artifacts).
Furthermore, SAR amplitude images are radiometrically calibrated and despeckled. In order to
mask out ambiguities and artifacts, apodization filters are also recommended [66].
Available ortophotos are, hence, used for the tuning of the amplitude and coherence thresholds to
be configured in the coastal classification process.
2.3. Land-Sea Interface Extraction
A radiometric approach has been used for the extraction of the shoreline: it exploits the amplitude
of SAR images by assuming that, in the absence of wave and/or wind, surface water exhibits very low
backscattering values with respect to onshore areas.
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Three different segmentation approaches have been implemented and tested on real data:
(i) edge-detection methods, (ii) region-growing algorithms, (iii) active contour analyses. The first two
approaches have been widely experimented for shoreline extraction from SAR images, with satisfactory
results. The last one, known as Local Gaussian Distribution Fitting (LGDF) [57], is an innovative
approach, originally developed for bio-medical applications, and never experimented before for the
segmentation of SAR images. The LGDF approach has been tested because SAR images have a similar
behavior as medical diagnostic images that are also affected by many noise sources and classical edge-
or region-based segmentation approaches often fail.
In order to assess the potentials of shoreline extraction algorithms based on high resolution
SAR data acquired by the CSK constellation, tests have been performed on both sandy and rocky
(or urbanized) shores. The LGDF algorithm has been proved to work well in all the examined situations
and it has been implemented in a two-step shoreline extraction process. The co-registered dataset
is initially segmented using a global thresholding algorithm [55], in order to extract a preliminary
“coarse” shoreline. The land-sea interface detection is hence refined by exploiting the “first-guess”
land-sea boundary as well as the coastal type information, that are both provided as input to the LGDF
segmentation code.
After the LGDF segmentation step, for noisy images, the end result might not be what is expected
and a refinement step must be performed. In such cases, COSMO-Beach enables the operator to
re-analyze SAR images and manually change input parameters of the segmentation algorithm. This
change can be applied globally (i.e., to the whole image) or locally, i.e., only on those stretches that
exhibit critical results, thus allowing a faster and more accurate refinement. In any case, a visual
inspection of segmentation results by a skilled operator is recommended, although time-consuming,
since land-sea interface from SAR images is not clear as shoreline from optical images. The visual
inspection and the refinement step require operator interaction, whereas all the other processes are
fully automated.
2.4. Precise Geocoding
All the shorelines generated by processing the input dataset are available in the Master SAR
geometry and are all co-registered at sub-pixel level. Additionally, the results can be projected in
geographic coordinates. Interestingly, the conversion from SAR coordinates to geographic coordinates
is performed only for the Master geometry since all the shorelines are precisely co-registered on it.
In this way, apart from reducing the computational cost of the geocoding (which is performed only
for one image), we also avoid the random perturbation of geocoding errors that would result if each
single image of the dataset was geocoded independently. The geolocation of the Master image is
performed by taking into account the atmospheric propagation delay correction which is estimated
through Numerical Weather Modeling (NWM) and is integrated into the coastal monitoring system
in order to ensure a geolocation accuracy close to or better than the spatial resolution of the SAR
images [67,68]. Finally, the extracted land-sea interface is further precisely geolocated using Ground
Control Points (GCP).
2.5. Tidal Correction
After precise geocoding, land-sea boundaries extracted from SAR images have to be corrected for
the effect of tidal levels and a datum-based shoreline can be defined. Neglecting tidal effects along
low slope sandy beaches could lead to significant errors in evolution assessment, since high and low
tide shoreline variation can be remarkable. Therefore, land-sea interface extracted from the images
needs a final refinement, considering tidal oscillations, in order to be referred at 0 m above sea level.
This refinement step requires a high resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) in the intertidal zone in
order to evaluate slope along shore-perpendicular transects and tide values recorded by a tidal station
in a near location. HRTI-5 is the DEM product level recommended for this correction [69].
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3. Case Studies
The proposed approach has been tested in two target areas located along the Apulian coastline
(Figure 2): the first one, Torre Canne, is located along the Adriatic coast whereas the second one,
Porto Cesareo, lies along the Ionian coast.
Figure 2. Selected test sites: Torre Canne and Porto Cesareo, both located in Southern Italy. The optical
image is from GoogleEarthTM.
Both areas show a low-slope sandy beach affected by a remarkable erosive process that has
significantly reduced the average emerged beach width. In both cases, human activities, started in
the 1960s during Italian economic development, were significantly increased in recent decades and
the increased land exploitation has brought a lack of sediment in the littoral cell, triggering a massive
erosive trend. Due to the shoreline regression phenomena and their popularity, the selected areas have
been constantly monitored for many years, so that high quality topographic and meteorological data
are available in both locations.
Since 2004 several wide coastal monitoring programmes supported by the European Union
(POR 2000–2006 and FESR 2007–2013 funds) have been carried out in Apulia region, allowing
to obtain a detailed picture of the coastal trends and a huge database for scientific research.
Those programmes included many actions: bathymetric, topographic and sedimentologic field
campaigns, aerial and LIDAR surveys, real-time shoreline monitoring using webcams [14,16,28,29] and
a deployment of a meteomarine network (Apulia Region Meteomarine Network, hereinafter referred
to as “SIMOP”) [70–72]. The availability of marine weather measures turns out to be extremely helpful
for accurate selection of SAR acquisitions available in the CSK archive, based on a preliminary check
on the sea weather conditions at the acquisition time. All the available field data collected in the target
sites are listed in Table 1.
The examined SAR images are all HH (horizontal transmitting, horizontal receiving) polarized
and captured by the SAR1 satellite of the CSK constellation in Stripmap HIMAGE mode (spatial
resolution: 3 × 3 m2) acquired in the framework of the MapItaly plan. The horizontal polarization
is generally preferred to the vertical one since it ensures the largest contrast of the backscattering
coefficient between the beach and the sea of the polarization modes [61].
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Table 1. Remote sensed and field data selected for the experimental analysis over the two test sites.
Test Site I Test Site II
SAR dataset 19 CSK Stripmap HIMAGE 38 CSK Stripmap HIMAGE
DEM LIDAR DEM 2008 1 m LIDAR DEM 2008 1 m(POR PUGLIA 2000–2006) (POR PUGLIA 2000–2006)
Aerial photos Maritime State Office (Apulia Region) Maritime State Office (Apulia Region)
Waves RON Wave Buoy (Monopoli) SIMOP Wave Buoy (Taranto)
Tides RMN Tidal station (Bari) SIMOP Tidal station (Porto Cesareo)
GPS survey 60 GPS transects spaced 10 m 50 GPS transects spaced 10 m
A 14-km long coastal stretch has been selected as test site I, between towns of Torre Canne and
Savelletri. The nearest tide gauge is located in the harbour of Bari, belonging to the Italian National
Tide gauge Network (hereinafter referred to as “RMN”) and wave data are collected by a wave buoy
moored 15 km north of the site which is part of the Italian Data Buoy Network (hereinafter referred
to as “RON”) [73]. The H4-05 dataset of CSK acquisitions, spanning from March 2010 to May 2013,
contains images acquired at around 16:52 (UTC time), along right-descending passes (Table 2).
Table 2. COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) dataset characteristics.
CSK_H4-05_HH_RD_009 CSK_H4-01_HH_RA_009 CSK_H4-02_HH_RA_009
Instrument Mode STR_HIMAGE STR_HIMAGE STR_HIMAGE
Polarization HH HH HH
Look Side right right right
Pass Direction D A A
Track 9 209 209
Beam ID H4-05 H4-01 H4-02
Off Nadir Angle 30620 24130 24670
Satellite ID SAR1 SAR1 SAR1
The second experimental case study (Test site II) is located along a very popular beach (Bacino
Grande) in the southern part of the Porto Cesareo municipality. It is a 3000 m long sandy beach,
backed by a sub-parallel coastline dune ridge and oriented W-E. Since 2006, the area of interest has
been constantly monitored by the SIMOP network, that includes: (i) an anemometric station, (ii) a
tide gauge located a few hundred meters towards the South, and (iii) a wave buoy moored offshore
in the Gulf of Taranto, about 60 km north of Porto Cesareo. The examined SAR images are part of
two distinct CSK data takes, with an off-nadir angle of 24.13◦ and 24.67◦ (beams H4-01 and H4-02,
respectively) and along ascending orbits (Table 2). The H4-01 dataset spans the period from 2009 to
2011, whereas H4-02 dataset was acquired between 2010 and 2015.
4. Results
From the CSK catalogue, two Stripmap HIMAGE acquisitions datasets, covering the target
regions, have been selected according to the wind and wave conditions provided by the nearest
marine observing stations from SIMOP, RON and RMN. When observed data were unavailable,
that preliminary selection step has been performed exploiting ERA-Interim Re-Analysis dataset from
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [74].
The first selected dataset (Test Site I) contains 19 images, spanning from 2010 to 2013, whereas the
second one (Test Site II) contains 38 CSK images acquired between 2009 and 2015. Remotely sensed
and in situ data, provided as input to the COSMO-Beach processing chain used for validating the
experimental results, are listed in Table 1.
Taking into account that, in case of calm sea conditions, the surface of the sea appears as a very
homogeneous region characterized by rather low amplitude values, mean and standard deviation
of the amplitude values have been calculated in a sub-region, located offshore the examined beach,
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and extracted from the filtered data, and their relationship with recorded wave heights has been
investigated. The calm sea is characterized, as expected, by low backscattering coefficient values,
whereas in rough sea conditions σ0 values grow considerably (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Scatter plot showing the correlation between the mean backscattering coefficient (computed
offshore) and the significant wave height measured by a wave buoy (Test Site I).
Sea conditions can be likely distinguished using the average amplitude values: it was observed
that when the backscattering coefficient exceeded a threshold value equal to −19 dB, images could
certainly be discarded, since acquired in conditions of rough seas with significant wave heights (Hs),
typically greater than 0.5 m. These results are in good agreement with results published in the recent
literature for TSX constellation, i.e., the other X-band satellite SAR mission, which confirmed that the
reflectivity of water surfaces in light wind conditions are less than −19 dB [75].
This step would allow to select part of the SAR datasets for further analysis when field data or
high resolution wave model data are not available.
After filtering out noisy images, the selected SAR images were preprocessed and precisely
geocoded thanks to the availability of high quality LIDAR surveys covering both areas of interest (AOI).
Concerning the use of the interferometric coherence for coastal type classification, multiple acquisition
pairs have been selected, with small temporal and geometric baseline in order to minimize temporal
and spatial decorrelation noise sources. An average coherence map has been hence computed for
minimizing time-uncorrelated fluctuations, allowing shoreline classification (Figure 4).
Very good results have been achieved in coastal type discrimination (with a 90% success rate
for Test site I and close to 100% for Test site II), as proved by aerial photos provided by the Maritime
State Office of Apulia Region. The coastline classification has also been fruitfully exploited for the
application of the segmentation algorithm in the next step.
Three different segmentation algorithms have been tested on three 165 × 130 pixel matrices cut
out of the original image, each of them representing a different coastal type (rock and sand) and one
of them containing artifacts. In this step the performance of the tested segmentation algorithms has
been visually inspected, overlaying the extracted shoreline on the original SAR image. In Figure 5,
the land-sea interfaces extracted in the three sub-sites using three different segmentation approaches
are displayed with different colors (red line for thresholding and region based, green line for LGDF).
It can be seen from Figure 5 that SAR images have been correctly segmented in all the sub-sites, even on
the sandy coast, by the LGDF algorithm, which is able to extract a ”visually correct” land-sea interface.
The results of all tests performed have been classified into two categories (Table 3): (i) Good if the
SAR land-sea interface has no anomalies and is close to the visual boundary, and (ii) Poor if the SAR
land-sea interface presents anomalies or significantly departs from the visual boundary. As reported in
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Table 3, LGDF has been the only method capable of providing accurate coastline for both the scenarios
and to be also robust to handle SAR intensity artefacts. Since it is an adaptive method capable of
exploiting local variability of the SAR images, it has been proven to be reliable and efficient even in
the case of SAR images with high intensity dispersion and power noise. Hence, the LGDF approach
has been clearly preferred over the other two and it has been integrated in the processing chain for
land-sea boundary extraction.
Figure 4. Coastal type classification over Test site I: rocky and sandy stretches are marked in brown
and yellow, respectively.
Figure 5. Segmentation results using thresholding, region-based algorithm and LGDF in the three
examined sub-sites (rock coast, sandy coast and artifacts).
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Table 3. Performances of different segmentation algorithms on the selected test site.
Algorithm Rocky Coast Sandy Coast Artifact
Thresholding GOOD GOOD POOR
Region-based GOOD POOR GOOD
LGDF GOOD GOOD GOOD
The LGDF algorithm accuracy for land-sea interface extraction in the sandy areas have been tested
on two wide sandy beaches, because in the case of narrow beaches, where beach width is smaller
or equal to spatial resolution, the backscattering of the sand portion is indistinguishable from SAR
echo signal of structures delimiting the beach. In selected SAR images, both the sandy beaches are
represented by a good number of pixels (about 10 pixels in the widest part of the beach) even during
the winter season (Figure 6). For each test site, a SAR acquisition has been taken for the segmentation
assessment, selecting optimal weather and sea conditions (calm sea conditions and light winds) in the
off-season in order to avoid the crowded coasts.
Figure 6. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Pixels belonging to sandy beach region.
Each SAR image has been segmented using an LGDF approach in order to extract the
instantaneous shoreline. The LGDF algorithm, initialized in the first approximation by a “coarse” line,
extracted applying a global thresholding, iteratively calculates, for subsequent steps, the dry/wet
separation line using different segmentation parameters according to the coastal type. Extracted
shorelines were affected by tidal fluctuations; they have been hence corrected by taking into account
sea level values recorded by nearest tide stations and the local slopes derived from the available high
resolution DEMs, and then referred to 0 m above sea level.
During both experiments, an accuracy assessment of shorelines extracted by the COSMO-Beach
system has been performed by comparing the outcomes of the processing chain to ground truths
collected through GPS survey campaigns carried out simultaneously with the SAR acquisition.
The surveys have been conducted using two high accuracy GPS receivers (Leica GX1230) operating in
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) mode and real-time corrected through the permanent GNSS network of
the Apulia Region. Within the in situ campaigns, regularly spaced shore-perpendicular transects have
been surveyed and the 0 m contour has been extrapolated.
The comparison between the corrected SAR shorelines and the observed 0 m GPS contour
highlights a good performance in coastline detection using the proposed procedure (Figure 7a,b). For
the statistical error analysis, 50 transects in test site I and 160 transects in test site II, located at a fixed
distance of 10 m between each other, have been considered.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Accuracy assessment of SAR extracted shoreline: (a) Test site I; (b) Test site II.
The overall performances of the LGDF algorithm have been estimated using a series of statistical
indicators. Mean error, standard deviation and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) have been calculated
for the sample of distances between SAR and GPS shorelines for each transect. Results have shown an
overall mapping accuracy (RMSE) of 1.35 m for Test Site I and 2.2 m for Test Site II, i.e., lower than
image pixel resolution (Table 4).
Table 4. Shoreline accuracy assessment.
Test Site Mean (m) Standard Deviation (m) RMSE (m)
Test Site I 1.12 0.78 1.35
Test Site II 1.36 1.47 2.2
The algorithm performance has also been assessed using a criterion based on neighbourhood
pixels [40], estimating the pixel distance between the SAR shoreline and the GPS shoreline (Table 5)
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The accuracy analysis carried out on Test Site I shows that 87% of extracted shoreline segments lie
within 1 pixel distance from the surveyed shoreline, and, with a tolerance of 2 pixels, the accuracy rises
to 100%. Test Site II experiment, even with a greater number of transects, has achieved similar results:
85% of SAR coastline lies within 1 pixel distance from the GPS coastline, 98% of SAR coastline has a
tolerance of 2 pixels, and the accuracy rises to 100% with a tolerance of 3 pixels.
Table 5. Algorithm performance for different neighborhood sizes.
Accuracy
Test Site <1 Pixel Distance 1–2 Pixel Distance 2–3 Pixel Distance
Test Site I 87% 100% 100%
Test Site II 85% 98% 100%
It has to be highlighted that these results have been achieved by excluding, from the statistical
analysis, transects where organic deposits of Posidonia oceanica were detected during on-site
inspections. Larger errors have been detected only over those areas, since the intensity of the radar
signal backscattered by the stockpiles hinders the reliable estimation of the shoreline through any
segmentation algorithm (Figure 8). In such cases, as expected, the extracted land-sea interface lies
along the algal deposit on the shore in the zone extending seaward from the “real” shoreline.
Figure 8. Organic deposits of Posidonia oceanica along the coastline during SAR acquisition.
After the accuracy assessment of shoreline detection, the coastal evolution trend has been analyzed
in both target areas. Shorelines have been extracted from each available SAR image and have been
corrected taking into account the tidal oscillations. Shoreline movements have been measured along
user-specified orthogonal transects and rates-of-change and associated statistics have been estimated.
During the investigated time periods, both test sites were erosion-prone areas: the diachronic shoreline
analysis revealed a maximum retreat of 24 m from 2011 to 2013 in Test Site I (Figure 9a), and a shoreline
erosion up to 20 m from 2009 to 2015 in Test Site II (Figure 9b).
A comparison between SAR extracted shorelines and 2018 satellite maps (Figure 9a,b) reveals
that beach erosion in both examined areas still occurs, attesting the need for a continuous coastal
monitoring system for coastal risk assessment.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9. Shoreline changes detected from SAR images (blue line for the oldest SAR shoreline, red line
for the most recent): (a) Test site I (Porto Cesareo); (b) Test site II (Torre Canne).
5. Discussion
A coastal monitoring system requires some key characteristics such as cost effectiveness,
high-speed data acquisition and processing and the accuracy of the collected information. Traditional
methods for coastal monitoring, generally ensuring higher accuracy than EO systems, determine
a significant financial burden due to the extension of the areas, the survey frequency and the
long-term continuity.
Since the aim of our research has been to set up an operational tool for coastal observation
ensuring high accuracy, the experimental analysis has been carried out on CSK SAR data due to their
high spatial resolution, low-cost, short revisit period and operational continuity. Moreover, the CSK
satellite constellation has been operating since 2007, providing a large archive of SAR images that
can be exploited for short and long-term analysis. The fast revisit/response time makes it possible to
employ these data even for risk situation assessment. Besides, COSMO-SkyMed Second Generation is
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planned to become operational in 2019–2020, thus ensuring continuity of service for many more years.
Currently, there are very few SAR satellite missions that combine all these features.
The direct comparison of accuracy results in shoreline extraction with previous studies is not
straightforward since they depend on several factors including sensor characteristics, spatial resolution,
sensor acquisition geometry, shoreline morphology, sea state, and processing methodology [76].
Moreover, it has to be underlined that in most studies the algorithm performance is estimated by
an overall eye inspection [42,43,50] or a comparison with a manually traced coastline [45,48,77].
Few studies comply with ground truth data for accuracy assessment [46,47,51,78]. Focusing attention
only on shoreline identification performance from CSK data estimated by comparing the extracted
coastline with ground truths, our experiments are consistent with previous results [47], that found
accuracies of 1 pixel for shorelines extracted by the CSK Stripmap HIMAGE data using a procedure
based on image segmentation using locally adaptive thresholding method. CSK polarimetric data
produce less accurate results in shoreline detection than those that can be achieved using CSK Stripmap
images, providing a 7 pixel accuracy [51].
Interesting results have also been reported in the recent literature with high-resolution X-band
SAR images acquired by the TSX mission. In particular, Vandebroek et al. [78] monitored a beach
renourishment in the Netherlands. Thanks to the high accuracy of the timing information and orbital
state vectors, TSX allows a sub-decimetric ranging accuracy and a high-quality geocoding [79,80], thus
potentially ensuring a very precise georeferencing of the shoreline. Nevertheless, the authors have
stated in [78] that the errors in the shoreline estimate may amount to some tens of meters, which is
well above the TSX spatial resolution (∼3 m).
Although the spatial resolutions of CSK and TSX stripmap data are similar, the results detailed
in [78] are not directly comparable with the outcomes of the present study, because of the very
different settings of the selected test sites. In particular, the significant discrepancies between the
performances achieved in [78] and in the present study, respectively, can be explained in terms of
different environmental conditions, such as meteorological, tidal and topographic factors among the
areas of interest.
In particular, results reported in [78] are heavily affected by the local exposure of the test site,
a mega scale beach renourishment (known as “Sand Motor”) on the Dutch coast facing the North Sea,
and exposed to severe winds, wave and tide conditions. Instead, tidal oscillations, wind and wave
climate conditions are significantly milder in the areas selected for the present study (i.e., Torre Canne
and Porto Cesareo), thus reducing the uncertainty in the still sea level. By selecting only images
acquired in the most favorable weather conditions, wind and wave setup and also wave run-up have
been neglected in the present study.
Moreover, even by assuming a comparable uncertainty in the measurement of the water level,
the errors in the shoreline detection are expected to be significantly affected by the local slope of
the shoreline: the higher the local slope, the better the accuracy of the tidal correction. The slope
of the Dutch test site is much lower than the slope of the two Apulian coastal areas. Finally,
SAR backscattering should be further investigated both in the intertidal zone and in areas covered by
only a few centimeters of water. This further highlights the influence that environmental parameters
play in the coastline extraction.
The main limitation of the presented integrated approach is related to the nature of the radar
data. Unlike optical images, SAR images are not straightforward to be visually interpreted. As an
example, the algorithm cannot recognize objects along the coast, as in the case of Posidonia oceanica
blocks, because as external elements they could not be masked out in the segmentation process. Since
they can affect the backscattering values in SAR images, their occurrence can hinder the accurate
detection of the shoreline through SAR data segmentation analysis.
COSMO-Beach could be successfully applied to other coastal areas because it does not depend on
the location of coastal areas, but it has to be highlighted that the performance in shoreline detection
is strongly linked to the quality and quantity of available field and remotely sensed data, so the
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“one-pixel” potential accuracy can be achieved as long as all the image quality checks have been
satisfied and high accuracy in situ observed data are available.
The proposed procedure for beach monitoring could be also effectively extended to SAR data
provided by other European Space Agency missions released in the framework of the Copernicus
Earth Observation programme. Interestingly, Sentinel-1 interferometric data can reach a revisit time of
one image every six days, thus allowing a quasi real-time monitoring but their use is limited by spatial
resolution (5 × 25 m2 in Interferometric Wide Swath mode). The use of these low-resolution images
would likely allow the monitoring of beaches presenting relevant shoreline evolution rates (sand spits,
river deltas) rather than beach environments having a small dynamic range.
6. Conclusions
An integrated approach of remotely sensed and in-situ data has been presented, aimed
at coastal observation on both the local and regional scale for short and long-term analysis.
A semi-automatic coastal monitoring system, known as COSMO-Beach, has been implemented to
detect and analyze the coastline from Cosmo-SkyMed Stripmap HIMAGE data exploiting a mixed
radiometric/interferometric approach. The research conducted on the COSMO-SkyMed SAR images
has shown that this data satisfactorily meets coastal monitoring requirements: (i) a large archive
of low-cost SAR images with a short revisit period and operational continuity; (ii) a segmentation
processing can be quite easily implemented with a low computational time and (iii) a good performance
in shoreline detection ensuring an accuracy lower than image pixel resolution.
The segmentation stage adopts a two-step processing procedure: a coarse shoreline, detected
using a thresholding method, feeds an Active Contour Model (LGDF) that extracts a fine resolution
land-sea interface. A good performance in shoreline detection has been achieved ensuring a high
sub-pixel. The whole processing chain is fully automated except the fine segmentation step that
requires an operator intervention in cases of anomalies in the extracted features. The integration
of remote sensed and in situ data tested in this research has proven to be effective for an accurate
estimation of the shoreline and for the study of its dynamics, allowing: (i) selection of high quality
SAR images, (ii) precise geocoding, (iii) tidal correction, and (iv) shoreline accuracy assessment.
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Abstract: Video-monitoring can be exploited as a valuable tool to acquire continuous, high-quality
information on the evolution of beach morphology at a low cost and, on such basis, perform beach
resilience analyses. This manuscript presents preliminary results of an ongoing, long-term monitoring
programme of five sandy Italian beaches along the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian sea. The project aims
at analyzing nearshore morphologic variabilities on a time period of several years, to link them to
resilience indicators. The observations indicate that most of the beach width variations can be linked
to discrete variations of sandbar systems, and most of all to an offshore migration and decay of the
outermost bars. Further, the largest net shoreline displacements across the observation period are
experienced by beaches with a clear NOM (Net Offshore Migration)-type evolution of the seabed.
Keywords: video-monitoring; beach morphological evolution; beach resilience; sand bars
1. Introduction
A natural system is resilient when it is able to restore perturbations without losing its functionality.
In the same way, the resilience of a beach could be defined as the capability to preserve its functionality
under changing hydro-morphological conditions. Among the main and most relevant functions of
wave-dominated beach systems is its capability to dissipate and absorb the energy of waves coming
from the offshore.
The morphologic impact of waves on coasts, focus of a growing volume of literature
(e.g., [1–3]), has been proven a crucial matter for the subsistence of coastal communities. The thrive
of coastal ecosystems and the related benefits for society are closely linked to beach integrity and
well-functioning. Thus, efficient management policies require evidence-based strategies to protect
coasts without affecting the beach system capability to adapt to the hazards of climate change [4].
A clear example of beach resilience are the fluctuations in shoreline position in response to a storm [5].
The shoreline recovery acts as a long-term process of maintenance of the subaerial beach width and
affects the net impact of storms in time [6–10].
Nearshore sand bars are a crucial component of sandy coastal systems, since they act as sediment
storage and wave energy preferential dissipation points, thus playing a key role in the overall
morphologic stability of the shoreline. Generally, during large wave events sand is shifted offshore and
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deposited in submerged sandbars [11]. During the following calm periods, sandbars slowly migrate
back onshore and possibly weld to the shoreline to restore the pre-storm subaerial beach width and
morphology [12].
Relationships between the shoreline and the sandbar morphology were first described by the
“morphodynamic model” of Wright and Short [13], in which beaches were classified into specific
morphological states, each characterized by different sandbar configurations and connections to the
shoreline. Transitions between morphological states are described in the model as a response to wave
and tide forcings [14].
Among the most commonly recognized sandbar evolutionary processes is the Net Offshore
Migration (NOM) pattern [15], characterized by a long-term cyclic evolution in three stages [16].
At first, a bar is generated close to the shoreline by interaction of undertow, wave velocity asymmetries
and long waves effects [17]. The bar then experiences a net offshore migration, a byproduct of
an alternation of gradual onshore movements during calms and strong offshore motions during
storms [18]. Finally, the bar moves offshore of the breaking line and degenerates [19]. NOM cycles
have been identified on several barred beaches worldwide. In the Mediterranean Sea this phenomenon
was observed along the Gulf of Lions and described both by bathymetric [20] and remote-sensed
data [21]. Relations between the extent and typology of beach erosional phenomena and bar stage
are observed [15] since a decaying outer bar offers a reduced protection to the shoreline and inner
bar, leading to enhanced erosion of the shoreline [22–24]. Recently, the analysis of shoreline recovery
processes has provided further insight in the close relation between shoreline recovery rates, the bar
location and the tidal regime [10,25].
In the past decades, the increase of remote sensing techniques for the monitoring of coasts have
promoted a deeper understanding of the multi-year response of the beach system, allowing for a much
greater spatial and temporal resolution than traditional survey methods. Moreover, they ensure
that all significant events involving coastline alteration can be analyzed in a retrospective way [26].
In particular, the evaluation of barlines and shoreline positioning, as well as their medium-to-long
term evolution, via remotely sensed images has been proven a rather affordable and reliable approach
that allows for the collection of a large volume of data. Several metrics for a thorough analysis of beach
response to hydrodynamic forcing can then be extracted by video-monitoring products. Among these
are the wave run-up [27,28] which can be used as a proxy for the residual wave energy reaching
the shore after wave breaking, the swash zone properties (e.g., see [29]), and the mean shoreline
net changes after storm events (e.g., see [30]). A number of video-monitoring stations have been
productively deployed along Italian coasts in recent years (e.g., see [30–34]) and their informational
value can be proficiently used to satisfy the increasing need for informed coastal management decision
planning by local authorities [35].
In this paper, we present preliminary results of nearshore morphological evolution derived from
multi-year beach monitoring. The study sites are located along five Italian beaches characterized by
different coastal protection demands and environmental forcing. This work is part of an ongoing,
long-term monitoring programme of sandy beaches belonging to environmentally-protected areas,
with the aim of providing the information on beach resilience needed to ensure the survival and good
functioning of such environmental sanctuaries [36].
Section 2 provides an overview of the study sites, the local climates and video-monitoring system
used for the analyses. The main results are detailed in Section 3. A discussion of the results and some
concluding remarks are finally proposed in Section 4.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Sites
The study sites are located in central Italy, three along the Adriatic Sea and two along the central
Tyrrhenian Sea (Figure 1). The sites present sandy beaches free from coastal defense structures and
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characterized by different wave exposures and seabed slopes. All the sites are micro-tidal beaches
with the major tidal excursions experienced by the Adriatic beaches, in all cases the tidal excursion
never exceeding 0.6 m (Rete Mareografica Nazionale—ISPRA). The main differences between the
Adriatic and Tyrrhenian sites are due to inherited geological and physiographic constraints, resulting
in different local wave climates, sedimentary input densities and degrees of coastal fragmentation by
geological forcing (rocky headlands), as well as different amplitudes of storm surges and wave set-up,
both larger in the semi-enclosed Adriatic basin.
Figure 1. The five investigated locations (pictures taken from Google Earth). From top to bottom:
Senigallia, Torre del Cerrano, Rodi Garganico, Terracina and Sabaudia. The shaded areas indicate the
video-monitored portions of beach.
The Senigallia beach is located along the northern portion of the Central Adriatic Sea, 1 km south
of the Misa river estuary, in a region of touristic attractiveness that is included in the longest stretch
of unprotected beach of the Marche region [37]. The coastline is oriented approximately NW–SE and
the beach is characterized by fine and medium sands (d50 ≈ 0.25 mm), with a nearshore slope of
about 0.5% computed, as for all the sites, as the average slope between the shoreline and the −10 m
depth isoline.
The second Adriatic site is located along the Central Adriatic margin inside the marine protected
area of Torre del Cerrano. The shoreline is NW–SE oriented and the beach is composed of fine/medium
sand (d50 ≈ 0.3 mm) with nearshore slope of about 0.5–0.6%.
The Rodi Garganico site, part of the Gargano National Park, is the latest observing systems
installed and is located along the northern side of the Gargano promontory in the southern Adriatic
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Sea. The coastline orientation is about E–W facing the north, with medium grained beach sediments
(d50 ≈ 0.3 mm) and nearshore slope of about 0.8%. The harbour located 1 km eastward of the monitored
beach may have an important influence on the morphological evolution of the nearby coastal areas,
since it may alter the longshore sediment flow patterns significantly.
Two adjacent beaches were analyzed along the central Tyrrhenian side: Sabaudia and Terracina.
They are separated by the rocky Circeo Cape and characterized by very different touristic demand.
The Sabaudia sandy beach-dune system, spanning for 24 km northward of this rocky headland,
is entirely included in the Circeo National Park since 1934, representing one of the largest and most
natural littoral zones of the Tyrrhenian coast. The video-monitored portion is located about 5 km north
of the Circeo Cape and is composed of fine to medium sand (d50 ≈ 0.3 mm) with a nearshore slope of
about 1.3%. The site orientation is NNW–SSE.
The Terracina beach, located eastward of the Circeo Cape, is enclosed into a 15 km long embayment
with an average WSW–ENE orientation and a nearshore slope of about 1.7%, the maximum nearshore
slope value of all the five sites here studied. Two major rivers are present inside the embayment and
the analyzed sector is bounded at one end by one of these river jetties. Native beach sediments consist
of fine to medium-fine grained sand (d50 ≈ 0.3 mm) evolved into mixed beach sediments after a beach
face nourishment was deployed in 2007, with a mean beach infill of 270 m3/m [31]. Because of this,
the evolution of the Terracina beach has to be regarded as a long-term self-adjustment of a “not in
equilibrium” beach. This is a situation different from those of the other sites, where no relevant coastal
interventions were undertaken before and during the monitoring period, and thus the natural beach
adaptation processes in response to local wave forcing is not artificially altered.
2.2. The Video-Monitoring System and Data Processing
All the analyzed areas are provided with double-camera video-monitoring stations working
with the same setting since 2016, except the Rodi Garganico site, operative since the end of 2018 and,
for this reason only, partly described in this manuscript. The Terracina system, previously made of
a single-camera system, was upgraded to the actual double-camera setting in 2015.
The monitoring stations are all located on the roof of beach-front buildings, at a height larger
than 20 m above the mean sea level (Table 1) and at a distance smaller than 150 m from the shoreline.
The acquiring systems routinely collect images of the nearshore zone at 2 Hz during 10 min every
daylight hour, through a double digital video-camera equipped with CMOS 1/1.8′′ sensor and fitted
with fixed-focal lens. The alongshore extent of the monitored coast is site-specific, but always ensures
visibility of the active nearshore zone along a sector extending 500–1000 m in the longshore direction.
Information on camera systems are given in Table 1.
In order to achieve quantitative morphologic information from remote images, standard
photogrammetric procedures [38] were used to project the oblique video image onto a planar surface,
coincident with the local sea level [39]. The geometrical solutions of the projection procedure were
constrained with several Ground Control Points (GCP), clearly visible points in the image with known
coordinates both in the image-space and in ground-space. The geometries were computed for each
selected image, corrected for optical distortions following the method used by Bouguet [40] and finally
transformed into geometrically-correct plan views on a 1 m grid. A local metric reference system
was set for each station, with the origin fixed at the video-station position and rotated in order to
ensure that the mean shoreline direction is parallel to the x-axis and the y-axis is positive toward the
offshore (Figure 2). The cross-shore and alongshore limits of the analyzed portion of each rectified
image were fixed at distances from the stations where the pixel footprint was not higher than 5 m and
20 m, respectively.
Quantitative information on the morphological features of the nearshore zone has been extracted
from optical signatures visible on the optical images and used to investigate the dynamics of the
analyzed area [39,41]. Shoreline and sandbar locations have been indirectly estimated using composite
images resulting from time averaging of the pixel intensity (Timex images). In this way moving
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features, e.g., propagating waves and bores, are not visible but more stable characteristics, e.g., regions
of wave breaking, are highlighted as white bands [42].
Table 1. Specifics of the deployed video-monitoring stations.
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Figure 2. An example of rectified and georeferenced Timex image from the video-monitoring station in
Terracina. The remotely sensed locations of the shoreline and the bar are shown with the orange and
the black line, respectively. The dashed line box shows the region of interest along the Terracina coast.
Once Timex images have been rectified and georeferenced, many approaches to sample patterns
of high intensity from plan view images can be used. In the present work the Barline Intensity Mapper
(BLIM) by van Enckevort and Ruessink [18] and Pape et al. [43] has been used. In this algorithm,
pixels within a region of interest are scanned along the image in order to detect the position lines of
maximum pixel intensity values (Figure 2). These lines have been taken as proxies for wave breaking
regions and, therefore, for the positions of sandbar crests and shorelines with a suitable accuracy.
One single image per day was chosen close to the lowest tide level, when environmental conditions
allowed to clearly analyze the image. For each sampled feature (bar line or shoreline), the cross-shore
position was alongshore averaged and used as a proxy for the overall cross-shore position of the
remotely sensed morphology. Alongshore standard deviation could also be assumed as representative
for the alongshore unevenness of the morphology. Other morphological parameters, like the bar height
and the existing bathymetry, are also deemed to be relevant to the beach morphodynamic processes;
unfortunately, no information on this regard could be extracted by video-monitoring products in our
study, although there are some undergoing studies on the matter of estimating the bathymetry from
remotely sensed images [44].
Since the location of barlines and shorelines could be affected by uncertainties related to sea level
existing during the Timex construction [18,45], a conservative approach was used to filter out sea
level-induced errors on features positions. Cut-off resolutions were fixed at ±5 m for the shoreline,
±10 m for the inner bars and ±20 m for the outermost bar, so that all consecutive feature motions lower
than such thresholds were not regarded as real cross-shore displacements. The present analyses focused
on the long-term behaviour rather than on the single event response, allowing, however, to identify all
beach feature variations whose amplitude were larger than the above-mentioned thresholds.
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Further, in order to analyze the long-term behaviour of selected beaches, a down-sampling of
time series was operated by averaging values over different temporal windows (7 days, 15 days and
30 days). Some periods, however, remained unsampled because of system failure, dirty lenses due to
persisting bad weather, or calm weather giving no visible wave breaking patterns.
Throughout the manuscript the shoreline is labelled as “sl” and bars as “bn”, where n is
an identifying number that increases with the temporal occurrence and the offshore position of the
given feature. Only for the beach in Sabaudia, the presence of transient sandy features between the bars
and the shoreline (labelled as SPAW, Shoreward Propagating Accretionary Waves [46]) has been detected.
Table 2 gives basic information on the time extension and a summary of the sampled features in
each image dataset, with the number of days each feature appears, and its percentage of occurrence
over the whole observation period.
Table 2. The image datasets used for the study. For each location, the observational time intervals
and the total number of observed days are reported. For each feature detected at a specific location,
the number of days that the feature has been detected and its percentage of occurrence over the total
number of days are also given.
Location Dataset Specifics & Days of Feature Occurrence
Senigallia
Time interval: 16 December 2016–9 February 2019
Number of days: 786
feature sl b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
no of days 370 447 282 89 9 307
% occurrence 47 57 36 11 19 39
Torre del Cerrano
Time interval: 15 May 2016–14 January 2019
Number of days: 985
feature sl b1 b2 b3
no of days 515 458 214 15
% occurrence 52 47 22 2
Sabaudia
Time interval: 13 October 2015–22 December 2018
Number of days: 1167
feature sl spaw b1 b2
no of days 812 155 604 157
% occurrence 70 13 52 13
Terracina
Time interval: 28 September 2007–28 December 2018
Number of days: 4110
feature sl b1 b2 b3 b4
no of days 1307 54 285 484 218
% occurrence 32 1 7 12 5
2.3. Wave Climate
2006–2016 hindcast and 2017–2018 forecast wave data delivered by the Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Service (EU Copernicus programme, http://marine.copernicus.eu/) have
been used to characterize wave forcings typical of the study sites. For the mid/long term analysis
described here, a preliminary wave height threshold equivalent to a 97th percentile has been
adopted [5,47]. In other words, the threshold for the definition of a storm event is assumed so
that the recorded time series of wave heights stays above it for 3% of the whole analyzed period.
The proposed method identified about 150 events per region as classified storm events throughout
the period 2006–2018. As suggested by Boccotti [48], two consecutive storm records must be regarded
as distinct if they are separated by a continuous interval greater than 12 h. The wave data and
characteristics are here primarily used to compute morphodynamic parameters (Section 3.1), and no
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specific analysis was performed to characterize storm statistics. Statistical information on the storm
wave forcings at the investigated sites are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Wave climate statistics for each study site: wave height threshold for storm classification
Hs,0.97, mean significant wave height at classified storm peaks 〈Hs,peak〉, and mean peak period at
classified storm peaks 〈Tp,peak〉.
Senigallia Torre del Cerrano Rodi Garganico Terracina Sabaudia
Hs,0.97 (m) 2.04 1.91 1.99 2.26 2.41
〈Hs,peak〉 (m) 2.81 2.67 2.67 3.18 3.33
〈Tp,peak〉 (s) 7.30 7.42 7.41 8.71 8.59
Since the variability of nearshore patterns is highly related to the balance between cross- and
alongshore components of the wave-induced currents, a crucial parameter to be considered across
all sites is the wave approach angle with respect to the coast. As a consequence of the physiographic
differences between the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian basins (elongated and enclosed the former, more open
the latter), wave obliquity in the Adriatic sites is clearly bimodal (due to the action of the local Scirocco
and Bora winds), while the incidence distribution for Tyrrhenian sites is mainly unimodal (Figure 3).
Along the Adriatic sites, the prevailing NE and E waves approach the coasts at different angles:
at Senigallia the waves coming from N approach the coast at very large angles with respect to the
shore normal, whereas at Torre del Cerrano waves approach the beach from two symmetric directions
with large angles. At Rodi Garganico waves coming mainly from N–NW approach the coast almost
normally (Figure 3; the panel pertaining to Rodi Garganico is not shown).
Figure 3. Distribution of wave obliquity at Senigallia, Terracina, Torre del Cerrano and Sabaudia.
The red dashed lines demarcate the ±30◦ interval of wave incidence with respect to the shore normal.
In the y-axis the number of hourly wave records coming from a given direction interval throughout the
total observation period is given.
Concerning the Tyrrhenian sites, although both Sabaudia and Terracina are subjected to roughly
the same wave climate, the dominant waves coming from W, SW and S induce different inshore
hydrodynamics since the respective coastlines have strongly different orientation. This results in
a dominance of waves approaching at low angles for Sabaudia, and at high angles for Terracina.
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2.4. Beach Classification Parameters
A simple and general description of beach morphology at the investigated sites can be achieved
by means of synthetic parameters, such as the dimensionless fall velocity Ω [13], the bar parameter
















where Hb is the breaking wave height, ws is the settling sediment velocity, Tp is the peak wave period,
L0 is the estimated offshore mean wave length, xs is an offshore distance corresponding to a specific
depth at which the beach slope becomes very small (beach “closure”), g is the gravitational acceleration,
tan β is the bottom slope and TR is the tide range. The settling sediment velocity is evaluated with the













where ν is the kinematic viscosity of water, d50 is the sediment median-diameter, ρs is the particle
density, ρw is the water density.
The breaking wave height Hb appearing in Equations (1) and (3) has been computed starting from
the mean value of the (offshore) peak wave heights of the identified storms, 〈Hs,peak〉. The offshore
datum has been transported to the breaking line by taking into account the effect of wave shoaling
over an equilibrium beach profile:
Hb = 〈Hs,peak〉 ks (6)
where ks is the shoaling coefficient. The wave period Tp used in Equations (1) and (2) has been
calculated as the mean of the peak wave periods at the peaks of identified storms 〈Tp,peak〉, and the
Iribarren parameter as the mean of the Iribarren numbers computed for each classified storm event.
3. Results
3.1. Beach Classification
The classification parameters estimated for each site are summarized in Table 4. The dimensionless
fall velocity Ω takes into account both wave and sediment characteristics; values of Ω larger than
6 have been found for all sites, allowing us to classify all the beaches as dissipative. In this kind of
environment submerged bars may be present and rips are usually absent [13,14]. Low values of the
surf similarity parameter, Ir (see Table 4), also display a dissipative beach behaviour, characterized
by spilling type breaking waves (Ir < 0.5). Following the conceptual beach model of Masselink
and Short [14] that makes use of the relative tide range RTR, all beaches can be classified as barred
dissipative beaches, further confirming the presence of submerged bars.
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Table 4. Environmental and classification parameters used to characterize the main morphological
behaviour of the study sites.
Slope (%) TR (m) d50 (mm) Ω [13] B∗ [49] RTR [14] Ir [50]
Senigallia 0.5 0.6 0.25 11.3 497 0.2 0.03
Torre del Cerrano 0.5 0.5 0.30 8.6 447 0.2 0.03
Rodi Garganico 0.8 0.4 0.30 8.6 209 0.1 0.05
Sabaudia 1.3 0.4 0.30 9.3 55 0.1 0.09
Terracina 1.7 0.4 0.30 8.9 67 0.1 0.08
To predict the possible number of sandbars, use is made of the dimensionless bar parameter
B∗ [49], which considers both the nearshore geometry and the wave characteristics (Table 4). According
to the bar parameter, the presence of three or more bars has been estimated for Senigallia, Torre del
Cerrano and Rodi Garganico (B∗ > 100), while only two bars are predicted for Terracina and Sabaudia
(50 < B∗ < 100). As it is shown in the following, these estimations are in fairly good agreement with
the bar systems actually observed from the deployed video-monitoring stations (see Figure 4).
The method by Wright and Short [13], based on the parameter Ω and developed for energetic
wave climates, usually does not provide a correct estimation of the morphodynamic states for enclosed
basins (e.g., [53,54]). Nonetheless, this classification method still identifies all the analyzed beaches as
dissipative, similarly to the findings of Lisi et al. [55] for the south Adriatic coast.
The above shows that, for inter-site comparison purposes, environmental parameters like the
wave obliquity (Figure 3) and the nearshore slope (Table 4) are both important, as they significantly
affect the nearshore hydrodynamics and the way in which sites are classified.
Figure 4. Time evolution of locations of shoreline and barlines in Senigallia, Torre del Cerrano, Terracina
and Sabaudia. Each dot represents the daily-averaged location of the relative beach feature.
3.2. Nearshore Morphological Settings in Time
The seabed morphologies of the study sites are characterized by a number of nearshore bars
variable from one to four. Only in Sabaudia the number of bars remained constant throughout the
whole observation period (Figure 4 and Table 5).
The morphological setting in Senigallia (evaluated in an observational period spanning 2.1 years)
is characterized by a 4-3-4 bars transition, with the 4-bar setting persisting for about 60% of the
total observation time. During the 2.7 years of observations at Torre del Cerrano the nearshore
setting experienced a transition from a 3- to a 2-bars system, which lasted for 69% of the total time.
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Recordings from Terracina, spanning 11.3 years, evidenced a complex variability of the bar structure,
with continuous changes from a single- to a double-barred system, with a dominance of the latter
configuration (74% of the total time). The beach in Sabaudia constantly exhibits two bars and a SPAW.
Table 5. Persistence of sand bars settings at the study sites. The left section of the table shows the
percentages of the observation period in which a specific bar number has been observed. The right
section of the table shows the number of consecutive days in which a specific bar configuration
(given under each number) has been observed.
Location
Number of Bars
Consecutive Days of Bar Setting





























The change in the number of bars also shows site-specific characteristics. In Senigallia (first panel
in Figure 4), the outer bar (b4) lost its visibility for almost a year, in fact changing the seabed bar
configuration into a 3-bar system. The restoration of the 4-bar setting is due to the generation of new
inner bar (b5) in February 2018. At Torre del Cerrano (second panel in Figure 4) the decrease of the bar
number is coeval with the Senigallia stage transition (after February 2017) but was not followed by the
generation of a new inner bar at the shoreline. In Terracina (third panel in Figure 4) the change in the
bar number is always linked to the generation of a new bar near the shoreline (b2 in 2009, b3 in 2015,
b4 in 2018).
The temporal distribution of distances between shoreline and barlines (Figure 5) highlights the
presence of broader or thinner multiple peaks, connected to a more or less wide breaking region
in the cross-shore direction. In the Adriatic sites (Senigallia and Torre del Cerrano; top panels in
Figure 5), the distances of the inner and middle bars from the shoreline show a reduced dispersion
around the respective peaks, thus, giving an indication of their linearity and relative stability in time.
The distribution of inner bar distances for the Tyrrhenian sites (Sabaudia and Terracina; bottom panels
in Figure 5), conversely, shows high dispersion around the peaks, suggesting more complex inner bar
planar shapes and increased mobility of the bars in response to wave forcings.
Notably, at the Senigallia beach the distance from the shoreline of the inner and intermediate
bars remain approximately constant in time, although an established pattern of generation and
offshore migration of the bars occurs, in accordance with the NOM model [15,19]. The inner bars b1
(before February 2018) and b5 (after February 2018) show a position peak at around 40 m from the
shoreline; in the same way, the first intermediate bars b2 (before February 2018) and b1 (after February
2018) have a position peak of about 80 m from the shore.
The seabed morphology observed at Terracina is representative of a 10-years nearshore
morphological evolution after the artificial nourishment of the beach. The reshaping of this area
is characterized by a variable “equilibrium” condition of the sandbars that follows a decrease of the
surf zone size. Since the distance reached by most offshore bar is never reached by the other barlines
afterwards, the distribution of the shoreline-bar distances well shows a decrease of the distance of
inner and outer bars in time (Figure 5).
The distribution of shoreline-barlines distances at Sabaudia differs from those observed in
Senigallia and Terracina since, even if the outer bar (b2) experiences the largest range in positioning
(from 150 m to 350 m from the shoreline), no new bar is generated at the shoreline in response;
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transitional forms (SPAW) evolve instead, at first between the outer and inner bar, and then between
the inner bar and the shoreline (Figure 5), suggesting a very complex morphology evolution both of
the foreshore and in the outer surf zone. Similar behaviours are recorded for crescentic bars located
along other Mediterranean sites [56].
Figure 5. Distribution of distances between shoreline and bars at Senigallia, Torre del Cerrano, Terracina
and Sabaudia. In the y-axis the number of daily occurrences in which the distance between a bar and
the shoreline could be evaluated is reported.
The Torre del Cerrano bar setting, finally, exhibits a rather constant position of the inner and
intermediate bars, located respectively at around 45–50 m and 100–150 m from the shoreline (Figure 5).
3.3. Rates of Variability
The net shoreline displacement rates (end point rates, EPR) do not display specific trends, apart
from the case of Terracina, where a 40 m shoreline retreat is registered over 11 years (Table 6).
Table 6. Net shoreline displacement rates (as end point rates) at Senigallia, Torre del Cerrano, Terracina
and Sabaudia.
Senigallia Torre del Cerrano Terracina Sabaudia
EPR (m/month) −0.5 0.9 −0.2 0.3
The monthly rates of shoreline displacements (Figure 6) show that the highest rates of
displacement were experienced at the change in bar setting, reaching their maximum values in
Terracina and Senigallia. On the opposite, the results for Sabaudia and Torre del Cerrano are always
within the range of uncertainty.
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Figure 6. Maximum shoreline displacement rates at Senigallia, Torre del Cerrano, Terracina and
Sabaudia, calculated from monthly-resampled time series of shoreline displacement. The shaded area
indicates a displacement rate range from −5 to +5 m/month. Negative values correspond to shoreline
retreat, while positive values show shoreline advancement.
Finally, at all sites the maximum rate of cross-shore variability reached its highest value at the
outermost bars (b3 and b4 for Senigallia, b3 for Torre del Cerrano, b1 for Terracina, and b2 for Sabaudia;
Figure 7) independently of the temporal windows used for the mean rate calculation (7 days, 15 days
or 1 month). Furthermore, the rates are almost twice as large for the beaches along the Tyrrhenian sea
than for those along the Adriatic sea.
The highest rate of cross-shore movement was recorded by the SPAW in Sabaudia, also regardless
of the temporal windows used for the rate computation.
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Figure 7. Maximum rates of variability for sampled morphology features at the investigated sites.
The rates are computed with different temporal windows: 7 days (blue bars), 15 days (orange bars),
and 1 month (green bars).
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The above findings provide a preliminary inter-site comparison of rates, amplitudes and modes
of morphologic variability for the analyzed beach systems, with a focus on the long-term evolution.
For all the sites, the rates of variability of sandbar cross-shore positions are much larger than for the
shoreline, providing further indication on the large relative importance of the nearshore morphologic
variability on the overall beach evolution (e.g., see [57]).
The beaches of Terracina and Senigallia experienced a similar net offshore bar migration process,
but with some differences in rates, likely related to differences in the Iribarren number (much larger for
the Tyrrhenian sites than for the Adriatic sites). During the observation period in Terracina (11 years),
the generation of three bars was related to the fast seaward migration of the outermost bar. The width
of the emerged beach sensibly decreased at the times in which the new inner bars are generated (this is
particularly evident in 2009; see Figure 4), but remained stable afterwards. The evidence of outer
bar decay was always related to waves breaking on a wider area (indicating a flatter bar) until the
intermediate bar was forced to weld to the decaying outer bar. In Senigallia the nearshore setting
experienced a more regular evolution, with lower but progressive offshore movements of the whole bar
system, even if the two most offshore bars experienced higher migration rates. Shoreline displacement
reached its maximum values during the near-shoreline generation of the inner bar, after which it
remained fairly stable.
During the 2.9 years of observation of the Torre del Cerrano beach, no specific trends of sandbar
migration were recorded, even though during the latest period of observation a fast offshore movement
of the outer bar was recorded. In this site the shoreline is progressively advancing. The environmental
parameters are similar to those of Senigallia, where a clear NOM-type bar evolution pattern
occurs. Such difference in behaviour seems to be related to the largest wave obliquity observed in
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Senigallia, this leading to larger longshore currents and associated larger seabed friction, giving larger
sediment mobility.
The Sabaudia site is mainly characterized by complex foreshore morphologies and very high
rates of outer bars seaward motion. No erosional trends of the shoreline are observed, but alongshore
moving transient features indicate a three-dimensional pattern of variability along this analyzed
portion of beach, where the most of high waves approached the coast with small angles.
This preliminary inter-site comparison suggests some findings that seem to agree with similar
studies on the matter:
1. the sandbar morphologic variability is much larger than the shoreline displacement. This is very
likely related to the exposure of sandbars to more intense forcing flows than those experienced
by the near-shoreline sediments;
2. for the first time, evidence of NOM-type sand bar evolution patterns along Italian coasts
was recorded;
3. migration rates of the sandbars during NOM seem to be significantly influenced by the wave
approach angle, as well as the nearshore slope (see also [58–64]), which in turn translates into
different values of the Iribarren number;
4. the major erosional phenomena along the analyzed beaches coincide with discrete changes in the
nearshore morphological patterns that occur in relation to the rapid seaward migration of the
outer bars or to the decay of the offshore bar. In view of the results of our analysis, the reciprocal
roles of wave obliquity and beach slope can be summarized as per Table 7;
5. the larger shoreline displacements have been observed along those beaches that are characterized
by a NOM-type evolution of the entire sandbar system. This suggests that quasi-steady sandbar
systems are related to more stable shorelines. However, more detailed analyses are needed to
verify if such behaviour also leads to more resilient coastlines (i.e., with a lesser retreat in the
long term);
6. high-frequency remote sensing technology can provide fundamental insight about such long-term
shoreline evolution. Moreover, it can provide important information for coastal management
purposes, especially along natural coasts were dynamics could be very fast and where no other
(historic) data are available.
Table 7. Schematic of the roles of beach slope and wave obliquity on the bars-shoreline system evolution.
Low Wave Obliquity High Wave Obliquity
Low Ir No trend–stable bars and shoreline Cyclic behaviour (NOM) with low rates of change
High Ir 3D patterns with high rates of change Cyclic behaviour (NOM) with high rates of change
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Abstract: The present work aims at illustrating how the joint use of monitoring data and numerical
models can be beneficial in understanding coastal processes. In the first part, we show and discuss
an annual dataset provided by a monitoring system installed in a vulnerable coastal basin located in
Southern Italy, subjected to human and industrial pressures. The collected data have been processed
and analysed to detect the temporal evolution of the most representative parameters of the inspected
site and have been compared with recordings from previous years to investigate recursive trends.
In the second part, to demonstrate to what extent such type of monitoring actions is necessary and
useful, the same data have been used to calibrate and run a 3D hydrodynamic model. After this,
a reliable circulation pattern in the basin has been reproduced. Successively, an oil pollution transport
model has been added to the hydrodynamic model, with the aim to present the response of the basin
to some hypothetical cases of oil spills, caused by a ship failure. It is evident that the profitable
prediction of the hydrodynamic processes and the transport and dispersion of contaminants strictly
depends on the quality and reliability of the input data as well as on the calibration made.
Keywords: monitoring station; numerical modelling; current circulation; oil spilling
1. Introduction
Coastal areas are highly vulnerable because they are exposed to both natural hazards, including
flooding, storm impacts, sea-level rise, and coastal erosion, and to anthropic activities such as
urbanization, industrialization and transportation on the other hand. Nearshore regions provide
several important functions, with high monetary value, managed by different stakeholders, e.g.,
fishing, aquaculture, leisure and tourism, water supply, wastewater treatment, construction, harbours
and energy production. Furthermore, they are often a valuable environmental heritage, thus requiring
proper safeguarding and enhancement, to be achieved by means of sustainable development, education
and environmental protection [1–3].
In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to the preservation of coastal basins
and inlets, which are especially vulnerable to human interventions and climate change because
of their semi-enclosed shapes and lagoon characteristics. They represent a noteworthy natural
resource, characterized by dynamic ecosystems in which natural and anthropic processes interact.
Thus, their massive exploitation due to dense population and industrial activities could alter
Sensors 2019, 19, 1552; doi:10.3390/s19071552 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors39
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their geomorphological, physical and biological features, causing heavy pollution phenomena [3].
Consequently, both politicians and coastal managers are strongly required to strive to understand the
evolution of the coastal system and guaranteeing its preservation.
To achieve this goal and support the environmental policy, the monitoring activity is one of the
most appropriate tools in controlling and preventing the response of coastal areas to human actions
and natural hazards [4]. This is more necessary in sensitive coastal sites characterized by a plurality of
pressure factors, such as urban and industrial discharges or intense naval traffic or large harbours and
military arsenal settings, where accidental releases of crude oil, gas and chemical products could take
place. Accidental and illegal oil pollution constitutes a major threat to the marine environment and the
risk of coastal oil spills dramatically increases.
The most common nautical accidents occur due to sinking or foundering, grounding, structural
failure, scuttling, by contact or collision, explosion or fire, or after disappearance or abandonment.
The discharge from oil pipelines, oil platforms, and vessels also causes significant damage to the
marine environment and coastal areas. As shown by [5] and [6], marine oil spills may lead to serious
environmental disasters, often with significant long-term ecological impacts on the coastal environment
and detrimental consequences on the socio-economic activities of the area.
Successful responses to oil spill events can be achieved, provided that detailed information on
type and volume of the escaped oil is promptly available to field operators. With information on the
oil slick location, extent, thickness, and expected drift direction, the response team can plan effective
countermeasures to mitigate the effects of devastating pollution on the marine environment [7].
To facilitate the decision-making process, it is possible to obtain very positive support for oil spill
monitoring thorough the joint use of oil drift models, remote-sensing observations and measurement
stations. It is worth noting that remote sensing techniques, widely and effectively adopted for oil
spill monitoring scopes [7] are based on both microwave observations given by synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) and satellite optical imagery. However, these types of data are not always available for the
target sites and for the desired time period. In such cases, at least the coupling of advanced monitoring
technologies and numerical models is required [7]. Furthermore, for consistent and accurate results,
it is essential to run numerical models previously implemented and calibrated with reliable field data.
Since the 1960s, numerous oil spill models have been developed by various organizations,
companies, and researchers, to simulate weathering processes and forecast the fate of oil spilled,
in terms of providing valuable support to both contingency planners and pollution response teams.
There are two categories according to the Industry Technical Advisory Committee (ITAC) for
oil spill response. One category, known as oil weathering models, estimates how oil properties
change over time under the influence of current and wind advection, but does not predict potential
migration of the slick [8]. The second category includes trajectory or deterministic models, stochastic
or probability models, hind cast and three-dimensional models. In addition to predicting weathering
profiles, these models estimate the evolution of a slick over time [9,10].
Some of the oil spill models that are currently available are: General NOAA Operational
Modeling Environment (GNOME) [11], MEDSLIK-II [12], SeaTrackWeb (STW) [13], Model Oceanique
de Transport d’ Hydrocarbures (MOTHY) [14], DieCAST-SSBOM (Shirshov-Stony Brook Oil spill
transport Model) [15], COastal Zone OIL spill model (COZOIL) [16], POSEIDON Oil spill model [17].
Specifically, in the present study, we have addressed the DHI MIKE 3 FM Oil Spilling Model [18],
which belongs to the second category of the models described above. This numerical model has
effectively demonstrated its ability to accurately analyse oil spill events [19–26] provided that an
adequate calibration for the hydrodynamic module is performed first. As shown by [27] for the Fu
Shan Hai oil spill accident in the Danish waters, the DHI Oil Spilling model, forced by not calibrated
currents, provided a poor performance.
In this paper, we have focused our interest on a very vulnerable coastal site in southern Italy,
the Mar Grande basin. First, an extensive set of monitored data of winds, waves and currents is
presented and discussed, recorded in this semi-enclosed coastal basin in the year 2015. These data
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have been then used to calibrate the DHI 3D hydrodynamic flow model [18]. After this, some scenarios
of oil spreading arising from a continuous 72-h spill of crude oil from a ship failure, for selected winter
and summer periods in 2015, have been hypothesized and examined. The MIKE 3 FM Oil Spilling
Model [18] based on dispersive processes, has been added to the hydrodynamic module, to simulate
the possible oil spreading.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site and Monitoring Station
The Mar Grande is a coastal basin with a typical round shape, located in the inner northeastern
area of the Ionian Sea, in Southern Italy (Figure 1). Its total surface area is about 35 km2, while
its maximum depth is about 35 m in its central part. The Mar Grande is connected to a smaller
semi-enclosed basin, named Mar Piccolo, formed in turn by two embayments. The Mar Grande and
the Mar Piccolo basins are joined by means of an artificial channel, i.e., the Navigable Channel, and a
natural one, i.e., the Porta Napoli Channel. As shown in Figure 1, on its western side the Mar Grande
is limited by two small isles (S. Pietro and S. Paolo) called Cheradi, connected each other by a long
breakwater. The northwestern opening between the mainland and the Cheradi Isles is named Punta
Rondinella and is about 100 m long, while the southwestern one between the Cheradi Isles and the
mainland is about 1400 m long. All the port activities are located along the northern coast of the Mar
Grande, while the Naval Arsenal is located along the southern coast. The urban centre is located
along the eastern coast (Figure 1). Over the years, the basin has been subjected to a heavy polluting
charge, affected by different outflows from sources of civil, military and industrial origins, which are
authorized and monitored only in some cases.
To start collecting some information about the physical and hydrodynamic state of the basin,
a meteo-oceanographic station was installed in its central area (here named for brevity MG station),
in December 2013, at the geographical coordinates 40◦27.6’ N and 17◦12.9’ E, where the local depth is
around 23.5 m. The devices were settled in the frame of the Italian Flagship Project RITMARE [28] and
the entire system is managed by the research unit of the Polytechnic University of Bari–Laboratory
of Coastal Engineering (LIC). The station is equipped with many instruments, including a bottom
mounted Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP), a multidirectional wave array (both by Teledyne
RD) and a weather station (by Met Pack). Other scalar parameters, such as temperature, salinity,
chlorophyll, are also measured at five meters below the sea surface [29].
 
Molo S. Eligio 
Figure 1. Map of Mar Grande basin and location of the monitoring station MG.
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2.2. Monitoring System
The monitoring system’s configuration of the MG station is based on a telemetry data transmission
technique, to acquire field data and transmit them in real time, ensuring high standards of efficiency
and precision even over considerable distances. Its network architecture has been implemented to
acquire measurements and communicate them to receivers, thus allowing a continuous exchange and
update of information. The monitoring station is composed of various sensors and devices connected
each other to implement and integrate the data management network. Through a client-server system
and relying on a protocol architecture, it allows the sharing of the acquired measurements. In particular,
the monitoring system configuration performs the following activities:
(1) continuous detection of the measured environmental parameters using suitable sensors and
devices installed in the station;
(2) remote pre-processing of raw data for decoding from binary files in a user-friendly format to be
easily managed by users;
(3) wireless data transmission via GSM/GPRS devices to connect the MG station to a Data
Acquisition Center;
(4) data storage on a dedicated server on which authorized users can visualize and download data
also by remote connection.
Figure 2 displays the conceptual configuration of the monitoring station. All data measured by
the current profiler, the weather sensors and the multidirectional wave array are both stored onsite,
available for remote access queries to check and display their status in real time, and transmitted in
real time to the Data Acquisition Center, where it can be downloaded, archived and processed.
 
Figure 2. Conceptual scheme of the monitoring system MG.
More specifically, the sensors are all connected to an autonomous data acquisition unit, i.e.,
a datalogger (named LISC), which acquires data from 12 serial ports and 16 analog channels,
which allows: (i) data processing onsite and in real time, (ii) remote control and (iii) data download.
The datalogger processing, demanding in computing and energy-supply terms, is managed by a
software program (MARLIN) installed in a suitable device, which communicates with the LISC at the
end of each measurement for a short time window, just necessary to get the raw data and send back the
processed ones. The datalogger can be remotely queried by means of a cellular modem 3G, connected
to it through a serial port and equipped with a stack TCP/IP to send data on the web cloud. In this
way, the communication from the remote system to the devices and vice versa is possible, managed by
a proper software (ROCS). The ROCS software can call the LISC datalogger both automatically and
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manually, permitting to download the acquired data and to check or change the acquisition parameters.
Configurations and data from the managed devices are all contained in a relational database, which
is the ROCS core, and can be exported in binary raw data or ASCII files, according to user needs.
This database is constantly updated. Depending on the type of data, a table is filled by specifying the
date and time of recordings. Any anomalies or malfunctions are identified by a specific code.
2.3. Analysis of Monitored Data
The wind data for the whole year 2015 have been processed. To identify the predominant seasonal
trends, the rose plots referring to the winter and summer period are shown respectively in Figure 3,
based on their incoming directions. During the winter period (January–March), the most frequent
winds come from NNW, NNE and WSW. Considering the location of the MG station, WSW winds,
which are also the most intense ones (intensities >9 m/s), are significant, because they come from the
open sea where they originate wind waves on longer fetches. Moderate (3–6 m/s) and high (6–9 m/s)
wind intensities are observed along the other directions. During the summer period (July–September),
the most frequent winds come mainly from NNW with peak velocities in the high range 6–9 m/s.
Compared to these, all the winds coming from different directions are more occasional and almost
weak. The wind distribution observed in 2015 replicates the records of the winds measured in both
the years 2014 and 2016 [30], especially referring to the winter period, while, for the summer season,
the 2015 data do not show significant winds from SE (Scirocco), which on the contrary are more evident
in 2014 and 2016 [30].
Figure 4 displays the polar plots of the significant wave heights Hs monitored during the year 2015,
for the winter and summer period respectively, where the directions of wave propagation are shown.
The lowest waves are observed in the summer period as expected. In both seasons, a well-defined
and evident path is recognized for high waves, which come from SW and propagate towards NE. This
wave behaviour confirmed also by the observations of 2014 and 2016 [30], seems consistent with the
presence of the wide opening located on the SW boundary of the Mar Grande basin, which allows
external swell waves to enter the basin and spread towards the opposite border. The highest values
of Hs along this direction are in the range 1.0–1.2 m for both winter and summer cases, although
in summer the occurrence of these values is much rarer and generally low waves prevail along all
directions (<0.3 m).
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Wind polar diagrams for 2015: (a) winter; (b) summer. Incoming wind directions are shown.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Seasonal trend of the significant wave heights (in m): (a) winter 2015; (b) summer 2015.
Wave propagation directions are shown.
In Figure 5 the seasonal distribution of the superficial currents is shown, as measured at a depth
of 2 m from the sea surface to disregard the possible influence of waves. Variability in the current
direction is evident and especially reflects the variability of the blowing winds. The most frequent
and intense surface currents are consistent with the most dominant winds, in fact both in winter and
in summer they are mainly directed towards SE and SSE. This observation confirms what already
pointed out by De Serio and Mossa [29,30], that is winds blowing from land do not have a direct effect
on the origin of sea waves, but rather seem to drive the surface current.
Analogously, Figure 6 illustrates the polar diagrams of the currents measured near the bottom,
for both seasons. The trend observed confirms what was also recorded in 2014 and 2016. In fact,
the currents appear to have a preferred direction and tend to converge towards the SW opening of the
basin which thus exerts a sort of topographical control [29,30]. By comparing the surface currents with
the bottom ones, the highest values (>0.3 m/s) are always noted near the surface, rather than near the
bed, where values in the range 0.05–0.1 m/s prevail. Thus, the effect of the wind shear stress, which is
the principal driver of the surface circulation, is gradually lost along the water column, and rather at
the bottom the currents are controlled by topography.
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Seasonal currents (in m/s) near the sea surface in 2015 (a) winter and (b) summer. Direction
of current propagation is shown.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Seasonal currents (in m/s) near the bottom in 2015 (a) winter and (b) summer. Directions of
current propagation is shown.
From the comparison with previous results [29,30], we can note that the behaviours of winds,
waves and both superficial and near bottom currents are annually recursive, showing repeating
features, remarkably typical for the two examined seasons.
3. Numerical Modelling
3.1. Calibration
The available field data described above have been used to implement and calibrate the 3D
hydrodynamic numerical model MIKE 3 FM HD produced by the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI) [15].
A finite mesh of 7235 triangular elements with ten vertical layers has been used (Figure 7). To improve
the numerical approach and model more realistic conditions, the hydrodynamic simulations have
been carried out in baroclinic mode, with temperature and salinity vertical profiles extracted by the
Mediterranean Sea Physics Reanalysis model, characterized by a horizontal grid resolution of 1/16◦
and by 72 unevenly spaced vertical levels. Moreover, the simulation has been forced at the sea open
boundary by the time varying water levels measured at S. Eligio pier (Figure 1) by the National
Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA). The sea surface wind field has been
deduced by the atmospheric model described in [2] and is variable in space and time
The turbulent closure model used within MIKE 3 FM HD model relies on the k-ε formulation
for the vertical direction [31] and on the Smagorinsky formulation for the horizontal direction [32].
The Smagorinsky coefficient has been assumed uniform in space and temporally constant, equal to
0.6. According to the sensitivity analysis shown by De Padova et al. [28], the simulation has been
performed by adopting a seabed roughness equal to 0.1 m.
Based on earlier studies [26,28], the wind drag coefficient Cd has been considered as the calibration
parameter to which the model results are most sensitive. Therefore, it has been tuned, switching among
different values. We have deduced that the most suitable value of Cd to get the best match between
modelled and measured data is 0.02. The magnitude of this drag coefficient is one order higher than in
most of the cases studied, but it is worth noting that lower magnitudes are typical of circulation studies
involving oceanic sites or large seas, where the action of the wind is very strong. On the contrary, near
coastal sites and in confined seas, where action of the wind is weaker, an increased Cd is needed to
transmit effective wind stress to surface currents [29].
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Figure 7. Computation domain used for the numerical simulations. The location of the hypothetical
ship’s failure is also shown. UTM coordinates used.
The comparison between modelled and real current velocities has been made for the point where
the MG station is located, at a depth of 5 m from the surface, to disregard the possible influence
of surface waves on current measurements. For the same reason, the month of July 2015 has been
chosen for comparison, because it is characterized by the lowest recorded waves. Figure 8 shows
the time series of the computed and observed current intensities. A good similarity between the
modelled and measured currents is clearly shown. The degree of agreement has been estimated
via the index Iw proposed by Wilmott [33], which has been computed. It takes into account the
relative error among field and output values and can be equal to 1, at best. In our case it assumes
the value 0.72, thus indicating a good reproduction of the measured data by the model in terms of
magnitude. Analogously, Iw has been calculated also to evaluate the model performance in terms of
velocity directions, providing, in this case, an average value around 0.6, which is still a satisfactory
result, especially considering the complexity of the environment reproduced and the simplifications
necessarily applied in the modelling.
Figure 8. Comparison between time series of observed and simulated current speed at the
selected point.
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3.2. Oil Spilling Runs
Once verified the validity of the adopted hydrodynamic model, this has been combined with a
dispersive module capable of reproducing the spreading of a contaminant, with the aim of evaluating
the response of the model when an oil spilling occurs. Thus, the MIKE 3 FM Oil Spilling model by
DHI has been implemented to simulate a hypothetical case of the oil spill caused by a ship failure
in the central area of the Mar Grande basin (Figure 7). The oil spill model [18] solves the so-called
Fokker–Planck equation for suspended oil substances in two dimensions, through the introduction
of a consistent random walk particle method. It is solved by the Lagrangian discrete parcel method,
while the weathering processes are solved by the Runga–Kutta fourth-order method. The pollutant is
divided into discrete parcels and sets of spatial coordinates are assigned to each parcel. It is assumed
that these parcels advect with the surrounding water body and diffuse as a result of random processes.
The displacement of each Lagrangian particle is given by the sum of an advective deterministic and a
stochastic component, the latter representing the chaotic nature of the flow field, the sub-grid turbulent
dispersion. Further details on this module are in [18,24,25].
Two simulation runs, denoted as T1 and T2, have been carried out, with the aim of evaluating
how the transport of contaminants in this area can be different during the winter and summer seasons
respectively. The spill has been modelled as a continuous leakage of oil over a period of 72 h (3 days)
starting on 12 December 2015 at 08:00 for test T1 and on 12 July 2015 at 08:00 for test T2. For each
simulation the total mass of oil released is equal to 519 tons (rate of 2 kg/s) and the applied oil type is
crude oil.
The sea surface wind field has been deduced by the atmospheric model described in [2] and is
variable in space and time. There has been a considerable dispute among modellers about the best
choice for the values of the wind drift factor and the wind-drift angle to be used. In fact, it depends on
the physical process of the problem and the desired computational efficiency. Most of the models have
used a value of around 3% for the former and a value between 0◦ and 25◦ for the latter [34–37]. In this
study we have employed the well-established 3% wind factor and a wind drift angle equal to 20◦ also
in accordance with what obtained from our previous study [26]. The oil spill model has been driven
by the outputs of the calibrated hydrodynamic model MIKE 3FM, respectively for T1 and T2 cases.
4. Results and Discussion
In the winter case (T1), the selected period of the run is characterized by mainly NW and NE
winds. At 18:00 on December 12, i.e., 10 h after the oil spilling started, NW winds are quite uniformly
distributed on the whole domain (Figure 9a). At the same time, there is a superficial circulation mainly
outflowing from the Mar Grande basin (Figure 9b) and the oil slick is transported from the centre
of the basin towards the SW opening, elongated and directed towards the open sea. At 18:00 on
December 13 (Figure 10), the oil slick has changed its orientation and seems more confined to the
western boundary, driven by westwards surface currents and the wind from NE. At 18:00 on December
14, due to northerly winds and easterly currents, the oil slick widens along the western boundary and
spreads outside the Mar Grande (Figure 11).
In the summer case (T2), the selected period of the run is characterized by very variable winds.
After the first day (July 12) with currents directed outside the Mar Grande basin under the influence
of NE winds, at 00:00 on July 13 (Figure 12) the wind direction changes and SE winds induce in the
central part of the domain a clockwise trend, with increasing flow intensity. Consequently, the oil slick,
is transported towards the NW border. At 12:00 on July 13, SW winds blow (Figure 13) and an intense
northwards flow is observed along the coast of San Pietro Isle and along the northern coast of the basin.
The oil slick is moved and spreads towards the northern border of the basin, in the port area. On July
14 at 00:00, the winds change direction again, becoming NE winds (Figure 14), inducing the formation
of weak currents along the northern border, a cyclonic vortex in the central part of the domain and
a weak outflow towards the open sea. Thus, in this case, the oil slick tends to return to the centre of
the basin.
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For both tests T1 and T2, the main results of the oil pollution transport model show that the oil
slick is primarily moved by the action of surface currents, whose variability in turn depends strongly
on winds, rather than on other forces. The intensity and direction of the surface currents drive the
dispersion of the oil slick, determining its shape and size. In particular, in test T1, predominantly
NW and NE winds induce in the basin an intense outward current or a clockwise one feeding an
outflowing branch. They both allow the oil slick travelling throughout the basin, directed outside.
In test T2, under the action of weaker winds with a varying direction (clockwise from South to North),
a clockwise trend is observed in the surface circulation. As a result, the northern and western coasts of
the Mar Grande are seriously exposed to an oil pollution load. This increases the hazard in such areas,
which are already vulnerable, under the polluting pressure due to the presence of the port. Moreover,
both in winter (T1) and in summer (T2), the eastern coast of the Cheradi Isles (Figure 1), where some
important natural species such as Poseidonia oceanica have been observed [38–40], is reached and
affected by oil pollution. Strong and negative impacts occurring on the marine environment, like this
one, could be monitored and even predicted by a trustworthy numerical simulation. It is evident that
the possible performed scenarios and the output of the oil pollution transport model can be considered
reliable only when reliable input and boundary conditions are used. This further proves the need to
adopt field data of high quality in the use of the model. Operating in this way permits a profitable
coastal management and intervention in the event of accidents.
(a)  
(b) (c) 
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(b) (c) 
Figure 10. Test T1. Dec. 13, at 18:00. (a) Model wind fields; (b) Surface currents; (c) Oil slicks. Legends
as in Figure 9.
(a) 
(b) (c) 
Figure 11. Test T1. Dec. 14, at 18:00. (a) Model wind fields; (b) Surface currents; (c) Oil slicks. Legends
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(c) (d) 
Figure 12. Test T2. July 13, at 00:00. (a) Model wind fields (b) Surface currents; (c) Oil slicks. Legends




Figure 13. Test T2. July 13, at 12:00. (a) Model wind fields (b) Surface currents; (c) Oil slicks. Legends
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(b) (c) 
Figure 14. Test T2. July 14, at 00:00. (a) Model wind fields (b) Surface current field from; (c) Oil slicks.
Legends as in Figure 9.
5. Conclusions
The paper has shown to what extent the joint use of data from monitoring stations and numerical
models is necessary and useful in a very vulnerable coastal site. Specifically, we have proved that
this synergy is possible if based on high quality available field data. In fact, data sets including many
different parameters, which, assessed continuously and for a sufficiently long time, are needed to
produce consistent hydrodynamics of the target area.
Firstly, the extensive set of monitored data of winds, waves and currents recorded in the Mar
Grande basin, referring to the year 2015, has been examined. We have deduced that during the winter
period, the most frequent winds are from NNW, NNE and WSW, with WSW winds being the most
intense ones, coming from the open sea where they originate wind waves on longer fetches. During
the summer period, the most frequent winds come mainly from NNW, with peak velocities in the
high range 6–9 m/s. The polar plots of the significant wave heights at the monitoring station reveals
that in both seasons there is an evident path for the highest waves, reaching the station from SW and
propagating towards NE, due to the presence of the wide opening located on the SW boundary of the
basin. The distribution of the superficial currents is consistent with the most dominant winds, in both
winter and summer. Near the bottom, the measured currents have a preferred direction and tend to
converge towards the SW opening, which thus exerts a sort of topographical control.
In the second part of the paper, the MIKE 3D FM model has been calibrated with the examined
field data, by tuning the wind drag coefficient. These results highlight that the calibrated model can
detect and reproduce the main features of the circulation structure in the target area. Successively,
once recognized that the hydrodynamic pattern of the basin is the first necessary step for further
investigations, the MIKE 3D FM Oil Spilling model has been implemented to simulate a hypothetical
case of an oil spill caused by a ship failure in the central area of the Mar Grande. The oil spill model
has been driven by the outputs of the calibrated hydrodynamic model MIKE 3FM. Two simulation
runs have been carried out, with the intent to assess the different way in which the contaminant is
transported in this area during the winter and summer seasons of 2015. For both tests, the principal
results show that the oil slick is governed primarily by the action of surface currents, in turn driven by
the winds. In the winter case, with predominantly NW and NE winds, it travels the basin directed
outside. In the summer case, under the action of winds with varying direction, the northern and
western coasts of the Mar Grande are seriously exposed to an oil pollution load. As well, the eastern
coast of the Cheradi Isles, characterized by the presence of important natural species, such as Posidonia
Oceanica, is dramatically reached by oil pollution.
The proposed scenarios highlight the necessity to properly reproduce hydrodynamics in the
basin, to provide useful information and predictions. This can be achieved through the joint use of
high-quality field data and numerical models.
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Abstract: The aim of this study is to present a peculiar experimental setup, designed to investigate
the interaction between solitary waves and rigid emergent vegetation. Flow rate changes due to the
opening and closing of a software-controlled electro-valve generate a solitary wave. The complexity of
the problem required the combined use of different measurement systems of water level and velocity.
Preliminary results of the experimental investigation, which allow us to point out the effect of the
vegetation on the propagation of a solitary wave and the effectiveness of the measuring system, are also
presented. In particular, water level and velocity field changes due to the interaction of the wave with
rigid vegetation are investigated in detail.
Keywords: laboratory experiments; solitary wave; wave-vegetation interaction; advanced hydrometry
1. Introduction
It is widely recognized that vegetation plays a pivotal role in the preservation and restoration of coastal
environments, since it controls the sedimentation and transport, as well as it contributes to dissipating
wave energy [1–12]. Concerning the latter aspect, as a consequence of the catastrophic tsunami event on
the coast of South-East Asia in 2004, many studies have focused on the protective action of the coastline
provided by mangrove forests [13–18].
Mangroves, in fact, can effectively protect the coastline from the action of wind and tidal waves [19];
however, dedicated studies suggest that tsunamis and storm surges behave differently. For example,
as water height of severe tsunami and surges increases, the attenuation provided by mangrove forests
is likely to reduce. The long period of tsunami waves may also influence the mitigation provided by
mangroves because plants could be already damaged or uprooted as the wave continues to propagate
through the coastal forest [20,21].
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To better understand the action exerted by mangrove forests, the quantification of the tsunami wave
attenuation, as well as the drag arising within mangroves have been investigated both numerically and
experimentally, but, regardless of the approach employed, the efficacy of the mangroves is still an open
question [22–27]. For instance, Kathiresan and Rajendran [28] demonstrated the ability of mangrove
vegetation to protect the coastline from tsunamis’ fury; meanwhile, Kerr et al. [29] stated that this sense of
protection from large tsunamis appears to be unrealistic.
These dissimilarities in the outcomes can be explained by the complexity of the phenomena that
characterize the interaction between waves and mangroves, which is often simulated through a series of
small amplitude waves propagating within a canopy of artificial vegetation, in most of the cases mimicked
by rigid dowels [23–25,30–34]. Such modeling of the problem is quite far from reality since the tsunami
approaching the coast can be seen as a solitary wave, rather than a small wave. The latter only propagates
its form; meanwhile, the orbital paths of water particles in a solitary wave are open; thus, water mass
transport occurs. The reproduction of different types of waves in shallow water in physical models is a
quite demanding task and should be carefully addressed [35,36].
The use of laboratory-scale models, despite the considerable simplification necessary for the
experiments being feasible, is a consistent approach to isolate the effects of different wave and plant
characteristics, thanks to the controlled conditions, as well as to validate numerical models (i.e., [37,38]).
The present work aims to describe a properly-designed experimental setup to reproduce and study
the propagation of a solitary wave in the presence of emerging rigid cylinders mimicking the propagation
of tsunamis through mangrove forests. The complex process of drag and flow separation is analyzed by
means of several types of equipment able to measure different quantities; namely, ultrasonic probes for the
water level, Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs) for local velocity, and a Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) system for the velocity field in a frame. Many previous experiments have been carried out by
using ADVs or PIV separately. The advantages of using ADVs are based on their high frequency rate
(100 ÷ 200 Hz), providing also information about turbulent aspects of the phenomenon. However, it is
an intrusive instrument presenting limitations especially close to obstacles and channel bottom/walls.
PIV overcomes this limitation, but it is often insufficient for a detailed turbulence analysis because
common PIV systems generally have relatively low acquisition frequency (in the range of 5 ÷ 50 Hz).
Therefore, the coupling of ADVs and PIV has an intrinsic value as it allows us accurate measurements
near boundaries and obstructions with high-frequency sampling rates. To our knowledge, this is the first
example of integrated systems that measure the dynamics of a solitary wave in this context.
2. Experimental Setup
Experiments are carried out in a laboratory rectangular flume at the Department of Civil,
Environmental, Land, Building Engineering and Chemistry (DICATECh) of the Polytechnic University of
Bari (Italy) (Figure 1). The channel is 25 m long, 0.40 m wide, and 0.50 m high, and it is made of Plexiglas
to guarantee optical access. Water recirculates through the channel in two partially separated circuits,
each one fed by a different tank. More precisely, the main circuit maintains steady flow conditions via a first
constant head tank, whilst a secondary tank can discharge up to 80 L/s by regulating a software-controlled
electro-valve, and thus generating a wave due to the flow rate change. A triangular sharp-crested weir at
the downstream tank is used to estimate the steady flow rate, whereas a more accurate measure of the
flow rate from the secondary tank is provided by an electromagnetic flow meter, placed upstream of the
channel. The water level at the end of the flume is controlled by a sloping (1:50) gravel beach. For further
details, see [39].
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Figure 1. Side view of the experimental setup, with the positions of the Ultrasonic Probes (UPs) and the
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs).
A six meter-long vegetation canopy is housed within the flume at 5.85 m from the channel inlet.
Vegetation consists of a set of rigid steel cylinders with diameter d = 3 mm, inserted into six previously
drilled Plexiglas panels. Different cylinder densities and patterns are obtained using the regular grid of
holes longitudinally and transversally spaced with the same axis-to-axis distance (i.e., s = 4 cm).
The free surface variation in the flume is measured by six ultrasonic probes at a 100 Hz sampling rate.
The probes are located at x = 4.00 m, 5.75 m, 7.50 m, 9.00 m, 10.50 m, and 12.00 m, so that the first two
probes measure the approaching wave height, and the other four sensors measure the wave attenuation
along the canopy (see Figure 1, which includes the x, z reference coordinate system).
Two different systems are used to measure the velocity within the canopy. The single point velocity
is measured by means of two 3D Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs), whose sampling rate, velocity
range, and sampling volume are set equal to 100 Hz, ±1.00 m/s, and 7 mm, respectively, in order to
achieve a velocity accuracy of ±1%. A further three-dimensional ADV Profiler, which measures velocity
components in 33 cells with 1 mm of vertical extent at a 100 Hz sampling rate, is used to reconstruct
nearly instantaneous vertical velocity profiles. During the ADVs’ measurements, a correlation of the signal
around 90% and a signal-to-noise ratio around 12 dB are achieved, thus proving the good quality of the
signal itself. Figure 1 shows that the three ADV measurement systems are located in the canopy at the
same position of the ultrasonic probes, i.e., x = 7.50 m, 9.00 m, 10.50 m, in order to obtain water level and
velocity measures simultaneously.
The flow velocity field within the canopy is also measured by 2D Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV).
The system consists of a timer box and a timer card cable box, triggering a FlowSense EO 4M-32 camera
(frame rate of 32 Hz) with a dual power Laser Continuum Minilite (energy of 25 mJ at 15 Hz). The PIV,
with the camera mounted to record from the bottom view, is setup to investigate turbulence structures in
the horizontal plane at x = 9.00 m. The PIV system is handled in double-frame mode, and the total number
of analyzed pair of frames is 381. The PIV sampling frequency is settled to its maximum (i.e., 16 Hz),
while the time interval between two images of the same pair is 500 μs. Thus, the total acquisition time
is 24 s for each measurement in the target area of the channel. The obtained images have dimensions
of 2072× 2072 pixels, corresponding to 132 mm× 132 mm, after the calibration. The interrogation area
is 16× 16 pixels, thus, the velocity vectors are computed on points spaced 1 mm, providing a very high
spatial resolution in the measurement.
For simulating the tsunami propagation, we generate a solitary wave, reaching a flow peak of 85 L/s,
as the sum of a steady flow of 10 L/s and an unsteady flow produced by linearly opening and closing the
electro-valve for 10 s and 20 s, respectively.
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Four scenarios are investigated. In the first scenario, the wave propagates in the absence of
vegetation; the other three scenarios consider different vegetation densities n (i.e., n = 156.25, 312.5,
and 625 cylinder/m2) with different vegetation patterns (see Figure 2). For each scenario, we perform at
least ten series of experiments, and each series of experiments counts 30 runs in order to analyze the data
according to a phase-resolved approach.




Figure 2. Vegetation patterns for the three tested configurations: (a) plant density n = 156.25 cylinder/m2;
(b) plant density n = 312.5 cylinder/m2; (c) plant density n = 625 cylinder/m2.
a b
Figure 3. (a) View of the flume section with the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV); (b) the particulars of an
ultrasonic probe and ADV.
3. Results and Discussion
The first scenario is aimed at understanding the characteristics of the wave in the absence of vegetation.
Examples of water level during the propagation of the solitary wave within the flume and without
vegetation are shown in Figure 4, where the time-varying water level is measured by the four ultrasonic
probes, located where the cylinder array will be housed in the scenarios reproducing the presence of
vegetation. Each probe measures the typical symmetric, bell-shaped form of the water level at the passage
of the solitary wave. As provided by the solitary wave theory, the propagation of the wave occurs entirely
above the undisturbed water surface. The data collected clearly show the presence of a first reflected wave
due to the sloping beach at the end of the flume (60 s < t < 80 s) and a second one reflected by the upstream
tank (80 s < t < 95 s). However, these reflected waves do not affect the main incoming wave, since they
both reach the area of interest after the main incoming wave has almost completely passed. Removing
the sloping beach could reduce the reflection phenomena, but would make it impossible to control the
downstream boundary condition.
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a b
Figure 4. (a) Water level Y measured in 4 sections, without vegetation; (b) reduction of the wave height H
without vegetation.
The spatial variation of the wave height in bare soil conditions (i.e., without vegetation) is shown in
Figure 4b. The water level decreasing is more than linear along the considered 4.5 m long reach, achieving
a maximum reduction of about 12%. In the presence of vegetation, the free surface varies similarly to the
bare soil case, and for sake of brevity, this result is not reported here.
Experimental results referring to the vegetated scenarios show that the canopy density strongly
affects the spatial reduction of the wave peak. Figure 5 shows the wave attenuation along the vegetated
reach for the three investigated vegetation densities. In accordance with the literature [8,40–42], a stronger
attenuation of the wave occurs with the increasing of the density n. In fact, the wave height at the end of the
vegetated area compared to the incoming wave height reduces by about 40% for n = 156.25 cylinder/m2
and up to more than 60% for n = 625 cylinder/m2. The observed reduction of the solitary wave height is
quite far from the hyperbolic decrease provided by the linear wave theory [41], confirming the idea that a
reliable representation of the impact of mangroves on tsunamis cannot leave a careful wave generation
out of consideration. Moreover, the wave height upstream of the canopy increases before impacting the
vegetation. This supports the idea that vegetation could behave as a porous barrier for the incident solitary
wave. These aspects deserve further theoretical and experimental analysis, in which the combined effect
of water level and flow velocity needs to be taken into account to determine the wave attenuation.
Canopy
Figure 5. Reduction of the wave height H with different vegetation densities.
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The ADV acquisitions allow us to couple water level and velocity data. In Figure 6, we can compare
water level and the three velocity components at x = 10.5 m and z = 2 cm as a function of time for the bare
soil (Figure 6a) and in the presence of vegetation with density n = 156.25 cylinder/m2 (Figure 6b). In both
cases, the peak of longitudinal velocity u slightly precedes the water level peak. The transverse velocity
component, v, and the vertical one, w, are negligible compared to the longitudinal velocity. By comparing




Figure 6. Water level (Y) and velocity components (u, v, w) measured at x = 10.5 m and z = 2 cm (a) without
vegetation and (b) in the presence of vegetation with density n = 156.25 cylinder/m2.
Measures at wave crest conditions point out the advantages of simultaneous water level and
velocity measurements. Indeed, ADV outputs are meaningful only if the sensor’s measurement
volume is completely submerged, and this condition can be easily detected comparing ultrasonic probe
measurements. In this way, we can recognize the true signal from the noise recorded when the ADV sensors
are out of the water, and thus, we can investigate the velocity field even in points above the base flow water
level. Figure 7 shows a comparison between the vertical profiles of the longitudinal velocity u at x = 9.00 m
on the channel axis, in bare soil conditions and with vegetation density n = 156.25 cylinder/m2, both
during base flow conditions and at the wave peak. It is worthwhile noting that the velocity measurements
in the second case are also reported in the wave crest, namely between 7 cm and 14 cm (see Figure 7b),
discerned by means of the analysis of the signal provided by the water level probe. Measurements with
the ADV Profiler overlap those of the single point ADV, but they have a finer spatial resolution. In bare
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soil conditions, the profile clearly follows a logarithmic law, with a maximum value of 0.3 m/s during
base flow conditions and 0.9 m/s at the wave peak. Meanwhile, with vegetation, the velocity is nearly
uniform over depth (equal to 0.27 m/s during the base flow condition and 0.75 m/s at the wave peak),
except near the bottom, due to the presence of the boundary layer. However, it should be noted that the
proximity of a boundary may affect the ADV probe output, so that the streamwise velocity component can
be underestimated [43]. The ADV and ADV Profiler have almost the same precision and accuracy. In fact,
the mean value and standard deviation of the streamwise velocity do not significantly differ, regardless of
the instrument used. In both cases, the relative errors are lower than 5% (error bars are not reported in
Figure 7 for the sake of clarity). Specifically, the relative error is around 1–2% in the lower and intermediate
part of the water column, while it increases in the upper part where the interaction between the wave and
vegetation disturbs the signals.
a b
Figure 7. Vertical profile of the longitudinal velocity component u at x = 9.00 m on the channel axis, in bare
soil conditions (black markers) and with vegetation (red markers), during base flow conditions (a) and at
the wave peak (b). Small dots denote the ADV Profiler output, and squares denote ADV measurements.
The presence of vegetation affects the velocity distribution also in the transverse direction. In Figure 8,
we report the transverse profiles of the longitudinal velocity u behind the cylinder located in the middle
of the array with vegetation density of n = 156.25 cylinder/m2, during base flow conditions and at the
wave peak. The velocity profile reconstruction is carried out both using ADV and PIV measurements.
The use of ADV is feasible only 4 cm apart from the rod, due to the minimum free volume required by the
sensors to correctly measure the flow, whereas the PIV acquisition allows us to measure the flow velocity
also very close to the cylinders and hence to overcome this drawback of the intrusive system. Figure 8b,d,
where both ADV and PIV outputs are available in the same cross-sections, shows a very good agreement
between the two velocity profiles, suggesting that the methodologies have likely the same accuracy. Such
a result is also supported by the error analysis that gives a relative error of about 5% for ADV and of the
same order of magnitude for PIV, thus making the two velocity measures equivalent. In both conditions,
a relevant velocity reduction is detected downstream the cylinder, passing from 0.25 m/s to 0.10 m/s for
the base flow (Figure 8a), and from 0.60 m/s to nearly 0 m/s at the wave peak (Figure 8c). The higher
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reduction of velocity observed between base flow and wave peak conditions can be ascribed to the larger
wake area arising back at the cylinder.
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Figure 8. Transverse profiles of the longitudinal velocity component u, at x = 9.00 m and z = 2 cm,
with vegetation density n = 156.25 cylinder/m2. Base flow conditions at xc = 1 cm (a) and at xc = 4 cm
(b). Wave peak conditions at xc = 1 cm (c) and at xc = 4 cm (d). The origin of the local reference system (xc,
yc) coincides with the center of the cylinder, represented by a red dot (inset of Panel (a)).
The flow velocity field obtained by means of the PIV technique confirms the latter result. Figure 9
shows the instantaneous horizontal velocity and vorticity field in the same domain analyzed in Figure 8.
The velocity field for the base flow, as well as at the wave peak has heterogeneous low values downstream
the cylinder (0÷ 0.1 m/s for the base flow and 0÷ 0.4 m/s at the passage of the wave), which transversally
increases to an almost uniform higher value of 0.3 m/s and 0.75 m/s for the base flow and at the wave peak,
respectively (see Figure 9a,c). Figure 9b,d shows the flow vorticity. The vertical component of the vorticity
fluctuation is measured with the aim of relating it to the energy dissipation, hence with wave height
attenuation. The vorticity map at the wave peak clearly shows two intense opposite vortexes downstream
the cylinder, with vorticity ranging between −200 s−1 and 200 s−1 (Figure 9d). These values are almost
four times greater than those estimated considering base flow conditions when the vorticity values range
between −50 s−1 and 50 s−1 (Figure 9b). There are no substantial differences with the scenarios with
higher vegetation density, save the mean value of the velocity.
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Figure 9. Example of PIV measurements at x = 9.00 m and z = 2 cm: velocity field during base flow
condition (a) and at the wave peak (c); vorticity during base flow condition (b) and at the wave peak (d).
The local coordinate system (x f , y f ) refers to the frame. The flow is from left to right.
4. Conclusions
This study presents an experimental setup properly designed for reproducing a solitary wave by
an impulsive flow rate increase that is regulated by a software-controlled electro-valve. This approach
overcomes the limits of the use of small waves and a cylinder array to represent the dissipation of
flood-waves or tsunamis due to different types of vegetation in laboratory flumes.
In our experiments, water levels, point, and field velocity measurements have been carried out
by means of ultrasonic probes, ADVs, an ADV Profiler, and a PIV system. The coupling of ADV and
ultrasonic probes’ measurements allowed us to detect the velocity also during the significant rise of the
water free surface, due to wave crest traveling. Moreover, the limits of ADV acquirements very close to
the cylinders and to the walls were overcome by means of the non-intrusive nature of the PIV system.
The results obtained using these different devices allowed us to reconstruct a detailed velocity field and,
hence, the wake area arising back at the cylinder, quantifying the vorticity causing wave dissipation.
Specifically, it was observed that the vegetation strongly affects the wave behavior, reducing the wave
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height proportionally with the vegetation density. During base flow conditions, the vertical velocity profile
clearly showed a logarithmic profile in bare soil condition, whereas it turned into a rather uniform velocity
distribution in the presence of vegetation, agreeing with many previous works (i.e., [40]). A wake area was
observed downstream the cylinder rows, where a significant velocity reduction was noted both during
base flow conditions and at the wave peak, even stronger in this second case. In fact, also the vorticity
map field at the wave peak clearly showed the coexistence of two intense opposite eddies downstream the
cylinder, with vorticity values almost four times greater than those estimated for the base flow condition.
The main aspects of the interaction between wave and vegetation can be fully obtained thanks to
such a complete measurement system. However, the combined use of the different adopted sensors
and techniques still has unexpressed potential in the cutting-edge investigation of this phenomenon and
deserves further analysis.
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Abstract: This paper is dedicated to certain types of measurement in ship systems, analyzed based
on selected case studies. In the introductory part, a simplified structure of a modern cargo ship
as an object of measurement and control is presented. Next, the role of measurement in the ship’s
operation process is described and commented on, with focus on specifics of local and remote
control, both manual and automatic. The key part of the paper is dedicated to a short overview of
selected examples of measuring and monitoring systems. The basic criteria for the aforementioned
selection are the vital role of the considered systems for safe and effective ship operation as well
as documented innovative contribution of Gdynia Maritime University (GMU) in development of
the state-of-the-art in the analysed area of measurement. Based on these criteria, the monitoring of
operational parameters of main engine and temperature measurement in the ships hazardous areas
have been chosen. The aforementioned measurement and monitoring systems are analysed, taking
into account both innovation of technical solutions together with their ship technology environment
conditions and related legal requirements. Finally, some concluding remarks are formulated.
Keywords: ship systems; measurement; monitoring; main engine parameters; temperature
measurement; ship environment; hazardous areas
1. Introduction
The core information of this paper is based on a recently published paper [1], describing the
problem of the vital role of measurement and monitoring of the operational parameters of main engine
(power system) and temperature measurement in the ship’s hazardous areas (cargo system) for safe
and effective ship operation as a whole.
Ships are very sophisticated maritime, industry objects. On the one hand, each ship or other
floating object differs from the other, but on the other hand, all of them have a lot of common properties.
A modern automated cargo ship as an object of measurement and control presents a complex structure
of four main systems: navigation, power, cargo and crew living conditions. In each system there
can be distinguished some subsystems, which are illustrated in Figure 1 (for each system there are
only two corresponding subsystems, but there can be more). Among all those mentioned above, the
electric power subsystem is very important and it has a significant influence on the other systems and
subsystems. It is worth underlining that there is a close relation between electric power and propulsion
systems. More and more often we can meet not only with traditional sources of electrical energy as a set
of diesel-generator units for electric power, but other configurations are also used, e.g., additional shaft
generators or generators supplied by system utilizing heat from exhaust gases of the main engine. The
electrical generators can also be driven by classical engines powered by gas or gas turbines. In recent
years, electric ships have been explored more intensively and high voltage electrical systems are often
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used to additionally raise efficiency of such solutions. Taking into consideration different aspects like
efficiency, reliability, environmental protection and economical effectiveness, AC (Alternating Current)
electrical systems are already partially supported by DC (Direct Current) creating hybrid electric power
system, and in the near future they can even be replaced by these new solutions, especially on small
ships using renewable energy sources.
It is worth mentioning that at the ships available, electrical power is comparable to the loads, which
is automatically adjusted. Among all mentioned above, the electric power subsystem is very important
and it has a significant influence on the other systems and subsystems. All of the very sophisticated
systems of a ship require supervision by monitoring and control systems. Additional systems with
safety functions are installed. Safety functions have higher priority than normal operation functions.
Cargo ship
Navigation Power Cargo Crew living conditions
Figure 1. Systems and subsystems of typical cargo ship. (Updated version based on [2]).
At present, usually the distributed microprocessor systems are used for implementation of the
measurement, monitoring, control and safety functions. Microprocessor systems are more susceptible
to electromagnetic interference and disturbances of power supply than traditional analog systems.
In this paper two typical case studies related to ship practice are presented. These studies are
addressed to critical operational parameters, like main engine parameters in ships’ power plants
or temperature in ship tanks. A novelty of this paper concerns the carrying out and analysis of
the main engine signals as well as the experimental research of newly implemented SeaPerformer
System—in the case of main engine research. In the second case, a new approach concerns in-depth
theoretical analysis of the temperature measurement line of liquefied gas in tanks together with
consequences resulting from it. This in-depth analysis is resulting in identifying and explaining
the reasons of new additional error, which may appear during the temperature measurement in the
ship’s hazardous areas. To indicate unexpected alternating current component, disturbing a correct
temperature measurement, there was patented a new impendence simulator of Pt-100 sensors, which
enable to improve significantly the quality and reliability of commissioning of the intrinsically safe
measurement line under investigation Following this chapter, the rest of this article is structured in this
way. Section 2 describes the role of measurement in the ships’ operation from different points of view.
Section 3 is fundamental for this paper, being devoted to a short overview of selected examples of
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measuring and monitoring systems on sea ships, and presents, firstly, a ship performance monitoring
system concept based on SeaPerformer System case study measurement of operational parameters of
main engine, and finally, the closing subsection of Section 3 analyzes the temperature measurements in
the ship’s hazardous areas. Section 4 summarizes the conclusions of the study, stressing proposed
novelties against the state-of-the-art.
2. The Role of Measurement in the Ship’s Operation Process
To achieve complete overview of any condition on board considered sea ship, it is vital to
measure not only affecting parameters such as flow, pressure, temperature and level [3–5], but also
the operational parameters of main engine, or more widely—ship propulsion [6,7]. Special attention
should be paid to the measurement systems supporting navigation area [8–10]. This information
allows crew members to take action before changes affect equipment performance and cause downtime
or failures.
Considering the ship as a measurement and control object, there are different tasks executed in
the following areas:
1. Navigation;
2. Operation of power plant;
3. Operation of cargo system;
4. Ensuring safety of crew, equipment and environment.
In the navigation area, these tasks may include:
• Measurement, filtration and estimation of ship position coordinates (measurement of the position
of the ship and foreign ships) for the purpose of controlling its movement along the desired
trajectory, position stabilization and use in anti-collision systems;
• Measurement of parameters characterizing movement of the ship (determining the velocity vector,
course, draft, trim, side swaying of the ship, wind direction and force).
Measurement tasks for safe and economical operation of the ship’s power plant, i.e., the main
engine and all the mechanisms and auxiliary devices consist of:
• Measurement of mechanical motion parameters of devices driving the generators and selected
characteristic parameters, such as the quality of the fuel fed to them and the composition of
exhaust gases;
• Measurement of parameters, in general temperatures, pressures, levels, viscosity and flows at
selected points determining operational conditions of the power plant;
• Measurement of torque, power and revolution speed on the shaft of the Main Engine (ME) for the
purpose of economical operation of the ship’s propulsion;
• Measurement of quantities characterizing the power grid (voltages, currents, powers, frequency,
cos ϕ, insulation resistance, THD—Total Harmonic Distortion);
• Fire protection system.
Cargo transportation requires the following measurement tasks:
• Measurement of cargo parameters that determine its qualitative features;
• Measurement of the amount/weight of the transported cargo;
• Load distribution measurement (loading calculators);
• Measurement of technological media parameters enabling transport of cargo;
• Measurement of water levels inside of ballast tanks.
Qualified crew members are required to operate the ships adequately. Ships have to provide
proper accommodation and additional systems necessary to support good nutrition and health of the
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crew while ensuring adequate environmental protection. The following measurement tasks are done
in order to fulfil that:
• Measurement of parameters of potable water system;
• Measurement of parameters of air conditioning system;
• Measurement of parameters of cooling system for food storage;
• Measurement of parameters of sewage system;
• Identification of smoke and temperature of fire alarm system.
Safety function of the ship as a whole requires control of limit values and trends in their changes,
basic parameters determining safe operation of technical systems and safety of people, cargo and the
marine environment.
The aforementioned measuring tasks include both operational and diagnostic measurement, but
the authors are of the opinion that the latter ones are beyond the main scope of this paper. The purpose
of operational measurement is to determine the current value of the parameters of a given system and
to check the correctness of its operation and related processes.
Operational measurement is used for both manual and automatic remote control, and its main
purpose is safe and effective operation of the ship. In case of emergency, vital systems can be controlled
locally, where all the system operations are done by the crew directly, sometimes using only human
power. Reading of parameters is made on the instrumentation placed directly on the controlled device
or machine. Local control of the main engine or local control of the rudder are examples of such
a solution.
In case of remote manual control, the results of operational measurement are read from the
instrumentation installed in the Main Switchboard or on the relevant Engine Control Room (ECR),
Cargo Control Room (CCR) desks or Bridge Control Console (BCC) navigation bridge console. They
are used in multi-parameter regulation systems, where a human factor plays a basic role.
For the remote automatic control, the respective automatic control loops of controlled systems are
used without human interference.
In both approaches presented above, the same set of measured parameters from sensors and
transducers are used for systems control. Some measured parameters can be doubled or made
according to the special solution to ensure adequate level of reliability.
All measured points of measured parameters are scattered on the ship. In spite of measured
parameters, a connection from a sensor or a transmitter to a measurement unit has to be done by wires.
A sensor or a transmitter (field devices), connecting wires and input circuits of measurement unit
create independent electrical circuits which will be named measurement lines. The lengths of used
wires can be from a few to hundreds of meters. The measurement lines of measurement systems are
most sensitive to influence of interferences and disturbances. Additional requirements should be done
in the case of parameters measured in hazardous areas. Modification to explosion protection can limit
measurement properties or even introduce additional errors.
Hundreds or sometimes more than one thousand parameters can be measured on the modern
ships. Most from them are measured by binary sensors (on-off type, even around 50%), analog
transmitters (two wire current 4–20 mA standard, about 20–30%) and for measurement of temperature
most often thermo-resistive Pt-100 sensors (also Pt-500 or Pt-1000) or rarely thermocouple are used.
Measurement of temperature is realized by connection of sensors either to the measurement unit
directly or to the transmitters with standard output electrical signals. In such cases, the two wire
current 4–20 mA standard is still used very often in hybrid option. Hybrid option concerns a very
popular solution where both the analog and digital communication are used simultaneously. Most
common available transmitters are a solution with Highway Addressable Remote Transducer (HART)
Protocol, invented and introduced by Rosemount Inc. The pure digital transmitters Manchester Coding,
Bus Powered (MBP) for Foundation Fields or Profibus protocols are also available as the field devices
but still less popular in shipbuilding applications.
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3. A Short Overview of Selected Examples of Measuring and Monitoring Systems on Sea Ships
Measurement methods in marine technology have passed from the model of direct and indirect
measurement into the system measurement phase. The most important characteristics of the system
measurement are:
A. Measurement must be treated together with the measured object,
B. Measurement is accompanied by instrumentation, usually called a measuring and/or monitoring
system, whose role is to implement a set of operations, among others:
• Detection of signals from the measured object;
• Analog-to-digital conversion of signals, which consists of sampling, quantization and
digital coding;
• Operational processing of signals, mainly digital, carried out using computer technology,
consisting of forming signals carrying information about measured quantities; usually we
deal with multi-path processing.
A short overview of selected examples presented below is based on the selection criteria concerning
firstly a vital role of the considered system for safe and effective ship’s operation and secondly well
documented contribution of Gdynia Maritime University in the development of the state-of-the-art in
the analyzed area of measurement.
3.1. Ship Performance Monitoring System
Ship performance monitoring systems [10–12] are implemented on modern vessels in order to
support efficient and environmentally sound operation. Such systems integrate vast amounts of signals
and process them with respect to ship energy efficiency. An example of such a system is SeaPerformer
developed by Research and Development Company Enamor Ltd. Gdynia, Poland, which cooperates
closely with Gdynia Maritime University. SeaPeformer has been developed within the framework
of research project co-financed by Polish National Centre for Research and Development (research
project POIR.01.01.01-00-0933/15). The system has been successfully implemented on dozens of deep
sea ships.
SeaPerformer is a modular solution which consists of:
• Data processing and storage server based on marine industrial computer which serves the purpose
of data acquisition, storage and automated processing. Server allows user interaction with the
help of dedicated user interface and support ship-to-shore data exchange realized with the help of
the existing satellite communication system;
• One or more data collecting units (typically there are two units, one located on the ship bridge
for the purpose of navigation signals and one installed in the engine control room for collecting
machinery signals);
• Power supply unit featuring system safe shut down in the case of blackout and automatic system
start when power is restored;
• One or more high resolution and large size (24” or more) marine industrial monitors with keyboard
and trackball serving user interaction.
System interconnection is realized with the help of a dedicated or general ship Ethernet network.
This solution simplifies system installation in the case of retrofit projects and allows data access with
the use of other computers within the same LAN (Local Area Network).
Usually, such a system is capable of the simultaneous recording of a large amount of data.
Depending on the type of ship, main engines and subsystems, SeaPerformer collects from a few
hundred up to a couple thousand signals. Data collection is performed with the use of two general
hardware interfaces: NMEA 0183 for the communication with navigation equipment such as ship GPS,
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log, echo-sounder, gyro-compass, weather station etc. and Modbus (RTU or TCP) for data collection
from machinery e.g., main and auxiliary engines, boilers, fuel system, alarm and monitoring system,
loading computer etc. Information collected with the use of the mentioned interfaces are stored in two
databases. The high frequency database collects signals with frequency ranging from 1 Hz up to 100
Hz as appropriate, with respect to the nature of the signal. Due to the large amount of information, this
database is kept onboard and can be transferred onshore only on request, usually when detailed signal
examination is needed for the purpose of troubleshooting. Standard ship-to-shore data exchange is
facilitated with used low frequency database created by 1-min averaging of high frequency database.
This process, illustrated in Figure 2, allows for significant reduction of data amount and allows for
data exchange with the use of a contemporary ship satellite communication system. Data measured
directly onboard are supplemented additionally by weather data with the use of ship weather service.
Weather data are interpolated along ship track and integrated with data measured onboard.
Figure 2. Scheme of ship to shore data transfer and online access to data with the use of web application.
In order to secure communication against unauthorized access, data package is encrypted with
use of Rivesta-Shamira-Adlemana (RSA) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithms. Data
sent from the vessel are stored in cloud server and can be accessed by the owner of the technical office
(usually superintendent or fleet manager) for analyses and comparison against the fleet.
Based on collected data, the ship performance monitoring system can be used for number of
standard functions:
• Data reporting by aggregation, filtering and data grouping with respect to standard (noon,
trip, Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plans (SEEMP), Monitoring, Reporting, Verification
(MRV) [12], Data Collection System (DCS) for fuel oil consumption of ships) [13] and user
defined reports;
• Faults detection in signal sources (sensors’ faults or connections’ faults) in order to maintain
data access;
• Non-optimum operation warnings—system continuously evaluates selected signals according to
specialized algorithms in order to recognize situations when vessel or her subsystems are operated
in inefficient manner (e.g., concurrent operation of auxiliary engines at low output which can
realized with lower number of units);
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• Subsystems’ operational performance trending—in order to monitor subsystem performance
deterioration and plan maintenance actions (e.g., hull fouling trend or monitoring of main engine
specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC) trend as presented in Figure 3 [14]. In the monitored time
period, an increased value of SFOC index was observed. In order to evaluate main engine
performance, the system computes actual SFOC based on momentary fuel consumption and
main engine load. Based on additional data collected by the system, actual SFOC is corrected to
reference conditions [12,15,16]. In parallel, theoretical SFOC in reference conditions is calculated
based on data specific for the engine, usually based on results of factory acceptance tests. Finally,
difference between actual and theoretical SFOC is plotted as the time trend allowing for detection
of gradual engine wear or improper engine tuning);
• Operational optimization—based on actual data and reference model [11] system recommends
optimum parameters of operation (e.g., optimum trim with respect to ship draught and speed
through the water).
Figure 3. Main engine specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC) trend with visible gradual deterioration of
engine performance [14]. (Courtesy of Enamor Ltd.).
Figure 3 presents typical SFOC analyses based on measurements taken onboard during vessel
operation. It is visible that data collection is affected by considerable scatter. The reason for this is
two-fold: an important factor influencing data scatter is measurement accuracy, secondly, the quality
of reference SFOC model also influences results. First factor results in conditions of measurement
onboard the ship during her operation. Harsh environmental conditions of ship engine room imply that
measurement equipment usually compromise accuracy in order to get required robustness. Especially
at low engine load where both fuel flow and shaft power meters operate at low rate, measurement
errors are higher. As far as reference SFOC, it is usually obtained during engine shop tests where
due to time constraints, only few (sometimes one) load points are exercised. In order to obtain a
reference model for complete range of engine, loads interpolation and extrapolation techniques are
used which introduce additional error. Despite obvious limitations of this approach, appropriate data
processing in long term trending allows for taking practical conclusions. Linearization of time trend
(indicated by orange and magenta lines in Figure 3) allows for making predictions of required engine
maintenance and thus allowing for better planning. Correlation of rapid SFOC changes with engine
tuning actions performed by crew in February 2018 (denoted on Figure 3 by a vertical arrow) in the case
of electronically controlled engines allows for evaluation of tuning quality and its impact on engine
performance. In this particular case, tuning resulted in drop of specific fuel consumption by ~6 g/kWh.
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3.2. Measurement of the Operational Parameters of Main Engine
Main engine can be monitored based on general output or detailed signals describing engine
operation performance such as cylinder combustion pressure. The latter requires special equipment
since very high resolution of signal recording is required. In order to reproduce dynamics of combustion
process, angular resolution of 0.1 degree of crankshaft position must be provided. For this purpose,
FPGA processing unit in real time is employed. Data acquisition of following analog signals of engine
operation are executed:
• Crankshaft angular position;
• Combustion pressure;
• Exhaust valve position (EVP);
• Injection quantity sensor position (for selected engines);
• Gas admission valves (GAV) positions (for selected engines).
The above data are post-processed and usually depicted in reference to cylinder top dead position
as shown on Figure 4, in exemplary combustion pressure process monitoring.
-120o                     -60o                                            0o               60o                      -120o                                      -180o    
Figure 4. Combustion pressure monitoring of main engine [14]. (Courtesy of Enamor Ltd.).
Main engine general output may be monitored with use of shaft torque meter [14]. A good
illustration of such a kind of measurement is propulsion control assistance system ETNP-10 for
optimization of ship operation according to operation area of the main engine, being a part of
information provided by SeaPerformer system, is depicted in Figure 5 [14]. Both cases actual engine
load and rotational speed (dots) are presented in reference to so called engine layout or engine
operational envelope. Engine layout presents standard operation area (green) over-speed area (yellow)
and over-load area (red). Clear color indication allows ship crew to monitor engine operation and
prevent conditions which may results in fault. As an extension to ETNP-10 user interface visualization
which is devoted to actual engine conditions, SeaPerformer system may be used for engine monitoring
in longer time range. The SeaPerformer system measures the torque on shaft and revolution (RPM-
Revolution Per Minute) of the main engine. Other parameters like power, fuel consumption, energy
and ship’s speed are calculated.
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From 2019-01-18     To 2019-02-18
 
Figure 5. Main engine (ME) layout with actual operation points for one-month ship operation provided
by SeaPerformer system; the records below the main engine layout present momentary changes of
RPM on the ME shaft in the above-defined period (Courtesy of Enamor Ltd.).
Based on the state-of-the-art [5,17,18], measurement of torque can be done with use of measurement
of the torsion angle ϕ of propeller shaft during running of engine. Different torque measurement
methods can be applied. In many methods, strain gauges as the sensors are used [5]. This solution
requires the strain gauges to be placed directly on the rotating shaft and additional measurement of
RPM should be performed. The strain gauges are configured in bridge system equipped with slip
rings and brush contact devices. The strain gauges bridge is fed through the two slip rings and output
signal taken from the bridge diagonal is also provided with two slip rings. The all slip rings are
fitted on the rotating shaft and they provide a continuous electrical connection through brushes on
stationary contacts. At the same time, slip ring and brush contact solution are important disadvantages
of this method.
The other solution, free of aforementioned weaknesses, is based on the photo-optical method [17–19]
(Figure 6), which uses two specially designed teethed rings. Each ring is fixed separately in same distance
“l” on the shaft, but the teeth are placed in the same plane which is presented in Figure 6a. Such a
solution gives possibility for use of only one photo-optical detector. The relation between teethed rings
is proportional to the torsion angle of the shaft. In this method measurement of RPM by additional
sensor is not required. In the case when the shaft is without load, the torsion angle ϕ = 0. This situation
is presented in Figure 6b. Electric signal received from photo-optical detector shows that pulse period
T1 and T2 are equal. When the load of the shaft occurs, the torsion angle is higher than 0. In such a
situation, presented in Figure 6c, the periods of electrical signal are different and they are proportional





where kT—coefficient depends on construction of shaft and teethed wheels, n—revolution, t1, t2—time
of pulses received from photo-optical detector.
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Figure 6. Photo-optical method for torque measurement, (a) concept of torque measurement, (b)
relation between teeth of two rings and electrical signal for torsion angle ϕ = 0, (c) relation between
teeth of two rings and electrical signal for torsion angle ϕ  0.
The method was developed [17,18] and patented in GMU [19] as well as implemented on
many ships in cooperation with ENAMOR Ltd. company. Contribution of GMU in state-of-the-art
development consisted of elaboration of a new solution of torque meter related transmitter [19].
A novelty of the transmitter solution [19] is based on special construction including two mutually
advantageous elements, placed on the rotating shaft and each of them consist of the spacer pipe
(distance sleeve) and measuring ring with evenly and radially distributed at the circumference adequate
teeth. An advantage of this transmitter construction is use of only one photo-optical detector, that
limits the influence of changeable conditions and work parameters of transmitter and electronic sets
of photo-optical detector circuit on measurement accuracy. The validation tests of the propulsion
control assistance system ETNP-10 type have executed by Research and Development Company
ENAMOR Ltd. [14]. The investigated system installed on propeller shaft is presented in Figure 7 [14].
Figure 7a shows two teeth rings with photo-optical detector that are installed on propeller. The local
human-machine interface presents current measurement parameters (Figure 7b) or engine load based




Figure 7. Propulsion control assistance system ETNP-10, where position of photo-optical detector
is marked by ellipse, (a) two teeth rings installed on propeller shaft with photo-optical detector, (b)
example of measurements, (c) actual engine load based on engine layout (Courtesy of Enamor Ltd.).
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3.3. Temperature Measurements in the Ship’s Hazardous Areas
Hazardous areas occur on almost all the ships. However, in certain ships, such as tankers (crude
oil, chemicals, gas), mobile oil rigs or other offshore ships the hazardous areas are common. Due to
technical conditions, the measurement of different parameters has to be made in the hazardous areas.
Hazardous areas are the places where the risk of appearing mixture of flammable materials
with oxygen from air might occur [20]. According to International Electrotechnical Committee (IEC)
approach hazardous areas are divided into three zones for gas hazard: zone 0, zone 1, zone 2 and three
zones for dust hazard: zone 20, zone 21 and zone 22. Depending on the zone, adequate explosion-proof
equipment should be used.
The IEC approach is commonly accepted by the majority of state maritime administrations and
maritime classification societies [21–23].
Electrical equipment placed in the hazardous areas can be protected by different methods. For
measurement and control, intrinsically safe solution “Ex i . . . ” is the most adequate explosion-proof
protection [24,25].
In case of long distance measurement or control lines, which are typical on ships especially for
deck monitoring and control, a special approach has to be used in comparison to the standard solution.
The basic assumption of intrinsically safe solution is that inside of the intrinsically safe circuit, the
accumulated electrical energy is so low that in the case of its realization in a form of a spark or a
thermal effect, it is incapable of igniting surrounding explosive mixture. To ensure this, specially
certified equipment has to be used inside the hazardous area and additional, also certified, associated
apparatus has to be used and placed in the safe area. When both are connected by cables, this creates
an intrinsically safe system [19]. It is worth underlining that in comparison to a standard solution,
an associated apparatus is in fact an additional equipment connected to the measurement line. The
associated apparatus is connected between intrinsically safe equipment placed in the hazardous area
and the standard monitoring system placed also in the safe area. It can be a source of some limitations
or even additional measurement errors. As an illustration of the discussed problem, the measurement
of temperature in tanks of gas tanker is presented. The general scheme of the tanks placement and
related temperature measurement is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8. The temperature measurement of liquefied gas in tanks, CCR—Cargo Control Room, Tb,
Tm—sensor in bottom and middle of tank to measure temperature of liquefied gas, Tu—upper sensor
to measure temperature of vapors.
3.3.1. Accuracy Aspects of Temperature Measurement Line
Measurement of temperature can be performed in different ways [3,4], but platinum
thermo-resistance Pt-100 is the most popular sensor for that. A predominant role of this kind
of sensors results from the particular environmental and constructional conditions related to ship tanks,
as well as with usually measured negative temperature range. Because of the long distance between
measurement temperature point inside tanks and monitoring system placed in CCR, it is common to
use a transmitter which converts resistance of a sensor to a standard current value. In our example,
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the two wires 4–20 mA standard is the most convenient to use [26]. The functional diagram of the
discussed measurement line is presented in Figure 9.
   
 
Figure 9. Functional diagram of temperature measurement line, where: Rs—resistance of Pt-100 sensor,
R/I—transmitter-source of current 4–20 mA sink type, ZB—Zenner barrier as the associated apparatus,
Ron—resistance of monitoring system, Rc—equivalent resistance of cables, Ups—source of DC voltage,
δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4 are relative errors.
In the analyzed case, combined standard uncertainty is based only on the uncertainty of B type












]⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠(T2 − T1) (2)
where δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4 are relative errors of Pt-100 sensor, transmitter, Zenner barrier and monitoring
system itself, T1, T2 are min and max of the temperature span.
For the real data δ1 = 1.6 × 10−3, δ2 = 3 × 10−3, δ3 = 1 × 10−5, δ4 = 2 × 10−3, T1 = −120 ◦C, T2 =
120 ◦C and related value of uncertainty corresponds to uc = 0.57 ◦C. A set of value for liquefied gas of
tanks corresponds to −90 ◦C. Accuracy of the temperature measurement in tanks illustrated in Figure 8
plays a fundamental role in estimation of the transported cargo volume and finally the transport cost
and price of the gas. Therefore, all disturbing circumstances, causing additional errors in the process of
temperature measurement, are very important.
On top of that, an additional error was observed. This error was caused in the real measurement
circuits by own capacities of long distances of sensors, screened cables, grounding and dynamic
properties of a transmitter. In reality, all the elements of the measurement line connected together
produce an active electrical circuit with positive feedback. The equivalent electrical diagram of such
temperature measurement line is presented in Figure 10.
 
Figure 10. Equivalent electrical diagram of the temperature measurement line, where: Rs—resistance
of Pt-100 sensor, R/I—transmitter 4–20 mA, Ro—equivalent resistance of all resistances in the 4–20 mA
current loop I, C1,2,3,4—equivalent capacities of Pt-100 sensor and connecting cables, Ups—source of
DC voltage.
In order to analyze the above circuit, a small signal model of the measurement line is presented
in Figure 11. Dynamic properties of transmitter R/I should be defined in the model. It is worth
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mentioning that transmitter R/I is the same as converter U/I with internal source of current I1 in
Figure 11. Generally, the dynamic properties of the transducers are often omitted due to the fact that
changes in the measured temperatures are relatively slow, especially when the industrial Pt-100 sensors
are used.
Figure 11. Small signal model of the temperature measurement line, where: GT—conductivity of Pt-100
sensor, U/I—transmitter 4–20 mA, Go—equivalent conductance of all resistances in the 4–20 mA current
loop Io, Ca,b,c—equivalent capacities of Pt-100 sensor and connecting cables, ym—transadmittance of
transmitter R/I.
Actually, electrical dynamic properties of transmitter should be taken under consideration. They
are described by transadmittance ym. Most often transmitters R/I are first-order inertial elements but
sometimes they can be second-order oscillation elements.
3.3.2. Real Measurement Line with Transmitter as First-Order Inertial Element





where gm—transconductance depends on measured range of temperature, ω2—3 dB frequency.
An analysis of stability of the circuit presented in Figure 7 was done for the set of real parameters
given in Table 1 [1].
Table 1. Parameters of real temperature measurement line for first-order inertial transmitter.
Parameter [unit] Value/Range Parameter [unit] Value/Range
Ca [nF] 4.5 Go [mS] 2
CBS [nF] 8 gm [S] 0.043–0.83
Cc [nF] 1.7 ΔT2 [◦C] 50–1050
GT [mS] 8.34 ω2 [rd/s] 14,700
To1 [◦C] 50 - -
1 To measured temperature. 2 ΔT temperature measured span.
While performing computer simulations for the parameter values presented in Table 1, it was
shown that the temperature measurement line with first-order inertial transmitter in special condition
can work in an unstable manner and as a result an alternating current can occur.
The tendency to unstable working rises when the range is relatively small. That case is theoretical
rather than practical because oscillating condition is fulfilled only for boundary conditions.
3.3.3. Real Measurement Line with Transmitter as Second-Order Inertial Oscillation Element




s2 + 2ζωo +ω2o
(4)
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where gm—transconductance depends on measured range of temperature, ωo—natural frequency,
ζ—damping ratio.
The analysis of stability of the circuit presented in Figure 11 was done for the set of real parameters
given in Table 2 [1].
Table 2. Parameters of real temperature measurement line for oscillating second-order inertial transmitter.
Parameter [unit] Value/Range Parameter [unit] Value/Range
Ca [nF] 4.5 Go [mS] 2
Cb [nF] 8 gm [S] 0.043–0.83
Cc [nF] 1.7 ΔT [◦C] 50–1050
GT [mS] 10 ωo [rd/s] 20,400
To [◦C] 0 ζ 0.212
Computer simulations performed for parameters given in Table 2 have shown that temperature
measured line with the oscillating second-order inertial transmitter can be very unstable. As a result,
the theoretically direct current Io is disturbed by alternating part. Further detailed research has shown
that the frequency and shape of the additional alternating current depends not only on measured range
but also strongly on value of measured temperature (To) and equivalent load conductance (Go).
The laboratory experiments of temperature measurement line with the oscillating second-order
inertial transmitter R/I presented in Figure 12 were also performed and completely confirmed
theoretical considerations.
Figure 12. Laboratory experimental circuit of temperature measurement line with the possibility of
taking account capacities of the Pt-100 sensor and connecting cables, where: R/I—second-order inertial
transmitter, mA—DC ammeter, Ups—source of voltage, Ro—equivalent of all resistances in the 4–20 mA
current loop, Cs1,2—equivalents of own capacities of Pt-100 sensor, Cn1,2—equivalents of own capacities
of cables, K- switch.
The experiments were performed for different simulated temperatures from measurement range
of transmitter R/I (from −30 ◦C to 60 ◦C) and for different value of Ro for two cases. The first one
where a capacitive feedback was broken (switch K-off position) and the second case where the own
capacities of sensor by switch K in position on were taken into consideration. In the second case, the
capacitive feedback was rebuilt. In both cases for the same simulated temperature, the current was
measured by DC ammeter. While the capacitive feedback was done, sometimes the alternating current
was observed by oscilloscope. An example of one such screenshot was presented in Figure 13 for a
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transmitter with a span ΔT = Tmax − Tmin = 60 − (−30) = 90 ◦C at measured temperature To = 50 ◦C for
equivalent load resistance Ro = 600 Ω.
 
Figure 13. Exemplary of screenshot for a transmitter with a span ΔT = Tmax − Tmin = 60 − (−30) =
90 ◦C at measured temperature To = 50 ◦C for equivalent load resistance Ro = 600 Ω.
In Figure 13 an unexpected alternating current i(t) disturbed a correct temperature measurement
procedure was presented. Actually, the shape of the alternating current depends on the measured
temperatures. From that, a mean value of measured current Im1 by DC ammeter differs from measured
value Im2 when only DC current appears while the capacitive feedback is off.
To explain the nature of unexpected additional error while measuring temperature in the discussed
cases, a collected set of alternating currents observed for different measured temperatures was presented
in Figure 14. For legibility of the picture for a few selected temperatures, only a significant portion of
the current waveforms has been included. For each graph, mean values for bath cases were pointed
out. It is worth emphasizing that mean value of current Im2 depends on shape of current, which can
be higher, lower or equal to the mean value of DC current in the case of lack of capacities feedback.
Actually, that is observed by DC indicator as additional relative error δa of measured temperature and





where value of 16 mA results from the 4–20 mA standard current transmitter.
To calculate the absolute value, simply multiply the relative error by the measuring range, which
was mentioned above, in the discussed case is ΔT = 90 ◦C. The adequate values of additional absolute
errors were presented in Figure 14 [27].
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Figure 14. Graphical illustration of influence of unexpected alternating current on a measurement error.
As a result, a new error appeared, and what is worse, that error was not observed during
commissioning procedures while using only resistance simulator sensor.
To avoid such situations, in GMU there was patented an impedance simulator of Pt-100 sensors [28]
introducing a new concept. According to this, during commissioning it is possible to take into account
also the sensor’s own capacities. This solution improves significantly the quality and reliability of
commissioning, and in consequence accuracy of evaluation of the quantity of transported liquefied gas.
4. Conclusions
In many cases, ship measurement methods require individual and specific approach, because
of the marine environment influence. Such affecting factors like vibration, ship rolling and pitching,
temperature, humidity, salinity or changeable weather conditions must be taken into account. In this
context, well known currently existing and applied measurement methods and devices should be
completed and developed. Two case studies, addressed to operational parameters of main engine and
temperature measurement of liquefied gas in ship tanks, are shortly described from the perspective of
a new approach to analysis of their operation in specific conditions, which are vibrating environment
and hazardous area, respectively. This new approach is presented with stressing proposed novelties
against the state-of-the-art and in relation to the operational parameters of main engine in ship power
plant consists in, that:
• not only traditionally measured quantities on the main engine shaft like torque and RPM are
measured but also some other main engine characteristic quantities, related to crankshaft angular
position, combustion pressure, exhaust valve position, injection quantity sensor position and gas
admission valve position are taken into account,
• in the presented photo-optical method based on the measurement of the torsion angle of the shaft,
a measurement of RPM by additional sensor is not required, contrary to the method based on strain
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gauges. Moreover, presented photo-optical method is free of slip rings and brush contact devices,
which are a serious maintenance problem in previously applied torque measurement method,
• described photo-optical method, aided by new solution of torque meter related transmitter
gives possibility for use of only one photo-optical detector and at the same time the influence of
changeable conditions and work parameters of transmitter and electronic sets of photo-optical
detector circuit on measurement accuracy is significantly reduced comparing with other previously
used solutions equipped with two photo-optical detectors,
• extended application of the aforementioned photo-optical method in SeaPerformer system enables
not only measurement the torque on shaft and revolution (RPM) of the main engine, but also
a calculation of other parameters like power, fuel consumption, energy and propeller slip. In
consequence, also monitoring of main engine specific oil consumption (SFOC) trend is executed.
Aforementioned monitoring is supported by data acquisition of engine operation signals related
to crankshaft angus or position, combustion pressure, exhaust valve position (EVP), injection
quantity sensor position and gas admission valve (GAV) position respectively,
• Next, in wider perspective, engine performance evaluation based on momentary fuel consumption
analysis and main engine load is carried out. Monitoring of the above listed operational parameters
of main engine aided by a new class of systems like SeaPerformer gives possibility for operational
optimization of main engine exploitation and constitutes a new perspective comparing with
hitherto used solutions in considered field of research.
On the other hand, the new approach of analysis in relation to the temperature measurement in
ship tanks, with placing emphasis on presented novelties consists in, that:
• Temperature measurement in ship’s hazardous areas covers not only use of intrinsically safe
solutions for design of temperature measurement line, but also takes into account the additional
measurement errors caused in the real measurement circuits by own capacities of long distances
of sensors (predominant solutions are based on the Pt-100 sensors), screened cables, grounding
and dynamic properties of a transmitter.
• Predominant solutions of sensor due to specific conditions of temperature measurement in ship
tanks are based on the Pt-100 elements applied in intrinsic safe version of the measurement
line, often equipped with passive Zener Barrier; Passive Zener Barrier dependently of the circuit
parameters may enhance additional measurement error and what is worse, that error was not
observed during commissioning procedure while using only resistance simulator Pt-100 sensor,
• To avoid unexpected alternating current component disturbing a correct temperature measurement,
there was patented a new impedance simulator of Pt-100 sensors,
• This new solution enables to take into account also the sensors own capacities and in consequence,
to improve significantly the quality and reliability of commissioning.
• Finally, accuracy of evaluation of the quantity of transported liquefied gas (corresponding to cost
of transport) is most reliable.
Future analyses, respectively in the two areas under consideration, will focus on:
• In the scope of operational parameters of the main engine in a ship power plant—on the further
development and implementation of automatic detection of engine anomalies and failures and
context-based information selection both in onboard and on-line applications,
• In the area of temperature measurement on ships—on carrying out an analysis of operating
conditions, in which an additional temperature measurement error may occur, resulting from the
dynamic properties of electronic measuring line elements, where the sensor is a thermocouple.
The different types of T/C converters and the impact of the intrinsically safe solution will be taken
into account.
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Abstract: Aids to Navigation (AtoN) are auxiliary devices intended to support maritime navigation.
They include both traditional signals (e.g., buoys and lights) and electronic aids, as for example those
transmitted to ships through automatic tracking systems. In both cases, international organizations
together with local authorities define technical specifications and standards on their use. Work still
being finalized in the Venetian Lagoon made it necessary an assessment of the existing signaling system
to guarantee the maximum level of safety in the waterways. Considering the severe atmospheric
conditions to which the Lagoon is frequently subjected and the bathymetry restrictions affecting the
navigation, an alternative aid system has been formalized for the first time in Italy. It is based on
electronic and identification devices employed to virtualize the AtoN that will not be located at sea but
only remotely identified by their coded messages, thus guaranteeing the continuity of port operations
in any visibility conditions. This paper presents the procedures followed to reach a solution in line with
the safety and efficiency standards given for the AtoN systems, considering position and luminous
characteristics of physical signals in the first case, theoretical and statistical studies on Virtual AIS AtoN
placement in the second case.
Keywords: virtual AtoN; AIS; AtoN; ECDIS; e-navigation; safety; route planning; visibility
1. Introduction
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) issues standards on security, safety and environmental
performance of shipping, encouraging innovation and efficiency. IMO works, among the others, with the
International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities (IALA), a non-profit
technical organization which aims to harmonize Aids to Navigation (AtoN) worldwide considering the
needs of mariners and authorities as well as the technological development. To assure the maximum level
of safety and efficiency of maritime navigation, IALA publishes recommendations and guidelines on the
use of auxiliary devices that improve maritime operations, such as Vessel Traffic Services (VTS), Automatic
Identification System (AIS) and marine AtoN signal lights [1].
The development of ports and fairways, together with the recent progresses of technologies and
the increasing demands on navigation services make a dynamic optimization of the AtoN systems
necessary. The consistency of the AtoN placement will directly influence the safety of marine traffic,
so consideration should be given either to the Collision Regulations (COLREG) and local traffic rules.
The knowledge of the weaknesses and problems of the existing AtoN system is of central
importance to enhance the provided service.
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In this regard, Chen et al. [2] proposed the Success Degree-Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method to post evaluate the existing AtoN system to clarify the needs and to point out its optimization.
This model works with a series of index, derived in accordance with the AtoN system characteristics
and elaborated on the basis of the consideration of users to guarantee its accuracy. The final algorithm
allows the valuation of the overall score of the system in a rank from 0 to 100.
The analysis carried out by our team arises from the immediate need of the Venetian institutions
and local seafarers to redesign the AtoN system to assure the highest level of safety in the Venice
Lagoon. In fact, the installation of the Experimental Electromechanical Module (MOSE or MOdulo
Sperimentale Elettromeccanico) at the inlets of the lagoon led to a series of changes in the navigating
area (such as the new artificial island at Lido), with remarkable effects on local traffic.
For this reason, we did not make an a priori study on the maritime traffic safety to evaluate the
risks of collision or accidents in general as it was not required to proceed with the optimization of
the system. We went directly to the problems expressed by the users to find a solution within the
shortest possible time: firstly, we analyzed the physical disposition of the AtoN in the lagoon, then we
searched for a more flexible solution to the restricted visibility problem which could guarantee the safe
conduction of the navigation in any situation.
We followed a heuristic method which combined IALA, IMO and local normative with the practical
needs in order to reach the optimal AtoN disposition: in fact, the iterative and constant update of the
system has been one of the key points of the process.
Afterwards, the effective visibility of the signals has been verified using the theoretical considerations
given by the IALA Recommendations E-200-2 [3]. The resulting data showed that, although complying
with the safety requirements, the light of each AtoN cannot always assure their visibility.
Basing on E-navigation solutions, an alternative AtoN system has been developed. According to
the IMO, E-Navigation can be defined as the harmonized analysis and exchange of marine information
by electronic means, with the aim to enhance safety and security of the navigation and protect the
marine environment.
In 2014 the MSC 94 approved the e-Navigation Strategy Implementation Plan (SIP) to complete
a list of tasks by 2019. These tasks mainly regard the improvement of the communication systems
(in particular the Vessel Traffic Service Portfolio, not limited to the shore stations) and the bridge
design and its equipment, to enhance its reliability and resilience and make the interface more
user-friendly [4]. This plan, moreover, bases on estimating the effect of e-Navigation applications
on reducing navigational accidents, including collisions and groundings of ships falling under the
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) [5].
In this context it is worth to emphasize the role played by e-Navigation in relation to the development
of Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS), driverless systems that are increasingly used in many
applications (surveillance, research, monitoring, anti-mining, etc.). In this case, the collection of navigational
information plays an important role in the decision-making process and can be achieved by collaboration
with systems as the AIS [6]. In particular, hazardous scenarios in restricted water, mainly related to
collision-avoidance, are identified as one of the main challenging tasks for autonomous navigation systems,
which are expected to operate together with conventional vessel thus respecting the COLREG as well [7].
Following the work carried out by the IMO we identified the potential e-Navigation solution: the
resulting approach uses the AIS to virtualize the AtoN by the transmission of a coded message containing
the required information: the AtoN does not have to be physically located at sea as it will be shown on
appropriate electronic system, usually Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS).
The employment of Virtual AtoN has already been tested to mark the entrance to a Traffic
Separation Scheme (TSS), provide emergency wreck and obstruction markings and to mark offshore
structures. In 2012 the General Lighthouse Authorities (GLA) established a port hand virtual buoy
at the Rigg Bank, South of Mew Island at the entrance to Belfast Lough, to warn about a nearby
sandbank with a depth of 8.4 m. With the Irish Lights Notice to Mariners No. 03 of 2012 the Authority
underlined that the information available to mariners will be dependent on their display system and
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not all transmitted information may be displayed, so users are always encouraged to keep the system
up-to-date. Moreover, mariners are requested to give feedback on their experience of AIS to help the
Authority to improve the service checking if the AtoN data is available [8].
Moreover, Wright and Baldauf proposed to supplement physical AtoN with V-AtoN in the many
inaccessible, remote and ecologically sensitive regions of the world, like for example the Arctic where
ice can collide and displace buoys from locations, the tropics where the AtoN placement could damage
coral reefs, and other areas devoid of navigational infrastructure [9].
In our case, with reference to IALA Guideline 1081 and IALA Guideline 1062, we decided to use
Virtual AtoN (V-AtoN) of safe water to give safe route indications. These AtoN were strategically
positioned on the points in which the ship changes course or Waypoints (WP). This information on
the route is digitized, so it can be modified and sent according to the needs, thus making this type of
AtoN a considerable support to the navigation. This method was first tested in Italy in the Venetian
Lagoon to provide indications to help the crew during planning operations [10]. Here, situations of
restricted visibility usually led to the closure of ports by the Authorities in order to prevent hazards
and risks in general. This E-Navigation solution combines the theoretical consideration with the actual
characteristics of the navigation in the Lagoon to improve the safety levels and to allow its proper
conduction even in restricted visibility conditions. In fact, the V-AtoN thus obtained can be set as
Waypoints on the ECDIS onboard to identify the safe route to the berthing point, giving indications to
be followed in any situations which would otherwise prevent the normal conduction of navigation.
This paper outlines the establishment of the optimal AtoN system in the Lagoon of Venice and
the consequent study on its effective visibility based on IALA guidelines. It follows an overview of
the AIS, then the procedure adopted to establish Virtual AtoN in the Venetian Lagoon is presented.
The first theoretical approach is based on the maneuvering characteristics of the ships, opportunely
contextualized within the Lagoon, and the related safety requirements. The definitive setting of the
system is then given through the statistical analysis of the AIS tracks of ships entering the lagoon
recorded by the Coast Guard AIS system.
This system is still being tested: feedback by the users will help to improve and enhance the
service, and future studies based on models or simulations will allow to extend this work to any coastal
area having the same necessities, generalizing this work for every situation.
2. Classic AtoN System
To study the optimal AtoN disposition we made a first overview on their characteristics: as already
stated, they are standardized among all the IALA members. The only distinction provided by the
Maritime Buoyage System applies to lateral signals in relation to the membership of each Country of
the IALA A or IALA B system: the countries of Region A use red to indicate the left and green for
the starboard while those of Region B do the opposite. Other signals are standardized in terms of
destination, shape, color and luminous characteristics. For example, the Safe Water signal indicates
an area where navigation is safe. This AtoN has white and red vertical stripes, a red spherical mirage
(in case of minor buoys) and a 12-s-period white light with a single 10-s flash.
One of the most important features of the luminous signal is its range, indicating the maximum
distance at which the light is perceived. In navigation, the luminous range D in nautical miles is
used; it is defined as the maximum distance to which the detection of the light beam is guaranteed
(not the light source, still hidden due to the terrestrial curvature), considering the meteorological
visibility v and the illuminance required at the observer’s eye or threshold, ET. The introduction of
some photometric quantities is necessary to identify the illuminance.
From a quantum point of view, the light is characterized by a power W in Watt that is function of
its own wavelength λ: the product of the power for the visibility factor function Vf , expressing the
actual perception of light to the human eye, gives the luminous flux Φ as in Equation (1):
Φ = Vf (λ) W(λ). (1)
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The luminous intensity I is the quantity of flux measured in a certain direction and is calculated






The illuminance E is the ratio between the luminous flux Φ and the area of the surface A on which





This illuminance E can be expressed as a function of meteorological visibility v and the distance









From Equation (5) it is possible to estimate the luminous range of a signal D, which can also be








Figure 1. Luminous and nominal range at night.
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Considering both IALA and local regulations together with seafarers needs, we proposed
a maritime signaling system that combines structural efficiency with the highest level of navigational
safety for the Venetian Lagoon.
To reach this solution, our team made an accurate survey of the actual AtoN disposition to check
the correspondence between the functional AtoN at sea and those reported by the official cartography.
This allowed the compilation of an updated database containing all the existing signals with their
position and characteristics, according to the IALA standards.
We did not a formal safety diagnosis examination to identify potential safety hazards which may
affect the navigation from the initial design phase as done in the Marine Traffic Safety Diagnostic
Scheme (MTSDS). In that case, the procedural scheme starts from the analysis of the project and
continues with the investigation by a predisposed audit team to review the maritime traffic. After
an assessment phase, the audit team will describe all the potential safety problems and suggest all the
possible measures to eliminate or mitigate these problems. The most important part of the MTSDS is the
process of risk assessment, in which several models can be adopted. The main are the Environmental
Stress (ES) Model, the IALA Waterway Risk Assessment Program (IWRAP), the Potential Risk
Assessment Model (PARK). The first is based on the acceptance criteria of the stress value based
on mariners’ perception of safety, evaluating the difficulty arising from restrictions in maneuvering
water area due to the traffic congestion. Three indexes are used: the ESL (Environmental value for
Land) calculated on the basis of the time to collision (TTC) with any obstacles, the Environmental stress
value for Ship (ESS) based on the TTC with ships, and the Environmental stress value for Aggregation
(ESA), combination between the previous two. However, this model reflects the users’ perception of
risks so it would not correct some problems.
The IALA IWRAP quantifies the risks involved with vessel traffic in specific geographical areas
by calculating the annual number of collision and grounding in the specified location; the results
are similar to the ES model [13]. The PARK model was developed based on the Korean mariner risk
perception and calculates the risk through internal elements (characteristics of the vessel) and external
elements such as approaching position of each ship, speed and distance between ships [14].
Due to the urgency of a solution, we decided to directly assess the current situation of the signaling
system in the Lagoon through an elementary simulation.
Ji-Min Yeo, et al. studied the implementation of an AtoN database including the integrated system
design to develop an AtoN simulator system [15]. In the same way, we set an elementary simulation
process using Google Earth Pro (v. 7.3.2.5491) as supporting tool. Among the other features, this software
allowed the overlap of the Lagoon official bathymetric and cartographic data to the satellite images.
We could then import all the AtoN from our database to get an overall view on the area, thus allowing
a more intuitive detection of the current issues and the consequent optimization of the entire AtoN system.
We began with the theoretical analysis of the area, searching for the best solution in line with
IALA standards considering the morphology of the canals as well. Having presented this plan to
the Authorities, we integrated the actual needs of the seamen together with those of the involved
institutions, trying to reach a trade-off between benefits and costs.
Some areas needed particular attention. The main examples are the inlets of the Lagoon, where
the presence of the MOSE had to be signaled. As previously mentioned, in the specific case of the Port
of Lido the artificial island supports the gates, then requires a functional AtoN placement to prevent
hazardous conditions. We proposed the installation of yellow flashing lights on the Port entrance
lighthouses, to be activated simultaneously to the gates of the MOSE. On the island, four yellow
structures could be positioned on its corners; their lights will be red and green for the starboard and
the port side of the island respectively (correctly showing the starboard side of the main fairway and
port side of the secondary one) and will turn in a yellow flashing light when the barriers are raised,
alerting both the units entering and leaving the Lagoon. Since lateral AtoN should be placed in pairs
to better indicate the fairway, we assured to the AtoN on the island the correspondent one alongside
the canal to identify the main and the secondary canals (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. View of the artificial island (Port of Lido). SketchUp models simulate the expected situation.
We also proposed some optional improvements, as for example a Preferred Channel signal located
before the artificial island to distinguish the main channel on the port side (St. Nicolò Canal) from
the secondary one on the starboard side (Treporti Canal). The same has been proposed in the area of
Malamocco, where the main fairway turns on the right of the St. Leonardo canal. These buoys are
modified Lateral signals: in the first case it will be a horizontally striped green-red-green buoy with
a green flashing light while in the second case the stripes will be red-green-red with a red flashing light.
On the basis of the resulting proposals, we used SketchUp 2018 to create a 3D model of each
AtoN; then, we imported them on Google Earth to simulate the expected situation in the Lagoon
(Figure 2). To verify the efficacy of the proposed AtoN (whose range was given in accordance to those
already present) even in poor visibility conditions, we made a purely theoretical analysis based on
IALA criteria. The mean distance between each AtoN d and their nominal range DN were known,
so we could calculate the intensity produced by each signal as in Equation (5), using the illumination
values required by IALA [3]:
(1) ET = 2 × 10−7 lx at night;
(2) ET = 1 × 10−3 lx in the daytime hours (to overpower sunlight).
We used the standard visibility of 10 nautical miles, as it is related to the nominal range. From the
resulting data of Intensity, we derived the actual illuminance produced by each AtoN as in Equation (4)
in three different visibility conditions (obtained from the data recorded by the visibilimeters placed in
the Malamocco Canal): perfect, medium and poor visibility. We could then check the effective AtoN
visibility using Equation (6):
Ed > ET. (6)
As we expected, the results showed the efficacy of the proposal in all the situations except for
those of extremely poor visibility, thus making the system not adequate to guarantee the maximum
levels of safety in these occasions.
We searched for an innovative tool complementary to the existing AtoN system to manage the
problem of the ban on navigation in the Lagoon in case of thick fog: this condition, which frequently
occurs in the Lagoon in winter and autumn (Figure 3), do not assure the required safety level according
to the Authorities, forcing them to interdict the area and close the ports.
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Figure 3. Visibility recorded in the canal of Malamocco in November 2017.
The increasing development of the E-navigation concept and its related technologies led our team
to analyze all the different tools to find a solution which could solve this issue. We identified the AIS
as the most reliable and versatile mean to send information to all the units in the working area, thus
providing an active service in any situation.
3. An Overview on the AIS
Automatic Identification Systems (AISs) and Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems
(ECDISs) have become mandatory for ships weighing more than 300 gross tons and for all the passenger
ships, irrespective of their size, by the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) as stated in the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), Regulation V/19.2.4 [16].
The ECDIS is the system authorized by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) to display
Electronic Nautical Charts (ENC), that are continuously updated by competent Authorities. This system
is supported by the integration with other tools as for example the Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS), Radar and AIS, and shows the details of the ship and the real time area within it is navigating.
Unlike traditional charts, the ECDIS displays also bathymetry information and emits an alarm to warn
the ship officer about dangerous situations.
AIS communication systems are Very High Frequency (VHF) radio transceivers that send ship’s
data to other units in the working area. Data are collected in real time by the sensors mounted on
board and transmitted in broadcast without the need to be operated by ship staff.
The IMO distinguishes two AIS categories in line with ITU-R M.1371 standards:
1. Class A AIS meets IMO requirements [16,17]. During on-board assembly, the ship’s static
characteristics are set (name, dimensions, Maritime Mobile Service Identity-MMSI code, etc.);
the AIS is then connected with the onboard GNSS and other related interfaces;
2. Class B AIS units are used by vessels that are not regulated by the IMO, such as leisure craft and
fishing vessels. Compared with Class A AIS units, they have reduced functionality and are less
powerful. Class B AIS units are designed to co-operate with Class A systems, which is why they
do not need to respect IMO performance requirements [18].
3.1. AIS Messages
AIS messages consist of a set of digital data packets, for which the ITU defines technical characteristics
and global frequencies. AIS Messages, in line with ITU-R M.1371, have a unique identification number
from 1 to 27. Standard AIS Messages are divided into four macro information sectors:
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1. Static or fixed information, which is set during the on-board installation phase, includes name,
destination, dimensions, MMSI code and IMO ID of the ship and the antenna’s position. It is
transmitted once every six minutes or when requested by on-shore authorities.
2. Voyage-related information, which is manually entered, updated during the voyage and
transmitted every six minutes. It includes the type of hazardous cargo, draught, destination and
estimated time of arrival (ETA).
3. Dynamic information is automatically updated from the sensors onboard connected to the
AIS. It includes Course Over Ground (COG), Speed Over Ground (SOG), position, time and
navigation status.
4. Short safety related messages, broadcast or addressed to a specific unit as required.
AIS units can also transmit a series of messages whose data content is defined by the application:
they do not affect the basic operation of the AIS as they do not have the same priority. As a result,
secondary information does not cross primary information on the main channels. These messages are
known as Application Specific Messages (AIS-ASM) and are generally used to send meteorological
communications and warnings in general, but they are not intended to substitute messages sent by
standard navigation support services (GNSS, Global Maritime Distress and Safety System-GMDSS,
etc.) [19,20].
An example of AIS-ASM is the Route Information Message (ID: Message 8): it can be broadcast
or addressed to a specific unit and allows communication of pertinent vessel routing information
using waypoints (e.g., mandatory or recommended routes that are not given by official publications).
The information has a starting date and time and a duration to respect. As defined by IMO SN.1/Circ.
289, up to five slot messages can be created, but no more than three are recommended, resulting in
a maximum of 16 waypoints for each AIS station [19,21]. This limitation was one of the reasons why in
this analysis we chose standard messages over AIS-ASM, as explained below. Other specifications can
be found in the following documents: IMO SN.1/Circ.289, IMO SN.1/Circ.290, IALA Guideline N◦
1028, IALA Recommendation A-124 and annex, Rec. ITU-R M.1371-5.
3.2. AIS AtoN
AIS transmitter can also be installed on AtoN to send their position, status and other relevant
information, including that provided by ASM, such as meteorological and marine conditions.
The ITU recognizes their potential, as they can work with the VTS and enhance communications
in areas where they are installed; the only drawback is the excessive application cost.
New concepts of AIS AtoN have been then introduced alongside the real one:
1. Synthetic AIS AtoN are physically located at sea but not equipped with a transmitter like the
real one. The AIS message, carrying its data and position, is sent by an AIS shore station instead
(depending on its range);
2. Virtual AIS AtoN, on the contrary, is not physically at sea: it is only shown in terms of position
and other specific information by the AIS Message.
This means that each AIS AtoN message must specify the category to which the AIS AtoN
belongs. AIS AtoN can use Message 6, 8 or 14, but the AIS AtoN specific Message has the ID 21: the
“Position Report”, in fact, carries all the information needed to locate and recognize the AtoN and
its functionalities.
The main identifier for AIS units is the Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) code; with
regards to the Rec. ITU-R M.585-7, this code consists of nine digits, assigned according to the unit
(aircrafts, shore stations, etc.). Ships have the following MMSI:
M1I2D3X4X5X6X7X8X9
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The first three digits are the Maritime Identification Digits (MID), which denote the country the
ship is allocated to (e.g., Italy’s MID is 247). The other digits range from 0 to 9.
The first two AIS AtoN MMSI digits are always 9 9 and are followed by the MID.
9192M3I4D5X6X7X8X9
The sixth digit indicates the category of the AtoN as described below:
1. 99MID1XXX, totalling 999 between real and synthetic AIS AtoN;
2. 99MID6XXX, for 999 virtual AIS AtoN.
The last three digits also range from 0 to 9 [22]. It is possible to visualize the unit identified by each
MMSI code by consulting the ITU Maritime Mobile Access and Retrieval System (MARS) database,
daily updated [23].
3.3. Virtual AtoN
V-AtoN are an excellent navigation support due to their versatility: being virtual objects, they
do not have to be physically placed at sea. They operate through the transmission of a coded digital
message sent by authorized systems onshore (the AIS stations, for example) containing the information
which is then received by the AIS onboard and displayed on the screen, usually on the ECDIS.
IALA defines the guidelines on their use and, together with the ITU and the IHO, codifies the
technical specifications of the digital messages. V-AtoN approved by the competent authorities play
an important role in informing seafarers about visibility conditions, hazards, safe waters, etc.
The interesting feature of this device is the dynamism of the transmitted information, which can be
modified depending on the purpose: hence the definition of temporary and permanent Virtual AtoN.
While permanent V-AtoN have the same validity as real AtoN, temporary V-AtoN are used to transmit
information about temporarily-varying conditions and are sent only when needed. If the temporary
use of Virtual AtoN exceeds six months, according to the IHO, it will be considered permanent and
shown on the relevant nautical traditional chart [18].
Advantages and Disadvantages
V-AtoN messages carry the same information with the same validity as real AtoN, so they are
strongly recommended in areas subject to frequent variations, heavily congested routes and critical
issues, or where positioning real AtoN could be complex or dangerous.
In fact, V-AtoN can be placed anywhere, regardless of the morphology of the area and with
relatively low installation and maintenance costs. Moreover, the on-screen display ensures accurate
positioning, while the instantaneous and easy-to-read notifications specific to the area of interest avoids
the overload of the system with unnecessary information [24].
However, one of the main issues of this technology is that V-AtoN cannot be received and
displayed by all the users. The installation of the AIS in not mandatory for Non-SOLAS unit and
vessels under 20 m in length, but they are encouraged to voluntarily fit and use Class B AIS.
Since it has been designed primarily to provide basic data in a cost effective, reliable and
user-friendly product, Class B AIS will not be able to receive and decode the AtoN report contained in
the Application Specific Messages or in the AIS Message. So Authorities must be aware that neither
the units which do not voluntarily install the Class B AIS nor the units following the recommendation
to mount it onboard will have the capability to receive virtual AIS AtoN.
The different symbology used to depict V-AtoN may cause confusion, although it is expected to
be definitively harmonized by 2020. Furthermore, ship officers may be unaware of a V-AtoN thus
ignoring their messages or perceiving it as a real AtoN. Therefore, careful consideration is required
before replacing a real AtoN with a Virtual one [18].
Accordingly to the Irish Authorities, this issue is almost frequent: for this reason, they provide all
the necessary details about V-AtoN and their display modality to make all the users able to recognize
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them on the screen. Summarizing, communications by the users is of essential importance to assess
the critical points and enhance the service [8].
The dependence of AIS on systems as GNSS should not be underestimated, since it makes the
AIS vulnerable to the problems connected to data transmission. In fact, it is not advisable to rely on
a single source of information which may be subject to spoofing, intentional interference that misleads
the receiver to track counterfeit signals [25].
4. Navigate with Virtual AtoN
Assuming that ships usually navigate in the deepest part of the canal, we plotted the safe routes
from the inlets of the Lagoon to the inner areas: the coordinates of the resulting Waypoints could
have been transmitted as AIS-ASM “Route Information Message”, but associated restrictions made
a “change of course” necessary. According to Annex A of IALA Guideline 1081, Safe Water AtoN are
recommended as temporary V-AtoN when poor visibility conditions (fog, heavy rain, etc.) prevent the
safe navigation of the ship. Considering the safe routes previously plotted, V-AtoN were defined in
two different ways described below [24].
4.1. The Analytical Method
The first method considers the relationship between the WP coordinates and the ship manoeuvring
parameters, together with the geometric route relations [26–28]. A 324-m cruise ship has been used in
the simulation: according to the Safety Management System (SMS) of its company, the Rate of Turn
(ROT) of the ship should not exceed 12 deg/min in confined water (7 deg/min in open water) to
ensure passenger comfort. The ROT is the average angular velocity of a ship, measured in deg/min.





Figure 4 shows a simplified representation of the manoeuvring elements of the ship. We imported
the official bathymetric data (white thin lines in Figure 5) provided by the Hydrographic Institute of
the Italian Navy into Q-GIS 2.14.15, an open source software, to plot the safe routes in the canals and
measure the turning angles Θ thus defined (straight red lines in Figure 5). The same has been done
for the turning radius TR of each suitable turning circle corresponding to the manoeuvres, passing
through deep and safe water (green circles in Figure 5).
Figure 4. Simplified manoeuvring scheme.
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Figure 5. Manoeuvring scheme in the Venetian Canal.
Moreover, since the manoeuvring process of a ship is not instantaneous, the distance on the route
between the Wheel Over Point (WOP) and the previous WP should be considered. In correspondence
of the WOP the wheel is put over, but only after a distance in general equal to the ship’s length (L)
the ship begins to turn. Having identified with A this second point and with C the WP (Figure 6),
the segment AC can be calculated using geometric considerations as shown in Equations (8) and (9).
TR (1 − cos Θ) = AC sin Θ; (8)






Figure 6. Simplified manoeuvring scheme.
The required distance between WOP and WP is then obtained using Equation (10):
WOP_WP = AC + L. (10)
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We tested three requirements to position the V-AtoN.
The first derives from the relationship between ROT, TR and V, see Equation (7):
1. The maximum speed limit, as stated in the Port of Venice’s Ordinance N◦ 175/09, is 6 knots in
the Lagoon, while the maximum ROT for the ship in question is 12 deg/min. That allows to
determine the minimum TR ensuring a safe manoeuvre.
The second and the third requirements are related to geometrical consideration on the planned
route [24]:
2. The sum of the turning radii of two successive manoeuvres (TR1 and TR2) should not exceed the
length of the leg, that is the arc of the great circle (or rhumb line) between two consecutive WP,
WP1_WP2 as in Equation (11):
WP1_WP2 > TR1 + TR2 . (11)
3. At the same time, the length of the leg WP1_WP2 should allow the ship to safely conclude the
first manoeuvre before starting the second one (Figure 7); that means the distance between two
following WP (WP1_WP2) should be greater than the distances between WOP and WP related to
both the manoeuvres, see Equation (12):
WP1_WP2 > WOP1_WP1 + WOP2_WP2. (12)
Figure 7. Simplified example of geometrical uncorrected manoeuvre.
Going step-by-step through these requirements, we iteratively established the ideal manoeuvring
parameters for the simulative ship.
4.2. Numerical Approach
Before continuing the analysis, it is important to remember that the ship’s manoeuvrability
is significantly affected, amongst other things, by its interaction with the bottom of the waterway;
the resulting turning circles will have different characteristics that should then be considered [29].
Deep and shallow water are classified according to the ratio between water depth and ship’s mean
draught: deep and unrestricted waters have a ratio of at least 3, while shallow waters do not exceed the
same value. We set our study and perform the consequent calculus in shallow waters, since the canals in
the Venetian Lagoon are not more than 15 m deep and the given ship has a mean draught of 9 m.
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In the first step, we determined the minimum value of TR in the waterways using the relationship





However, the complex structure of the canals makes it difficult to manoeuvre with these radii,
especially if considering the safety requirements previously illustrated.
An example of the problem is shown in Figure 5 where the three manoeuvres in the Giudecca
area (green circles) solely evaluated on the basis of the bathymetry are very closed to each other. In this
situation the largest TR, equal to 0.30 nm, has a value that is shorter than the minimum of 0.48 nm
already calculated (Table 1).







(deg) (nm) (nm) (deg) (nm) (nm)
1 301 0.27 1.61 TRUE 85 0.25 0.42 TRUE
2 216 0.39 1.28 TRUE 106 0.53 0.70 TRUE
3 322 0.33/0.27 0.75 TRUE 89 0.33/0.26 0.50/0.43 FALSE/TRUE
4 233 0.30/0.27 0.66 TRUE 56 0.16/0.14 0.33/0.31 TRUE
5 289 0.18/0.06 0.37 TRUE 17 0.03/0.01 0.20/0.18 FALSE/TRUE
6 272 0.15/0.06 34 0.05/0.02 0.22/0.19
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ROT and TR have established values: for this reason, the only way to fulfil the criteria provided
in Equation (7) is to significantly reduce the speed of the ship; see Equations (13) and (14) respectively














∼= 2.26 kts (14)
This implies other issues: in fact, this decrease in speed is unacceptable for a cruise ship since it
does not allow to manoeuvre and, in addition, it does not meet the geometrical requirements as the
radii are too large.
We used Matlab R2017b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) to calculate the ideal
manoeuvring parameters for the simulation in question. Starting from the known values of the
legs between the WP, the first set of assumed radii and the array of Θ, our code iteratively calculated
the radii which best fit the conditions: comparing two following radii, the code decreased the largest
one of the 10% of its length, until both finally met the criteria. In our case, 21 iterations were required
to achieve an optimal solution which combines all three of the requirements (Table 1, Figure 8).
Afterward, we studied the ideal position of the Safe Water Virtual AtoN (Figure 9). We chose
three points for each circle: the first and the third on the point of tangency between the circumference
and the route (yellow and red respectively), and the second at the intersection of the circle with the
segment passing through its centre and the WP (blue dots in Figure 9).
What is important to notify is that all the considerations made to date are based on inaccurate
theoretical conditions that do not consider the manoeuvring requirements of the ship. The resulting
V-AtoN AIS network, based on fixed geometries and specific evolutionary circumferences, despite
complying with the IALA and IMO safety requirements, is then not versatile. In fact, it uses data and
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information related to the characteristics of a single ship, so the analysed situation and the consequent
results are not valid, for example, for a ship with an overall length of 100 m.
In conclusion, the Virtual AtoN thus obtained cannot be considered a reliable AtoN system for
every category of ship. We moved then to a more adaptive solution.
 
Figure 8. First (green, larger) and last (yellow, smaller) evolution circles in the Venetian Canal.
 
Figure 9. First proposal of Virtual AtoN in the Venetian Canal (light blue dots).
4.3. The Statistical Method
We studied the AIS tracks recorded for all the ships navigating in the areas of Lido, Malamocco
and Chioggia and we got a solution that combines the simplicity of an easy-to-use service with the
enhanced level of safety guaranteed also in adverse weather conditions.
As previously said, each ship sent its position through the on-board AIS. The coastal station received
and stored significant amounts of data, but we selected only those of ships exceeding 50,000 tons, being
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then able to track their navigation in the Lagoon. We imported this information in Q-GIS (red dots in
Figure 10) and estimated the most followed route from the cloud of points using the least-square method.
(a) (b) 
Figure 10. (a) Close-up of the AIS position data of ships over 50,000 tons in the Lagoon; (b) Resulting
statistical followed route.
We positioned a V-AtoN on each resulting Waypoint (Figure 11) to define the extremes of safe
navigable routes, valid even in poor visibility conditions: displayed on the on-board ECDIS and
set as WP, these V-AtoN allow the system to calculate the manoeuvring parameters, taking into
consideration the dynamic characteristics of the ship.
(a) (b) 
Figure 11. (a) Statistical followed route in the area of Venice; (b) Resulting Virtual AtoN.
Analysing the WP obtained by both the approaches, we found a maximum difference of 0.1 nm:
this is not an excellent result, but it does not compromise the safety of the solution since all the V-AtoN
are positioned in safe waters (Figure 12). Hence, they will transmit temporarily AIS Messages when
needed, avoiding saturation of the transmission band, and their position will be easily modified
according to the variations in width and depth of the waterways, facilitating a safe voyage planning.
 
Figure 12. Differences between the WP of the analytical method (light blue dots) and statistical method
(white diamonds).
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5. Final Application
As already stated, the conditions of poor visibility that frequently affect the Lagoon of Venice
make in this case the navigation not safe enough to be conducted. For this reason, the Authorities are
obliged to close the interested area and stop the port operations, resulting in unfavourable situations
mainly under the economic aspect.
The establishment of a system whose operativity is guaranteed in any meteorological conditions
is then the solution to this problem. The transmission of the Virtual AtoN WP as previously illustrated
helps all the ships to get to the mooring point without the need for the user to worry about the visibility
conditions: they will not be able to see the surrounding area, but the information provided by the AIS
and displayed on the ECDIS, integrated with the classical aid (as for example the radar) will give all the
necessary indications to safely reach the berth, avoiding risks of collisions or grounding. This system
can be improved also in relation to autonomous ships, as they can utilise the information provided by
V-AtoN (adequately integrated with meteorological and traffic data) to optimize the predictions and
the consequent route decisions during navigation.
As a result, we defined fourteen V-AtoN in the Giudecca Canal, to allow vessels coming from the
Lido inlet to get to the mooring (Figure 13). Similarly, nine V-AtoN have been defined to lead the ships
to the Evolution Basin N◦ 1 in Marghera from the Malamocco inlet (Figure 13).
For the Port of Chioggia, eight V-AtoN were required to plan a safe route to the inner Basin
coming from the inlet, where a Synthetic AtoN was placed (Figure 14).
To verify the integrity of the system with respect to the manoeuvring aspect, different enhanced
method can be introduced. An example is the Fast-Time Manoeuvring Simulation Technology (FTS)
developed at the Institute for Innovative Ship Simulation and Maritime Systems (ISSIMS): it uses
a ship-dynamic simulation model to calculate and predict all the manoeuvres the ship can carry out and
its motion status. In this way the officer can monitor the manoeuvring actions with the possibility to
check for corrections. This new type of support is called Simulation-Augmented Manoeuvring Design
and Monitoring (SAMMON) and allows the monitoring of even series of manoeuvring segments [30].
Next step will be the validation of the result. To verify its effective reliability, the Authority
of Venice is transmitting the coordinates of the WP as Virtual AtoN every day. The transmission is
currently limited to the daily hours to avoid harmful or dangerous situations: in this way, all the users
will have the possibility to have a safe approach to this new system and give their considerations
with respect to its versatility, user-friendliness and ease of interpretation and, in general, its actual
contribution to the navigation during poor visibility conditions. The permanent application of the
service will be gradually ultimate once feedback will be received: in fact, the most efficient way to
evaluate this kind of solution is to rely on comments by the users to start an optimization process
based on their needs.
The implementation of this E-Navigation system is expected to reduce the number of casualties in
the Lagoon improving the safety conditions of the navigation. We did not have precise statistics relative
to the traffic conditions in the area, so we could not use a model to assess the effective contribution of
the system to the general improvement of the level of safety. From this perspective, further work will
be done to overcome this lack of data based on the Marine Traffic Safety Diagnostic Scheme (MTSDS).
Moreover, it is important to notify that this solution has been essentially structured for SOLAS
ships. However, non-SOLAS ships are more vulnerable to accidents, mainly due to the lack of
navigational equipment on board leading to less safety information. For this reason, it is necessary
to extend this study to all the units. The SMART-navigation approach proposed by Baldaufab and
Hong could be used as starting point: it implements the IMO E-Navigation concept including services
for non-SOLAS ships. The aim is to identify the units vulnerable to accidents by real time relevant
statistics registered by the onshore stations and provide them with additional specific services to
prevent the potential accident causes in advance by proactively supporting them. The introduction of
new technologies, rules and operational procedures shall be accompanied by adequate training for the
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staff, so any new application needs to be carefully illustrated to the users [5]. The Virtual AtoN system
proposed in this article can be improved and extended to non-SOLAS ships following this line.
 
Figure 13. Virtual AtoN for the areas of Lido and Malamocco.
 
Figure 14. S-AtoN (the first on the right) and V-AtoN in the area of Chioggia.
6. Conclusions
The analysis carried out in this paper aims to maximize the safety levels of the maritime traffic in
any circumstance, in step with the E-Navigation progresses. This derives from the need to guarantee
the proper conduction of the navigation even when adverse meteorological conditions affect the
normal visibility, mainly during winter and autumn: in this case, the main trouble is the inability to use
the classic navigational aids. This scenario is almost frequent in the Lagoon of Venice: here, the only
extreme solution to prevent accidents is the closure of the ports by the predisposed Authorities.
Moreover, the installation of the MOSE at the inlets of the Lagoon and the consequent changes
in the morphology of the area and in the traffic in general made it necessary an urgent assessment
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of the actual signaling system. We based our evaluation solely on the needs of the users since we
did not have time to simulate different situations with other means. Combining this with the IALA
normative and IMO requirements we defined an optimal disposition of the maritime signaling system
in the Lagoon; then we checked its effective visibility. Results shown that in case of restricted visibility
even this improved AtoN system results inadequate to guarantee a safe conduction of port operations.
A different solution was then necessary.
The recent studies on the E-Navigation concept developed by the IMO and the consequent
improvements made on these technologies suggested to deepen their potential to find a reliable and
efficient solution to the problem. Studying the various IALA publications on the AIS, we focused
on the concept of Virtual AIS AtoN: unlike the Real AIS AtoN, Virtual ones can be placed anywhere,
without considering the morphology of the area. In addition, their characteristics can be modified to
reflect both the channel and the maritime traffic changes, without high installation and maintenance
costs. They can be quickly detected, thanks to the integration between the ECDIS screen and the
GNSS instantaneous positioning service; lastly, they can be set as temporary AtoN by transmitting the
AIS message only when required, preventing data overload with unnecessary information. Based on
the statistical study of the safe routes followed by ships in the Lagoon, we could define a set of
maneuvering points, the waypoints, to be sent to the AIS onboard by the predisposed stations onshore.
The high number of course alterations needed to reach the mooring from the open sea makes the limit
of 16 WP given by the AIS Application Specific Message not enough to use the AIS-ASM method.
Therefore, we decided to virtualize and send the WP as Safe Water AtoN. We provided their coordinates
to the authorities, which are responsible for authorizing AIS stations to send Message 21 (specific to
the AtoN), appropriately set and coded.
In this way, the on-board AIS will receive a single message containing the AtoN information
(including position, type, description), directly displayed on the ECDIS screen. The MMSI code is
particularly useful as it provides a unique identifier for each AtoN.
These Virtual AIS AtoN allow the ship officer to detect the recommended route, making a safe
navigation possible in any situation. Ship officers should be trained to recognize V-AtoN systems:
IALA currently recommends that electronic systems must be used alongside traditional systems,
rather than replacing them.
To maximize the effectiveness of this V-AtoN system, its transmission should be protected: due to
its dependence on GNSS, the possibility of spoofing should be considered as it is the AIS major
vulnerability. Eventually, the use of application specific messages could be focused to find a solution
to the limitations on the number of AtoN to be sent.
For further improvements, three points should be analysed: the first one is the research of
a scientific method to accurately investigate and assess the validity of this kind of solution and its
results over the years, following methods of risk assessment. The second one regards the possibility
to improve the system with respect to autonomous ships, which could be enhanced thanks to the
information provided by the V-AtoN. Finally, the third is related to the availability of the service for
both SOLAS and non SOLAS ships; this is of fundamental importance, since units without an AIS
system onboard are currently not allowed to take advantage of this V-AtoN system, while it aims to
ensure adequate safety levels also to the smallest unit.
In the meantime, the use of a Virtual AIS AtoN system thus defined represent a valid support
to the navigation, being the only safe alternative to closing ports in case of restricted visibility
conditions. It is important, however, that they are used in an informed way, adopting all the necessary
precautionary actions.
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Abstract: In August 2016, Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites started to broadcast ephemeris in
navigation message for testing purposes. If these satellites could be used, an improvement in the
position accuracy would be achieved. A small error in the ephemeris would impact the accuracy of
positioning up to ±2.5 m, thus orbit error must be assessed. The ephemeris quality was evaluated
by calculating the SISEorbit (in orbit Signal In Space Error) using six different ephemeris validity
time thresholds (14,400 s, 10,800 s, 7200 s, 3600 s, 1800 s, and 900 s). Two different periods of 2018
were analyzed by using IGS products: DOYs 52–71 and DOYs 172–191. For the first period, two
different types of ephemeris were used: those received in IGS YEL2 station and the BRDM ones.
Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites show a higher SISEorbit than the others. If validity time is
reduced, the SISEorbit RMS of Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) greatly decreases differently from the
other satellites, for which the improvement, although present, is small. Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18)
reach a SISEorbit RMS of about 1 m (comparable to that of the other Galileo satellites reach with the
nominal validity time) when validity time of 1800 s is used. Therefore, using this threshold, the two
satellites could be used to improve single point positioning accuracy.
Keywords: Galileo; Doresa; Milena; broadcast ephemeris; precise ephemeris; sp3; SISE Signal In
Space Error; broadcast ephemeris validity time
1. Introduction
On 15 December 2016, with 18 satellites in orbit, Europe’s satellite navigation system Galileo
was declared operational and started offering its initial services to public authorities, businesses and
citizens. When Galileo is fully operational, the constellation will consist of 24 satellites plus spares in
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) at an altitude of 23,222 km. Eight active satellites will occupy each of three
orbital planes inclined at an angle of 56◦ to the equator. The satellites will be spread evenly around
each plane and will take about 14 h to orbit the Earth. Two further satellites in each plane will be a
spare on standby should any operational satellite fail.
Currently, (February 2019), Galileo is in its full operational capability (FOC) phase; 22 FOC
satellites were launched up to the start of 2019 in addition to the four IOV launched between 2011 and
2012. The navigation signals of these satellites are transmitted on five frequencies: E1, E5a, E5b, E5 and
E6. Only three IOV satellites are operational because E20 has been declared unavailable since 27 May
2014 [1] when a power anomaly led E5 and E6 signals to a permanent loss of power. After this failure,
all IOV satellites are backed-off and thus their signals have less transmitted power than the FOC
satellites. Nineteen FOC satellites are declared operational, one (E22) was removed from active service
in December 2017 for constellation management purposes, while the first two FOC satellites, Milena
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(E14) and Doresa (E18), result under test. These two satellites were launched on 22 August 2014 at 09:27
local time in French Guiana by a Soyuz ST rocket. The two satellites were left in a non-nominal highly
elliptical orbit characterized by an apogee of 25,900 km and a perigee of 13,713 km, with an inclination
with respect to the equator of 49.69◦ instead of planned circular medium-Earth orbits at an altitude of
23,222 km with an inclination of 55.04◦. The wrong injection orbits made the two satellites not usable for
navigation mission, thus ESA planned a salvaged mission to make the two satellites usable [2,3]. From
November 2014 to February 2015, the satellites made a series of maneuvers to raise the low point of their
orbits by 3500 km and make their orbits more circular. Satellites in new orbits overfly the same location
on the ground every 20 days. This is different from the nominal Galileo repeat pattern of 10 days,
but makes possible a synchronization of theirs ground track with the rest of the Galileo constellation.
Thus, the revised orbit (reported in Table 1) allowed ESA to switched on satellite’s navigation payload.
On 5 August 2016, beginning 00:00 UTC, GSAT0201 named Doresa (E18) and GSAT0202 named Milena
(E14) started broadcasting navigation message for testing purposes. (For details, see notice advisory to
Galileo users https://www.gsc-europa.eu/notice-advisory-to-galileo-users-nagu-2016030).
Table 1. Galileo satellite nominal orbit parameter.
Satellite Semi-Major Axis (Km) Eccentricity (Km) Inclination (deg)
IOV and FOC 29,599.8 0.000 56.0◦
E14 and E18 27,977.6 0.162 49.850◦
At the end of the mission, the European Space Agency on 8 October 2016 requested to provide
feedback on usage of these satellites (http://galileognss.eu/tag/sat-6/). After the ESA request,
Sosnica et al. [4] in 2016 analyzed the accuracy of the Galileo system orbits including Milena (E14)
and Doresa (E18) satellites, focusing on the precise orbits. Giorgi et al. [5] tested the general relativity
studying the relativistic offset (redshift and Doppler shift) by using data provided by E18 Galileo
satellite signals. In 2018, Paziewski et al. [6] investigated the potential use of Milena (E14) and Doresa
(E18) satellites for positioning purposes. They evaluated the applicability of the Milena (E14) and
Doresa (E18) satellites to precise GNSS positioning focusing on relative kinematic positioning as
an instantaneous solution in multi-baseline mode. Robustelli and Pugliano [7] analyzed the code
multipath error of GNSS satellites by using the short time Fourier transform and Wavelet analysis [8],
showing that multipath performance of Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites are the same as
the other Galileo FOC satellites when a mobile phone is used as receiver [9]. In 2018, Nicolini and
Caporali [10] analyzed Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites’ orbits during Week 1950 from 21 May
2017 to 27 May 2017. The Galileo system is constantly evolving and the dataset analyzed by Nicolini
and Caporali does not fully cover the ground track of the satellites, thus a re-evaluation is justified.
Moreover, they considered a period of validity of the Galileo ephemeris equal to 1 h, less than that
fixed by the ESA of 4 h.
GNSS errors can be divided into errors that can be corrected by using differential techniques or
not. The multipath error belongs to first group [11] while the ephemeris error to the second. GNSS
satellites travel in precise and well known orbits. Unfortunately, the orbits have slight variations that
lead to significant errors in the calculated positions. For these reasons, the GNSS ground control system
continually monitors the satellite orbit. In the event that the orbit of a satellite changes, the ground
control system sends a message to the satellite through which the content of the broadcast ephemeris
is updated. However, even with the corrections from the GNSS ground control system, there are still
small errors in the orbit that can result in up to ±2.5 m of position error [12]. The ephemeris errors
are the differences between the true satellite position and the position computed using the GNSS
navigation message. The radial residual satellite position error (dr) is a vector that is depicted in
Figure 1 where ρ represents the pseudorange measurement and P the point where receiver is located.
The typical magnitudes of ephemeris error is in the range of 1–6 m [13]. To make the Milena (E14)
and Doresa (E18) satellites usable, it is necessary that the broadcast ephemeris must have an accuracy
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comparable to that of the other Galileo satellites. Actually, it is very important to have two additional
satellites available since currently Galileo system is not yet fully operational and the accuracy in the
position increases as the number of visible satellites increases. We are focusing our attention on the
broadcast ephemeris because they are the only ones that can be used in real time for single point
positioning, a lack of accuracy on them will directly impact the accuracy of Galileo positioning. For this
reason, the evaluation of the accuracy of the ephemeris broadcasted by the Milena (E14) and Doresa
(E18) satellites is of fundamental importance and is the main purpose of this paper. In a first analysis
conducted by the authors [14], the position error between the broadcast orbit and the IGS precise
orbit was determined for each second for the period starting from 21 February (DOY 52) to 12 March
(DOY 71) of 2018 by using ephemeris decoded by receiver located YEL2 station. The analysis showed
that the orbits of the satellites Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) are affected by an error comparable to
that of the other Galileo satellites with the exception of DOY 62 during which two anomalies were
found. The two anomalies were located in the time range between 528,000 and 531,000 s and between
556,000 and 559,000 s for Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites, respectively.
Figure 1. Ephemeris error: dr is the radial residual satellite position error, ρ is the pseudorange
measurement and P is the point where receiver is located.
This study investigated these anomalies by comparing the position of each Galileo satellite
obtained by MGEX multi-GNSS broadcast ephemeris (BRDM) with precise orbit every second for the
above mentioned dataset and for an additional twenty-day dataset from 21 June 2018 (DOY 172) to
10 July 2018 (DOY 191). The BRDM ephemeris are different from received one: they are generated by
Technische Universitat Munchen (TUM) and DLR by merging real-time streams of a number of selected
MGEX stations. For the first period (DOY 52–71), two different types of transmitted ephemerides were
used: those received by the receiver placed in IGS YEL2 station located in Canada and the BRDM ones.
During the first period, 16 satellites were working while during the second there were 19 satellites.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Methodology
Galileo broadcast ephemeris contains Keplerian elements to describe the motion of satellite.
Galileo system broadcast four different navigation messages: free accessible navigation (F/NAV)
provided by E5a-I signal for open service, integrity navigation (I/NAV) provided by E5b and E1-B
signal corresponding to both open and commercial service, Commercial Navigation Message C/NAV
provided by E6-B signal supporting commercial service and the Governmental Navigation Message
(G/NAV) provide by E1A and E6A signals. Currently, only F/NAV and I/NAV are available since the
G/NAV navigation message does not belong to the public domain and the C/NAV is not yet defined.
Since the Keplerian parameters transmitted in the two messages are the same, in this work, we
indifferently used F/NAV or I/NAV messages paying attention to use the one that has a minor age.
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The Signal In Space Error (SISE) is considered a key performance indicator of all navigation
systems. It provides the instantaneous difference between the Galileo satellite position/clock offset as
obtained from the broadcast Navigation message and the “true” satellite position/clock offset. It can
be used to assess the quality of clock and ephemeris contained in the navigation message transmitted
by Galileo satellites. It is a function of time and user location within the satellite coverage area. SISE is
defined as the difference of the satellite position and time as broadcast by the navigation message and
the true satellite position and time, projected on the user-satellite direction [15]. It can be computed by
comparing the predicted satellite position and time, based on the broadcast navigation message, with
a posteriori precise clock and orbit estimations. Its analytic expression can be derived from the Galileo
satellite’s orbit error components expressed in along-track (A), cross-track (C) and radial (R) frame and
its total Signal In Space (SIS) clock prediction error (CLK) by means of the following formula.
SISE =
√
0.9673 · R2 + CLK2 + 0.01632 · (A2 + C2) + 1.967 · CLK · R (1)
The ACR coordinate system is depicted in Figure 2. Its origin is located at the centroid of the
space object. The radial axis always points from the Earth’s center along the radius vector toward the
satellite as it moves through the orbit; the along-track axis (or transverse) points in the direction of (but
not necessarily parallel to) the velocity vector and is perpendicular to the radius vector; the cross-track
axis is normal to the plane identified by velocity and radius vectors [16].
Figure 2. Along-track (A), cross-track (C) and radial (R).
We evaluated the accuracy of Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) Galileo satellites broadcasted
ephemeris by using the so-called in orbit SISE (SISEorbit). It is derived by SISE without considering the
clock error thus considering CLK= 0 in Equation (1). SISEorbit can be expressed as follows:
SISEorbit =
√
0.9673 · R2 + 0.01632 · (A2 + C2) (2)
To calculate SISEorbit, we used as reference the IGS precise orbits. They are generally more accurate
than the broadcast orbits by almost two orders of magnitude [17].
Thus, we assumed that the precise orbits could be considered the truth and any difference between
the two is attributed to broadcast orbit error.
The first step was to determine the position and velocity of the Galileo satellites at a certain time
instant by the propagation of the Keplerian parameters contained in broadcast ephemeris using the
algorithm described in Galileo Navigation Signal in Space Interface Control Document (ICD) [18].
At the end of this stage, we had satellites position and velocity expressed in the Earth Centered
Earth Fixed (ECEF) frame. As recommended in European GNSS (Galileo) quarterly performance
report [19], we performed a quality check on transmitted messages discarding parameters relative
to satellites whose Signal Health Status (SHS) bits are set to 01 or to 10 (see Table 2) or whose age is
beyond ephemeris validity time (VT) that is the maximum usability period of broadcasted navigation
parameters. It should be emphasized that we did not discard the satellites with the SHS parameter set
to “currently under test; because for the Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites SHS were set to “Test”
and the Data Validity Status (DVS) flags to WWG (working without guarantee) since 8 October 2016
(https://galileognss.eu/galileo-satellites-in-eliptical-orbit-broadcasting-navigation-messages/).
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Table 2. Signal status bits definitions [18].
Signal Health Status Dec Signal Health Status Bits Definition
0 00 Signal OK
1 01 Signal out of service
2 10 Signal will be out of service
3 11 Signal Component currently in Test
Currently, VT is 4 h as reported in [19,20]. The age of ephemeris were estimated according to
methodology described in Annex B “estimating the age of ephemeris” [20] as follow:
taoe = ttom − toe (3)
where taoe is the age of ephemeris, ttom is the transmission time of the navigation message and toe is
the time when ephemeris parameters had been calculated. To determine if the navigation parameters
can be used, the value of taoe must satisfy the following inequality:
0 ≤ taoe ≤ VT (4)
Thus, the ephemerides that do not respect the inequality in Equation (4) were discarded. The next
step consisted in the determination of the position and the velocity of satellites for each epoch starting
from precise orbit parameters. The sp3 format stores the ECEF coordinates and velocities of all satellites
every 900 s in the IGS14 frame, a frame adopted by IGS in order to align IGS products to International
Terrestrial Reference Frame 2014 (ITRF2014) frame [21].
The satellites coordinates, at epoch t were obtained by interpolating parameters contained in
sp3 format with a Lagrange polynomial function of 16th order in the time window [t − 2h, t + 2h]
contained in the precise ephemeris sp3 files.
The satellite position in the broadcast ephemeris is referenced to the GTRF (Galileo Terrestrial
Reference Frame) while the precise ephemeris is provided in the IGS14 frame aligned with the ITRF2014.
According to Cai et al. [22], the difference in the two coordinate systems is only about 1–3 cm, thus the
Galileo broadcast reference frame can be considered aligned with ITRF2014 as already done Nicolini
and Caporali [10].
It is important to underline that the broadcast orbits are determined with respect to the satellite’s
antenna phase center while the precise orbits are relative to satellite’s center of mass. Thus, the
coordinates obtained by broadcasted ephemeris must be referred to the center of mass [23] using the
correction values calculated in [24] and reported in Table 3.
Table 3. Antenna offsets for CoM correction of broadcast ephemeris [24].
Satellite Block X(m) Y(m) Z(m)
IOV +0.20 0.00 +0.60
FOC −0.15 0.00 +1.00
Now, the difference between the satellites positions obtained starting from broadcast and precise



















where the brdc and pre superscripts indicate that the coordinates and velocities were obtained starting
from the transmitted and precise ephemeris, respectively.
The errors reported in Equations (5) and (6) (referred to a rotating system) are the same as in
an inertial system since the inertial and rotating coordinates differ for an additive term, thus, after
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Z are the difference between the satellites coordinates obtained from
the transmitted ephemeris and those obtained from the precise ephemeris along the X, Y and Z axes
of the ECI frame, respectively. We developed a suitable software tool in MATLAB R© environment
able to compute all Galileo satellites orbit error in ACR frame and relative SISEorbit. The errors and
SISEorbit were determined every seconds for the entire study using six different ephemeris validity
time thresholds: 14,400 s, 10,800 s, 7200 s, 3600 s, 1800 s and 900 s.
2.2. Experimental Setup
The experiment was carried out using data produced by International GNSS Service (IGS). It is a
voluntary association made up of universities, space agencies and geodetic agencies whose mission
is “to provide the highest-quality GNSS data and products in support of the terrestrial reference
frame, Earth rotation, Earth observation and research, positioning, navigation and timing and other
applications that benefit society” [25]. IGS products are generated at several analysis centers (ACs) with
strict quality control and proper weighting, thus having the highest quality and internal consistency.
Due to the growth of GNSS constellations with the advent of the European Galileo, the Chinese Beidou,
the Japanese QZSS and the Indian IRNSS, in 2012 IGS started the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX)
whose objective is to promote the generation of dedicated multi-GNSS precise orbit and clock products
and the development of advanced processing algorithms [26,27]. The ground track of the Galileo FOC
satellites Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) repeats every 20 sidereal days, and therefore Milena (E14)
and Doresa (E18) satellites do not reach the whole range of elevations during one single day. Three
different datasets were analyzed.
The first dataset consists of the ephemeris decoded by receiver placed in YEL2 IGS station in the
days from 21 February 2018 (DOY 52) to 12 March 2018 (DOY 71). It is related only to satellites that are
visible in that location, however the elaborations related to the this dataset (already discussed in [14])
have been redone in order to calculate the orbit error in the ACR reference system. The second dataset
is composed by the BRDM ephemeris relative to the same time range as the first one. The third dataset
consists of BRDM ephemeris ranging from 21 June 2018 (DOY 172) to 10 July (DOY 191) 2018.
Precise orbits were obtained from the IGS website (ftp://igs.ensg.ign.fr/pub/igs/products/
mgex/) that maintains precise orbit records from 1992 through to the present. Data are stored in
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SP3 (Standard Product 3) version c format as compressed (zip) files. It is an ASCII file that contains
information about the precise orbital data and the associated satellite clock corrections.
Broadcast ephemeris were obtained from the Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG)
GNSS data center website (https://igs.bkg.bund.de/dataandproducts/rinexsearch) referred to YEL2
station located in Canada. It is a regional IGS data center that collects observational and navigational
data from several operational centers and stations, maintains a local archive of the data received and
provides online access to these data to the user community.
The merged, multi-GNSS broadcast ephemeris containing all the unique broadcast navigation
messages for the day were downloaded from the MGEX campaign archive at CDDIS web-site ftp:
//ftp.cddis.eosdis.nasa.gov/gnss/data/campaign/mgex/daily/rinex3.
3. Results
The results relating to the first dataset have already been discussed in [14], and constitute a subset
of the results obtained by processing the second dataset. Therefore, in this section, we report only the
results obtained by analyzing the second and third datasets.
Figure 3 reports Root-Mean-Square value of SISEorbit calculated using an ephemeris validity time
of 14,400 s (4 h) for each satellite. RMS has been calculated over time range of 20 days (DOYs 52–71).
Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites (represented in figure in blue and green respectively) show
a RMS of 3.56 and 1.88 m, respectively, which is four and two times the RMS shown by the other
satellites (about 0.90 m).
Figure 3. RMS SISEorbit calculated on the dataset ranging from DOY 52 to 71 for all Galileo satellites.
Blue and green are Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites, respectively. Ephemeris validity time
threshold is set to 14,400 s.
The time evolution of the SISEorbit, radial, cross and along components of the two satellites are
analyzed and compared with that of a satellite (E1) used as representative of all the others.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the SISEorbit calculated with a period of validity of the ephemeris
of 14,400 s (4 h) with respect to time for the satellites E1, Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) reported in
Figure 4a–c, respectively. Since 20 days of data are represented, it was not possible to use the Galileo
epoch as univocal epoch because it is reset every new week. Thus, we used an epoch obtained by
adding to its representation in Galileo time a number of seconds that takes into account the change
of week. The E1 satellite was chosen as representative of all other Galileo satellites because they
show very similar behaviour towards the orbit error. Figure 5 reports the radial, cross and along
error components.
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Figure 4. SISEorbit versus time obtained with an ephemeris validity time of 14,400 s (4 h). Satellite 1
(E1), Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) are plotted in (a–c), respectively. To have a better representation,
in (b,c), the maximum value of the SISEorbit shown is 30 m.
Figure 5. Radial, cross and along error for satellite 1 (E1), Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites
plotted versus time. The ephemeris validity time is 14,400 s (4 h). To have a better readability for (d–i),
the maximum value of errors is limited to 5 m.
Looking at Figures 4 and 5, two things are evident. The first is the extreme variation shown by
SISEorbit in the case of the Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites; the second is related to the clear
periodicity that the SISEorbit and error components show for all three satellites. Actually, Figure 4b,c
shows a SISEorbit up to 30 m, well below the real value, i.e. 236.1 and 49.5 m, respectively. Figure 5d–i
shows zoomed in images to achieve a better readability. The maximum errors obtained are 7.8, 32.76,
11.34, 9.53, 29.08, and 12.24 m in Figure 5d–i, respectively.
Figure 4 shows how the SISEorbit varies with time. In particular, it can be noted that in some days
it is very high while in others it is lower; therefore, instead of calculating an RMS of the SISEorbit on
the twenty days, a daily RMS was calculated, as reported in Figure 6. The figure shows clearly how
the Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites have a higher SISEorbit compared to the other satellites,
with very high discrepancies on DOYs 61–65 and 71.
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Figure 6. Daily RMS SISEorbit calculated on the dataset ranging from DOY 52 to 71 for satellite 1 (E1),
Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites reported in yellow, blue and green, respectively.
The same analysis was conducted on the third dataset. Results are reported in the Figures 7–9.
Figure 7 depicts the RMS value of SISEorbit calculated using an ephemeris validity time of 14,400 s (4 h)
for each satellite. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the SISEorbit with respect to time for the satellites E1,
Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) reported in Figure 8a–c, respectively, while Figure 9 depicts the Daily
RMS SISEorbit for satellite Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) compared with satellite E1.
Figure 7. RMS SISEorbit calculated on the dataset of DOY 172–191 for all Galileo satellites. Blue and
green are Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites, respectively. Ephemeris validity time threshold is
set to 14,400 s.
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Figure 8. SISEorbit versus time obtained with an ephemeris validity time of 14,400 s (4 h). Satellite 1
(E1), Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) are plotted in (a–c), respectively. To have a better representation, in
(b,c), the maximum value of the SISEorbit shown is 3 m.
Figure 9. Daily RMS SISEorbit calculated on the dataset of DOY 172–191 for satellite 1 (E1), Milena (E14)
and Doresa (E18) satellites reported in yellow, blue and green respectively.
If we compare Figures 3 and 7, we see an improvement in SISEorbit: for satellite Milena (E14) the
RMS is reduced from 3.56 to 1.12 m while for the Doresa (E18) satellite it decreases from 1.88 to 1.43 m.
This improvement is also confirmed by what is shown in Figures 8 and 9, nevertheless the SISEorbit for
the two satellites under analysis continues to be higher than that of the other Galileo satellites. Thus,
this behaviour cannot have been caused by an anomaly because both analyzed datasets highlight it.
The validity time is a parameter that can be changed. Its reduction means using Keplerian
parameter closer to the reference epoch and therefore the orbit error described by SISEorbit decreases.
However, the reduction of the validity time has a negative effect, as it will increase the number of
epochs for which the parameters of the ephemeris will be too old, thus the satellite to which those
parameters refer will be discarded in the navigation solution.
Figures 10 and 11 show the daily RMS SISEorbit calculated by using a validity time of 7200 s, 3600 s,
1800 s and 900 s in Figures 10a–d and 11a–d, respectively, for the two different datasets. Milena (E14)
satellite is represented by the blue bar, Doresa (E18) by the green one and satellite 1 (E1) represented
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by the yellow one. In the figures, it is evident how setting the ephemeris validity time equal to 1800
allows obtaining a SISEorbit comparable with that of the other satellites.
Figure 10. Daily RMS SISEorbit for satellite Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) and satellite 1 (E1) represented
by blue, green and yellow bars, respectively. SISEorbit was calculated using a validity time of 7200 s,
3600 s, 1800 s and 900 s in (a–d), respectively.
Figure 11. Daily RMS SISEorbit for satellite Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) and satellite 1 (E1) represented
by blue, green and yellow bars, respectively. SISEorbit was calculated by using a validity time of 7200 s,
3600 s, 1800 s and 900 s in (a–d), respectively. Figure refers to DOYs 172–191.
The reduction in validity time has a positive effect on the Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites;
observing the days with the higher RMS (DOYs 61–65, 71, and 175–178), we can see how this value
decreases when the validity time decreases. This effect does not occur on the other satellites for which
the improvement of the SISEorbit with the diminution of the validity time is negligible. If a validity time
of 1800 or 900 s is used, Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) reach a SISEorbit RMS of about 1 m comparable
to that of the other Galileo satellites.
Table 4 reports SISEorbit RMS value calculated on days with the higher RMS (DOYs 61–65, 71, and
175–178) using the six validity time thresholds.
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Table 4. SISEorbit RMS (m) in DOYs with higher errors (DOYs 61–65, 71, and 175–178) calculated at
different validity time thresholds.
Sat VT: 14,400 s VT: 10,800 s VT: 7200 s VT: 3600 s VT: 1800 s VT: 900 s
E1 0.92 0.92 0.72 0.90 0.89 0.86
E14 10.48 10.48 5.06 1.70 1.06 0.98
E18 2.90 2.90 2.82 1.39 1.00 0.97
Figure 12 shows the RMS SISEorbit calculated on DOYs showing higher errors (DOYs 61–65, 71,
and 175–178) plotted versus the six different validity time thresholds (values are reported in Table 4).
By observing Figure 12, it can be seen that: the SISE of the satellite E1 does not change when the
threshold used changes; for all three satellites, the errors with the threshold set at 14,400 s are identical
to those obtained with the threshold set at 10,800 s, the errors of the Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18)
satellites become comparable with those of the E1 satellite starting from the threshold of 3600 s; these
errors become very similar when the thresholds are set at 1800 and 900 s. It should be highlighted that
the use of such a low validity time has the consequence of discarding a certain number of epochs for
which the validity of the message is below the threshold considered. This loss is calculated, as shown
in Tables 5 and 6 for the second and the third datasets, respectively.
Figure 12. RMS SISEorbit on DOYs with higher errors (DOYs 61–65, 71, and 175–178) plotted versus
the validity time threshold used. Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) and satellite 1 (E1) satellites are
represented by blue, red and yellow lines, respectively.
Table 5. Percentage of discarded epochs, DOYs 52–71.
Sat VT: 14,400 s VT: 10,800 s VT: 7200 s VT: 3600 s VT: 1800 s VT: 900 s
E1 0.04% 0.04% 0.32% 5.00% 15.83% 38.71%
E14 0.04% 0.04% 0.53% 5.35% 16.60% 37.82%
E18 0.04% 0.04% 0.04% 2.16% 11.36% 33.02%
Table 6. Percentage of discarded epochs, DOYs 172–191.
Sat VT: 14,400 s VT: 10,800 s VT: 7200 s VT: 3600 s VT: 1800 s VT: 900 s
E1 0.10% 0.10% 0.10% 0.79% 8.51% 33.44%
E14 0.10% 0.10% 0.10% 0.66% 5.78% 27.22%
E18 0.10% 0.10% 0.10% 1.67% 8.30% 29.58%
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Looking at the tables, we can see that the use of a threshold equal to 1800 s for validity time
implies a loss of epochs equal to about 16% for Milena (E14) and about 11% for Doresa (E18) in the
second analyzed dataset. Considering the third dataset, the discarded epochs decrease, passing to
5.78% for Milena (E14) and 8.3% for Doresa (E18). If a validity time of 900 s is used, the discarded
epochs are about the 30% of the total. This led us to prefer a validity time of 1800 s compared to
one of 900, since a small improvement in the error corresponds to a high reduction in usable periods.
Therefore, considering a validity time of 1800 s, we could obtain a SISEorbit comparable to that of the
other satellites, but having to renounce the use of the two satellites in a number of epochs that is less
than 8% in percentage terms. A validity time of 1800 s probably is better than one of 900 s because, by
using the last one (as reported in Tables 5 and 6), a higher number of epochs will be lost.
Figures 13 and 14 show the radial, cross and along errors calculated with the validity time
threshold set at 1800 s (Figures 13 and 14, left) and 10,800 s (Figures 13 and 14, right) of Milena (E14)
and Doresa (E18) satellites, respectively, for the second dataset of DOYs 172–191. By observing the two
figures, an improvement of all three components can be noted when the validity time threshold is set
at 1800 s. The radial component of a satellite’s ephemeris error is normally the smallest; however, it
has the largest impact on the user’s calculated position. Along-track and cross-track components are
larger than the radial component by an order of magnitude but have little impact of the resultant user
position error [17]. Therefore, the improvement obtained using a threshold of 1800 s as validity time of
ephemeris should allow us to be able to use the satellites under analysis as an augmentation to the
navigational solution.
Figure 13. Comparison of radial, along and cross error for Milena (E14) obtained by using validity
time threshold of: 1800 s (left); and 10,800 s (right). To have a better readability, the maximum value
of errors is limited to 30 m. Errors that exceed this threshold relate to the cross component with a
maximum error of 118.1 m (f). Figure refers to DOYs 172–191.
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Figure 14. Comparison of radial, along and cross error for Doresa (E18) obtained by using validity
time threshold of: 1800 s (left); and 10,800 s (right). To have a better readability, the maximum value
of errors is limited to 30 m. Errors that exceed this threshold relate to the cross component with a
maximum error of −173.1 m (f). Figure refers to DOYs 172–191.
4. Discussion
The position error between the broadcast orbit and the IGS precise orbit was determined for each
Galileo satellite every second using six different validity time ephemeris thresholds (14,400 s, 10,800 s,
7200 s, 3600 s, 1800 s, and 900 s) for two periods: the first starts on 21 February 2018 (DOY 52) and ends
on 12 March 2018 (DOY 71), the second starts on 21 June 2018 (DOY 172) and ends on 10 July 2018
(DOY 191) by using IGS products. For the first period (DOYs 52–71), two different types of transmitted
ephemeris were used: those received by the receiver located in IGS YEL2 station located in Canada
and the brdm ones. During the first period, 16 satellites were working while during the second the
satellites were 19, thus more than 2.2 × 108 records were processed.
The analysis conducted show that Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites have a higher SISEorbit
than the other satellites of the Galileo constellation for all three datasets analyzed. Using a synthetic
indicator such as the RMS calculated on the entire dataset the Milena (E14) satellite shows a RMS
SISEorbit equal to 3.56 m for the second dataset and of 1.12 m for the third dataset, while the Doresa
(E18) satellite shows an RMS equal to 1.88 and 1.43 m for the same datasets. If the RMS calculation is
done on a daily basis, the Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites have a higher RMS error with respect
to the other satellites showing very high peaks in well-defined days (DOYs 61–65, 71, and 175–178).
Analyzing the temporal evolution of SISEorbit, we can see how Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18)
satellites show discontinuities and very high peaks compared with those of the other Galileo satellites.
Despite these differences, the SISEorbit of Milena (E14) and Doresa (E18) satellites show the same
periodicity of 13.9 h showed by the SISEorbit of the other satellites, comparable with that was found
by Nicolini and Caporali [10] for the other Galileo satellite. A big difference between Milena (E14)
and Doresa (E18) with respect to the other satellites regards the validity time of their ephemeris: their
orbital error shows a much higher sensitivity than the other satellites to the validity time variations.
In particular, the reduction in validity time has a positive effect: by observing the days with the higher
RMS (61–65, 71, and 175–178), it can be seen how this value decreases when the validity time decreases.
This improvement is also highlighted in the radial, along and across components of the orbital error.
As shown in the Results Section, to obtain a SISEorbit comparable to that of the other satellites, it is
necessary to decrease the validity time to 1800 s. This reduction involves a reduction of the epochs in
which the satellites can be used. This reduction has been calculated in percentage terms: the epoch-loss
is around 5% for Milena (E14) and 8% for Doresa (E18). This is a good result that must be verified
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appropriately in the position domain with single point positioning algorithms. Here, we want to recall
that having two other satellites available will surely improve the achievable positioning accuracy. This
aspect will be discussed in a forthcoming publication on which the authors are already working.
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Abstract: This paper is a section of several preliminary studies of the Underwater Drones Group
of the Università degli Studi “Roma Tre” Science Department: We describe the study philosophy,
the theoretical technological considerations for sizing and the development of a technological
demonstrator of a high accuracy buoyancy and depth control. We develop the main requirements and
the boundary conditions that design the buoyancy system and develop the mathematical conditions
that define the main parameters.
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1. Introduction
This paper is part of several preliminary studies by Underwater Drones Group (UDG) of the
Science Department of the Università degli Studi “Roma Tre”, which is developing an advanced
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) for the exploration of the sea at high depths. The final aim
of the project is to create a platform for underwater scientific research that can accommodate a wide
range of different payloads.
We will examine the buoyancy system and evaluate its sizing; then we will illustrate the
technological solution we have come up with in order to realize the hydraulic system to be assembled
in the Underwater Glider Mk. III (see Figure 1) [1–5].
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. Perspective view of the Underwater Glider Mk. III. (a) Rear/port; (b) front/starboard.
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1.1. The Underwater Glider
1.1.1. AUV Evolution
The exploration of the underwater world has always been one of mankind’s dreams: submarines
and bathyscaphes (for extreme depths) have been developed to study the “deep blue”. Due to obvious
dangers, the human exploration can take place only for very short periods and very limited areas: for
these reasons, the exploration of the sea has immediately been drawn towards unmanned automatic
systems [6–8].
An AUV is a vehicle that travels underwater without requiring input from an operator; this means
that it must be equipped with a “brain” that regulates and coordinates its position, its depth and its
speed: moreover, it is able to collect and store data from the payload. One of the first realizations was
the Autonomous LAgrangian Circulation Explorer (ALACE) system, a buoy that was able to vary its
buoyancy and therefore its depth. Although it possessed a great endurance, it only could be employed
for great depths and in open sea—the consequences of these limitations are evident.
The next step was the use of Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs). These, thanks to the constant
development of electronic miniaturization, are extremely high performing vehicles for short-lasting
marine operations, but the require the constant presence of a support vessel.
The need to get rid of the randomness of the currents has led to the natural development of the
underwater glider concept [9–15].
1.1.2. The Underwater Glider
An underwater glider is a vehicle that, by changing its buoyancy, moves up and down in the
ocean like a profiling float [16]. It uses hydrodynamic wings to convert vertical motion into horizontal
motion, moving forward with very low power consumption [17–22]. While not as fast as conventional
AUVs, the glider, using buoyancy-based propulsion, offers increased range and endurance compared
to motor-driven vehicles and missions may extend to months and to several thousands of kilometres
in range. An underwater glider follows an up-and-down, sawtooth-like mission profile providing data
on temporal and spatial scales unavailable with previous types of AUVs [23–27].
1.1.3. The Mk. III Architecture
The Mk. III sub-glider has a cylindrical fuselage with a radome on the bow containing the
customizable payload and, on the other end, the hydrodynamic fairing. The vehicle does not have
moving surfaces: control is provided by the displacement of the battery package that varies the position
of the centre of mass. The wings aerofoil is based on the Eppler E838 Hydrofoil. The aerofoil has the
maximum thickness 18.4% at 37.2% chord and maximum camber 0% at 46.5% chord. The arrangement
of the internal sectors is visible in Figure 2a,b. The buoyancy system is contained in the buoyancy
control bay: it accommodates the buoyancy motor and the oil tank and provides longitudinal balance
to the system by adjusting the level in the reservoir. The bladder is contained in the hydrodynamic
fairing, in contact with the open water. The fairing is not a critical structural part—it has the task of not
disturbing the hydrodynamic flow of the fuselage [28].
1.1.4. Conventions
We introduce, for clarity, the mathematical conventions and symbols that will be used in the
subsequent discussion (see Figure 3a,b): where:
• α (or ϕ) is the angle between the x axis and the N axis.
• β (or θ) is the angle between the z axis and the Z axis.
• γ (or ψ) is the angle between the N axis and the X axis.
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where ζ is the parameter vector [29].
  
(a) (b) 




Figure 3. The Euler angles. (a) Body frame (blue) and reference frame (red); (b) The body frame
referred to the drone.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Buoyancy System
2.1.1. Basic Concepts
Gliders are controlled through hydrostatics (vertical forces) and manipulate hydrostatic balances
in order to accomplish roll and pitch of the vehicle. Stability of the vehicle is a major critical factor:
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a stable vehicle has the centre of gravity below the centre of buoyancy. In this configuration, the weight
of the vehicle creates a restoring moment to add stability to the vehicle. Roll and pitch on the glider
is accomplished by moving the battery pack. Figure 4 below displays a basic concept of a buoyancy
system for the glider [30–36].
Figure 4. Basic scheme of the buoyancy system.
The system is extremely simple: while descending, hydraulic fluid moves from the external
inflatable bladder, which produces a high pressure in the internal reservoir, which is at a low pressure
through a valve: the decrease in volume of the bladder creates an increase in density, causing negative
buoyancy [37–44].
While ascending, hydraulic fluid moves from internal accumulator to the external inflatable
bladder through the pump. The increase in volume creates a decrease in density causing positive
buoyancy. The seawater also flushes out the open hydrodynamic fairing of the vehicle, aiding it to rise
to the surface. For neutral buoyancy, the vehicle must have a density equal to seawater [45–52].
2.1.2. The System Prototype
Our group has developed a technology demonstrator (see Figure 4) of the buoyancy system to
validate the related technology and then to test it. To reduce the force required to actuate the oil piston,
which pushes the oil in the bladder at high pressure, is necessary to reduce the piston surface (diameter)
and increase the stroke: so, the buoyancy engine resembles a “shotgun”. An open-loop stepper motor
was used to drive the screw inside the actuator that, in turn, pushes the piston. Two solenoid valves
regulate the flow of oil into the bladder [53–57].
The first problem was the occurrence of actuator buckling: under the push of the engine,
the probability of a part bending is high, thus deforming the thread and jamming the mechanism.
The problem was solved by constructing a rigid cage with four struts that support the piston’s push
load, leaving the screw only with the rolling friction load. In the early project development stages, the
workgroup was oriented to use a centrifugal pump for all drives: this technology however did not allow
us to create strong pressure differences; the need to use a more powerful engine was also highlighted
because the prevalence was too low: this would have led to an excessive battery consumption. The
second solution was to use volumetric pumps in order to obtain greater differences in pressure (even
ones considerably higher than needed). Unfortunately, these would require too much power and are
too heavy for our small vehicle [58–62].
At this stage of development, we have also thought to use the oil tank only as a passive fluid
reservoir and trimmable counterweight of the payload and as an active actuator for longitudinal
stability. The long travel of the piston (forward or backward) ensures the necessary variation of the
bladder volume for manoeuvrability [63].
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Now, the system prototype seems to work correctly and promises new developments: it is under
in several fatigue cycle trials in order to investigate the parts more prone to failure as a sort of burn-in
test. Our prototype (breadboard) is presented in Figure 5.
 
Figure 5. Buoyancy engine prototype.
2.2. Buoyancy
Archimedes’ principle is the main concept underlying the buoyancy of underwater vehicles.
When a vehicle is submerged in water, a buoyant force acts on the body vertically upward due to the
pressure forces below the submerged body being greater than the pressure forces above. The buoyant
force results in a value equal to the weight it displaces [64].
2.2.1. Static Buoyancy
Now, consider our drone (see Figure 6): it is in steady state.
 
Figure 6. Drone in buoyancy Balance.
In these conditions, the total weight WTOT of the glider is given by:
WTOT = −WDW + BGB + BBB (2)
where:
WTOT = Net total “weight” in the water.
WDW = Dry Weight of the glider.
BBB = Buoyancy of the oil bladder.
BGB = Buoyancy of the naked glider.
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The expression of dry weight is:
WDW = WBA + WOT + WGB (3)
where:
WBA =Weight of the battery pack.
WOT =Weight of the oil tank.
WGB =Weight of the naked glider (without oil tank and batteries). For “dry weight”, we mean
the weight of the vehicle out of the sea, without the hydrostatic force.
So Equation (2) becomes:∑
Fz = WBA + WOT + WGB + BGB + BBB = 0 (4)
This series of equations will be useful later to establish the drone descent attitude.
2.2.2. Dynamic Balance on the Vertical Plane
Here, the drone dive (or emersion) is examined at constant speed: it is in steady-state gliding,
the geometry of total forces is explained in Figure 7a. Figure 7b shows the Eppler E838 characteristic
“Cl vs. Alpha (=angle of attack αatt)”.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Dynamic balance of the forces (a) Drone geometrical balance of the forces; (b) Cl vs. Alpha
(=angle of attack, αatt diagram for Eppler E838 aerofoil.






D = 0 (5)





According to the Eppler E838 characteristic “Cl vs. Alpha” (Figure 7b) when the angle of attack
αatt = 0◦ (is null) the CL is zero so that the lift force L is null. This shows that the drone cannot progress
horizontally at constant speed (straight and level): the only mission profile allowed is a sawtooth
curve [65].
2.2.3. Glider Trajectory
Because its motion is due to the difference between the forces of weight and buoyancy, the glider
is unable to proceed straight and level, thus being forced to follow a dive/climb trajectory made smooth
by the wings. Moreover, unlike gliders in air, AUVs can have ascending glide slopes if the net buoyancy
is positive, producing a negative sink rate.
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The buoyancy engine of the glider allows changing its net buoyancy into alternating positive and
negative states, thereby imparting it with the ability to string together a succession of descending and
ascending glide slopes referred to as a sawtooth glide.
The behaviour of the vehicle is considered in case of a simple glide slope (refer to Figure 7a):
Li f t = L = qSCL
Drag = D = qSCD




2: is the dynamic pressure.
S: is the characteristic area.
c: is the mean aerodynamic chord.
αatt: is the angle of attack.
For the other coefficients, we have:
CL(α) = CαL ·αatt





The coefficient of drag CD is composed of two members: the first C0D is insensitive to the angle of
attack and is constant; the second one (CαD·α2att) is instead a function of the square of the angle. Note
that the zero lift coefficient C0L = 0 because the wing profile that has been chosen for our project is
symmetrical (type Eppler 883). Now is necessary to separate the contributions of the fuselage (body)
and of the wings, for the three factors of lift, friction and pitching moment; so the expression is:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
L = Lb + Lw
D = Db + Dw
= mb + mw
(9)
According to the Navier-Stokes (approximated) equations and the simplifications above cited, the


































Sw is the wing area.
lcb/acw is the distance between the mean aerodynamic and the center of buoyancy.
cm is a non-dimensional coefficient.
This parameter is necessary to know the exact attitude and therefore the αatt to obtain a constant
descent profile [66].
2.2.4. Gliding Forces
In order to allow the vehicle to glide, it is necessary to create a differential buoyancy force and
therefore the balance is not null: from the buoyant force expression, the change in volume needed for
the buoyancy engine for a full dive is calculated as:
∑
FZumbalanced = ΔBBB  0 (11)
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In which ΔBBB  0 is the buoyancy force due to the difference of volume of the bladder:
∑





ρ = Seawater density (average 1.025 kg/l).
g = Gravity approx. to 9.81 m/s2.
ΔVbladder = Volume difference of the bladder.





2.2.5. Restoring Moment on the Vertical Plan







ρ(r): is the density.
dV: is the considered volume.
r: is the distance considered from the reference frame.






rBA·WBA + rOT·WOT + rGB·WGB
WBA + WOT + WGB
(15)









VDispalacement is the volume of the drone (submerged).
RT is the rotation function around the reference frame.
z is the upward direction.
When the geometrical centre of the body is offset from the CG frame, the resulting torque TG is
given by:
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According to which, when the body frame is coincident with the centre of the figure:
WDW ·rCG = rGB·BGB + rBB·BBB (21)
Moreover, the resulting balancing torque is





This parameter is necessary to know the exact torque and therefore the position to which the
servomechanism to move the battery pack will have to obtain a constant descent profile [67].
2.2.6. Uncertainty in the Depth Control
In this part, the problem of uncertainty in controlling the depth of the drone is examined. In the
case where the drone has a very low vertical speed, due to the high viscosity of the water, the vehicle
stops (and therefore stabilizes itself in the vertical plan) in a few centimeters of water, so this is not
a problem.
Consider the case in which the drone is gliding, at a constant speed (Vz < 0): at a depth of
+5 m compared to the “target depth”, the bladder swells up to make the drone assume a neutral
buoyancy. From a dynamic point of view, our simulations show us that the drone will behave like a
mass-spring-damper system, whose temporal behavior is described in Equation (23) and visible in





ωn = 2π fn
(23)
The maximum precision in the measurement of depth is not given by the precision of the
instrument, in this case a piezoelectric depth meter can be accurate up to 2.5 cm, but in the architecture
of the drone. Because of all the possible attitudes of the vehicle, it is not known if the transducer is
placed higher or lower than the centre of gravity: so, unless more than one transducer is installed
(which is impractical) the only consideration is that the maximum distance at which the transducer
should be placed from the centre of gravity is precisely 49.7 cm, so, the maximum range of precision
obtainable from the instrument is:
δz = 0.497 m (24)
As shown in Figure 8 (blue line) the natural dynamic stability of the vehicle, i.e., the oscillation
within the error band, is obtained after a timeTnormal = 9.78 s which is not acceptable (see Equation (25)).
It is not acceptable for two reasons: first of all because of the long damping time of the oscillation;
secondly for the overshoot of the “target depth”: the depth limit may have been placed not only by the
type of mission but also by the nature (orography) of the seabed. Therefore, such behavior could lead
to a collision of the vehicle with the seabed itself or a known obstacle, thus leading to damage:
{
zCG(t)normal ≤ δz
Tnormal = 9.78 s
(25)
The solution is to use the bladder as a “hydrostatic parachute” that changes the damping conditions
of the system. In this case the simulation have evidenced that, if you place the bladder at maximum
buoyancy (Figure 8—red line) shortly after reaching “+5” depth, the resulting behavior of the vehicle
is visible in Figure 8 (azure line).
In this case the tolerance band is reached in Tcompensated = 4.85 s (see Equation (26)), half the
previous time and there is no danger of overshooting the depth, thus keeping us always in safe
conditions: {
zCG(t)compensated ≤ δz
Tcompensated = 4.85 s
(26)
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From a mathematical point of view, the system changes the damping factor, increasing it
considerably in fact, ζnormal < ζcompensated. The model parameters are shown in Table 1 below.
 
Figure 8. Drone depth dynamic behavior: in the blue line the normal (uncompensated) damping; the
azure line the compensated behavior; dotted lines are the upper and lower limit. The red line (out of
scale) is the bladder’s “hydrostatic chute” action.
Table 1. Model parameters.
fn ζnormal ζcompensated Z
1 0.0794 0.15779 4.972
2.2.7. Dynamic Simulation
In the section, we simulate the behavior of the Eppler 838 aerofoil and the fuselage to evaluate,
before a detailed and expensive but more sophisticated 3D simulation, if the proportions and dimensions
of the drone fall within the range of measures evaluated as a requirement. For this purpose, the program
“JavaFoil—Analysis of Airfoils” [68] is used. JavaFoil is a program which uses several traditional
methods for aerofoil analysis. The backbone of the program consists of two methods:
• The evaluation of the potential flow. The analysis is done with a higher order panel method (linear
varying vorticity distribution) and it calculates the local, inviscid flow velocity along the surface
of the aerofoil for any desired angle of attack.
• The evaluation of the boundary layer. The analysis is steps along the upper and the lower surfaces
of the aerofoil, starting at the stagnation point, solves a set of differential equations to find the
various boundary layer parameters, according to the integral method.
The equations and criteria for transition and separation are based on the procedures described by
Eppler. A standard compressibility correction according to Karman and Tsien has been implemented
to take moderate Mach number effects into account. Usually this means Mach numbers between zero
and 0.5 [69–72].
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The simulation shows the critical parameters for the hydrodynamic behaviour of the model: the
results are given in Table 2 below [73–78].












0.3997 0.4085 0.01746 0.01676 0.00018 0.001515 0.005 0.4752
The trend of the flow lines with αatt = 3.3◦ around the body and the wing are visible in
Figure 9a,b, below.
For completeness, in order to be able to express the induced resistance and the stall delay, the





Figure 9. Flow field and pressure gradient of conditions: Speed = 0.52 kts, Re = 104 and αatt = 3.3◦,
(a) Body profile of the drone; (b) Eppler 838 Aerofoil.
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Figure 10. Flow field and pressure gradient of conditions (Speed = 0.52 kts, Re = 104) are shown at the
following αatt: (a) 0.5◦ (b) 4.0◦ (c) 15.0◦.
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3. Conclusions
This paper reports part of several preliminary studies of the Underwater Drones Group of
the Università degli Studi “Roma Tre” Science Department and follows the route traced on several
conference papers presented at the IEEE International Workshop on Metrology for the Sea (MetroSea);
this part is dedicated to the design and engineering study of the part relating to the UAV buoyancy.
This paper highlights the large series of considerations and structural dimensions, going down in
great detail, of the Underwater Glider Mk. III that is currently in an advanced development phase.
The real novelties of this work are highlighted in the development due to two strong constraints that
our group inserted during the design of this AUV: the first is to evaluate the project always under the
most conservative (pessimistic) operating conditions; the second is to evaluate how any changes made
to the subsystem in development (in our case the buoyancy s/s) is reflected (and forced) on all the other
parts (or subsystems). All the results both from the partial simulations and from the construction and
testing of subsystems will then be used in the operating vehicle.
The first section is dedicated to the design and engineering study of the part relating to the UAV
buoyancy. In the first section, the architecture, the internal arrangement of the sub glider, the type of
mission profile and the maximum requirements for the performances are broadly described. In the
second part, the buoyancy system is described from an engineering-construction point of view: the
solutions developed and implemented in a working prototype were illustrated.
The last part describes the mathematical requirements for sizing the vehicle. Firstly, the static
requirements that are used to determine the mechanical and dimensional sizing of the buoyancy
engine are examined. Then the dynamic stability (on the vertical plane) of the vehicle is analysed: this
quantifies the forces involved during the “glide”. The trajectory is analysed to decide the attitude and
the angle of attack: the latter is necessary, in stationary conditions, to determine the work point of the
profile or the position of the profile in the diagram “Cl vs. Alpha”. In order to have a constant attitude,
it is necessary to balance the moments in the vertical plane so that, once the wing profile is “started”
and in progressive acceleration (i.e., while is nearly to reach the terminal velocity) the pitch up effects
must be compensated by the movement of the centre of gravity. An evaluation of the uncertainty in
the depth control is also provided.
Lastly, a simplified simulation is introduced in order to observe the hydrodynamic behaviour of
the fuselage (limited to the profile) and of the aerofoil at different angles of attack, to highlight the
stall characteristics.
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Abstract: This paper illustrates a methodology to get a reliable estimation of the local wave properties,
based on the reconstruction of the motion of a moving sailboat by means of GNSS receivers installed
on board and an original kinematic positioning approach. The wave parameters reconstruction may
be used for many useful practical purposes, e.g., to improve of autopilots, for real-time control
systems of ships, to analyze and improve the performance of race sailboats, and to estimate the local
properties of the waves. A Class 40 oceanic vessel (ECO40) left from the port of “Riva di Traiano”
located close to Rome (Italy) on 19 October 2014 to perform a non-stop sailing alone around the world
in energy and food self-sufficiency. The proposed system was installed on ECO40 and the proposed
method was applied to estimate the wave properties during a storm in the Western Mediterranean
Sea. The results compared against two sets of hindcast data and wave buoy records demonstrated
the reliability of the method.
Keywords: GPS data analysis; off-shore wave climate; sailboat; ship motions; wave characteristics
1. Introduction
Estimation of ship motions and wave properties from a traveling ship is of utmost importance for
many ocean engineering applications [1], for example: (i) to improve the performance of autopilots and
control systems of ships [2] or in general of floating structures [3]; (ii) to provide real-time wave data
for Global Forecasting Systems (GFS) numerical models and for the calibration/validation of wave
forecasting/hindcasting models (e.g., [4]), etc.; and (iii) to analyze the performance of a race sailboat,
i.e., to derive actual velocity polar curves in the presence of waves and to correct wind measurements
carried out onboard. As far as the estimation of the wave properties is concerned, a possible approach
is to derive the parameters of interest directly on the basis of the ship motion, taking into account the
dynamic ship frequency response function (e.g., [1,5–7]).
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In the last years, the measurement of directional wave spectra on the basis of moving ships
kinematic has been extensively studied (e.g., [8,9]). Some approximated solutions of the main
theoretical problem arising from the transformation of encounter frequencies measured onboard
into the true wave frequencies have been derived. This problem is known as the “triple-valued
function problem”, which is due to the non-linear Doppler shift effect induced by frequency dispersive
waves (e.g., [10,11]). Approximated solutions have been obtained by using both parametric methods,
which assume the shape of the wave spectrum, and non-parametric (stochastic) methods, where the
spectrum shape is not prescribed a priori [1,11,12].
Only in the last ten years, the GNSS technology has been applied on floating buoys for measuring
directional wave spectra [13,14]. The advantages, as well as the disadvantages, of using GNSS buoys
were pointed out by Herbers et al. [14]. On the other hand, onboard measurements of ship-motion
is normally carried out by means of accelerometers used for standard pitch/roll directional wave
buoys [10,11,15–17].
This paper describes the estimation of ship motion using GPS receivers, installed on a traveling
sailboat for the evaluation of the local wave properties. It has to be stressed that the use of GNSS on an
offshore traveling sailboat is challenging. Indeed, the distance of the moving GNSS receivers installed
onboard (i.e., rover receivers) from reference static receivers of known coordinates (i.e., base stations)
should not exceed few tens of kilometers. Indeed, Herbers et al. [14] used off-the-shelf GPS receivers
able to provide positions with accuracy limited to a few meters, mentioning that sub-meter accuracy is
achievable with post-processing methodology only. In this work, we propose to adopt the original
methodology Kin-Vadase, presented and widely validated by Branzanti et al. [18], able to provide
accuracies at decimeter level and at few millimeters/second for positions and velocities directly
on-board, respectively (no need of external data, such as differential positioning or precise point
positioning) and in real time. With respect to the work of De Girolamo et al. [19], this paper deals with
a more detailed description of the methods and extends the results.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 illustrates the methodology to analyze the GNSS
data and to use them in order to reconstruct the boat motion and, then, the wave parameters. Section 3
illustrates the real scale ECO40 sailboat used to test the proposed methodology during a non-stop
sailing alone around the world. Section 4 discusses the results and demonstrates the reliability of the
proposed method by comparing the estimated wave parameters against measured and hindcast data.
Concluding remarks close the paper.
2. Methods
During offshore oceanic sailing, GPS measurements cannot be corrected using on land reference
receivers, or a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) network, since the distance between rovers
and reference station should not be larger than few tens of kilometers. To solve this problem, in the
present work, two GPS data processing techniques have been applied, by using a novel approach.
The processed data provided by the GPS receivers have been used to compute the boat motion
and to estimate the waves properties faced by the sailboat during its navigation around the world.
This sections aims at detailing the proposed methods.
2.1. Analysis of Gnss Data
The GPS raw code and phase observations on both L1 and L2 frequencies were acquired by
each GPS antenna/receiver system (in the following referred to as “receiver”) with a sampling rate
of 2 Hz. The raw observations were stored on a flash-card by each receiver. The data analysis was
carried out in post-processing after the recovery of the flash-cards. The analysis carried out in the post
processing described in the following, however, can be carried out in real-time onboard of the sailboat.
The post-processing was carried out by employing two different techniques: the Variometric approach
and the Moving Base Kinematic.
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The Variometric Approach for Displacements Analysis Standalone Engine (VADASE) is an
innovative GPS data processing approach proposed in the recent past [20,21]. The approach is based on
timing single differences of carrier phase observations continuously collected using a standalone
GPS receiver and on standard GPS broadcast products (orbits and clocks) that are available in
real-time. Therefore, one receiver works in standalone mode and the epoch-by-epoch displacements
(equivalent to velocities) are estimated. In this work, a kinematic extension of the Variometric approach
(Kin-VADASE) developed specifically for the navigation field was used.
A second approach was used. Indeed, the most widely used technique in GPS kinematic
positioning is based on the using of two devices: the rover moving receiver and a reference static
receiver of known coordinates. To obtain high accuracy results, the distance between the rover and the
reference receiver should not exceed few tens of kilometers. Thus, it is almost impossible to apply this
technique in off-shore navigation, due to the lack of close reference receivers availability. Nevertheless,
in this work, we present an innovative application of differential kinematic positioning applied to
a reference moving (hereinafter referred to as Moving Base Kinematic, MBK). With respect to this
reference moving receiver, it was possible to estimate, epoch by epoch, the positions of another receiver.
This technique does not allow defining the absolute position of the receiver but only the relative one,
which is very accurate, since the distance between each couple of receivers is known. The results of
the GPS data post processing may then be used to reconstruct the six Degrees of Freedom (hereinafter
referred to as 6DOFs) boat motion and to estimate the wave parameters encountered by sailing boats
(i.e., significant wave height and mean wave direction). Actually, only heave, roll and pitch motions
are described as they are needed to estimate the waves parameters.
2.2. Boat Motion Reconstruction
This subsection describes the method used to reconstruct the 6DOFs boat motion by using the
two approaches described in Section 2.1. The two approaches have been used in a complementary
way. In the following, the methods used to compute each degree of freedom of the boat from GPS
measurements needed to estimate the wave parameters are described. The boat 6DOFs are referred in
the following to the center of the triangle defined by the three GPS positions and not to the center of
gravity of the boat. However, a simple translation may be applied to the results in order to express the
motion of the boat with respect to its center of gravity, as usual. It has to be stressed, however, that this
work aims at estimating the wave parameters and that the 6DOF boat motion is used to reach the goal.
2.2.1. Heave
To compute the boat heave, it is necessary to use a technique able to provide the absolute vertical
position of the boat. Nevertheless, the up-velocity component provided by Kin-VADASE method is
subjected to bias, mainly related to the number of visible satellites and to their position with respect
to the GPS antennas location. A sensitivity analysis was performed by using different numerical
techniques (i.e., first order, Simpson’s rule, etc.) to minimize the integration error. It is worth noting
that heave motion should exhibit a mean value very close to zero. Nevertheless, whatever the used
numerical technique, the bias on the velocities gives rise to a vertical movement of the antenna due to
low frequency drift related to the numerical integration. To eliminate the bias, a high pass filter was
used. The high pass filter was applied to the vertical movement time history obtained by integrating
over time the up-velocity component provided by a GPS antenna. The cut-off frequency was chosen
large enough to avoid the low frequency drift related to the numerical integration, but small enough to
analyze both the sea and the swell wave features.
2.2.2. Roll
For the computation of the boat roll motion, it is not necessary to use a technique able to provide
the absolute position of the boat, as roll may be obtained by means of the relative vertical differences
between two points located along an axis orthogonal to the main longitudinal axis of the boat.
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The roll angle is not characterized by a zero mean value mainly because of two reasons. The first
one is related to the wind acting on the sail and on the boat hull, which causes the heeling of the
sailboat. It is a function of the wind speed and of the sails trim and configuration. The second one is
due to the movable weight (i.e., ballast, not used sails, spare equipment, etc.), which are moved by the
crew in order to reduce the heeling induced by the wind action. The heeling angle may be obtained by
calculating the mean total roll angle value over a time longer than the waves encountered periods.
2.2.3. Pitch
The computation of the pitch motion, as for the roll, can be carried out by using the moving
base kinematic (MBK) technique. For this parameter, two GPS receivers located along the main
longitudinal axis of the sailboat should be used. Nevertheless, other antennas configurations could be
used (see Section 3). In this case, it has to be stressed that the signals may be affected by the influence
of the roll motion. To get the estimation of the pitch signal but the roll component, a mean signal
(i.e., the actual pitch) can be computed (see Section 4).
2.3. Wave Parameters Estimation
The synthetic parameters of the waves faced by sailboats can be derived from the heave, roll and
pitch motions. First, the transfer function between the boat and the sea surface movements has to
be evaluated and applied to the time series estimated on the basis of GNSS data. Then, the duration
of the time window to be analyzed needs to be defined. Herein, time windows of 30 min were
considered. Indeed, this duration, which is typical for standard analysis of the free surface elevation
signals as measured from conventional wave buoys, is considered to be long enough to properly
describe, in a statistical sense, the considered sea state and short enough for considering the wave
features to be stationary [22]. On the one hand, the significant wave height may be directly inferred
from the heave motion by performing standard time and frequency domain analyses. On the other
hand, the directional spectrum may be estimated by using the Direct Fourier Transform Method
(i.e., by means of the DIWASP package, e.g., [23]) applied to the heave, pitch and roll signals without
taking into account the Doppler shift effect due to the sailboat traveling. It has to be stressed that the
influence of the waves upon the roll angle may be obtained by subtracting the heeling angle from the
total measured roll angle, obtaining in this way a signal characterized by a mean value which is equal
to zero.
3. The Experimental Sailboat ECO40
The considered sailboat is a small oceanic race boat length overall of 12.0 m) characterized by
a very light displacement. She is a Class 40 oceanic vessel named ECO40, which left from the port
of “Riva di Traiano” located close to Rome (Italy) on 19 October 2014 to perform a non-stop sailing
alone around the world in energy and food self-sufficiency. The boat route goes through the Gibraltar
Strait, then descends the Atlantic Ocean and sailing around the Antarctic, at a mean latitude of 50◦ S,
from west to east, rounding the famous capes of the world: Cape of Good Hope, Cape Leeuwin and
Cape Horn. Finally, it ascends the Atlantic Ocean, passing again the Strait of Gibraltar and coming
back to homeport [24,25].
The boat was equipped with three high precision GPS receivers (rovers), provided by Leica
Geosystem, for measuring the movements of the boat. An ad hoc survey was performed just after their
installation in order to know the positions of the GPS antennas needed to infer the three-dimensional
position and attitude of the boat as a rigid body.
The three geodetic class GPS antenna/receiver systems are able to acquire code and phase
observations on both L1 and L2 frequencies. The GPS antennas were installed on board ECO40,
as shown in Figure 1. Two antennas were mounted on the stern roll bar (they are indicated as GPS
Stern-right and GPS Stern-left in the figure) and one antenna (GPS Bow) was installed along the main
axis of the boat, close to the entrance and protected by a small fiberglass structure. The positions of
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the three GPS antenna were at the vertices of an isosceles triangle, as described in the Figure 1.
The proposed method was applied to three couples of receivers deployed on board (Figure 1):
GPS Bow–GPS Stern-right; GPS Bow–GPS Stern-left; and GPS Stern-right–GPS Stern-left.
Figure 1. Plan view of the sailboat ECO40 and of the three GPS antennas (Top Left) and side view of
the sailboat (Bottom Left); and (Right) a picture of the sailboat ECO40 during a test.
4. Results
When ECO40 left from the Italian Port Riva di Traiano (Italy) directed to Gibraltar Strait
(on 19 October 2014), the weather forecasts suggested that, within the next 24/48 h, the first seasonal
front of cold air was expected to induce Mistral winds with speed exceeding 40 knots, blowing from
the Gulf of Lion [24]. ECO40 was able to reach the Asinara Island and to follow the route towards
the Balearic Islands before the arrival of the main storm: the sailboat faced the storm running on the
quarter. The route between the Asinara Island and the Balearic Islands is represented in Figure 2.
The figure also provides information on the travel times.
Figure 2. The route in the western Mediterranean Sea followed by ECO40. The empty dots refer to four
points of interest along the route and the black dot identifies the position of the Alghero wave buoy.
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This section aims at illustrating and discussing the results obtained by means of the proposed
methodology described in Section 2.
The boat heave time series was obtained by computing the instantaneous mean values of the
three filtered heave time series, as obtained by each of the three GPS antennas. Figure 3 shows an
example of the calculated boat heave signal for a time window of four days.
The roll motion angle was computed by using the moving base kinematic (MBK) applied to
the relative Up position of the couple of Stern-GPSs. Figure 4 shows the roll angle during four days
of navigation of ECO40. As expected, the analysis revealed that the measured roll angle was not
characterized by a zero mean value. The red line in Figure 4 (top) shows the heeling angle computed
over a time of 10 min. It is possible to identify the route changes of the boat which take place when the
heeling angle changes from positive (port) to negative values (starboard) or vice versa. The influence
of the waves upon the roll angle obtained by subtracting the heeling angle to the total measured roll
angle is also shown in Figure 4 (bottom).
Figure 3. Example of the boat heave time series over a time window of four days, obtained by
calculating the instant mean values of the three filtered heave time series as obtained by each
GPS antenna.
Figure 4. (Top) Example of the total measured roll angle time series (black line) over a time window of
four4 days. The red line refers to the heeling angle calculated by averaging over 10 min. (Bottom) The
roll angle obtained by subtracting the heeling angle to the total measured roll angle.
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As far as the pith motion is considered, it has to be observed that two GPS receivers located along
the main longitudinal axis of the sailboat were not available and therefore a direct estimation of the pitch
could not be obtained. Two couples of GPS receivers were therefore considered: the bow–stern-right
and the bow–stern-left. Figure 5 shows an example of the 2 Hz time series of the pitch angle obtained
directly from the relative up position of each couple of GPS measurements. The time series were
evaluated with respect to the local horizontal plane. Figure 5 (top) shows the time series of the pitch
angle obtained by using the bow–stern-left GPS couple, while Figure 5 (middle) represents the same
quantity as obtained by using the bow–stern-right GPS couple. The figure shows that both signals
were contaminated by a component of the roll motion because the two axes passing for each couple
of GPS (bow-stern right and bow-stern left) were not parallel to the main boat axis. Furthermore,
the comparison of Figure 5 (top and middle) shows that the two signals are in phase opposition because
of the changing of the reference GPS. To obtain the pitch signal depurated by the roll component,
a mean signal obtained from the two couple bow–stern right and the bow–stern left was computed
(Figure 5, bottom).








































Figure 5. Time series of the angle obtained by using the bow–stern-left GPS couple (Top); and the same
quantity as obtained by using the bow–stern-right GPS couple (Middle) over a time window of four
days. (Bottom) Time series of the mean signal (pitch) obtained from the two couples bow–stern right
and the bow–stern left over a time window of four days.
The features of the waves faced by the sailboat during the Gulf of Lion event were derived from
the sailboat heave, roll and pitch motions. Since ECO40 is an ultra-light displacement boat (she has
full loaded displacement of about 4700 kg, a length of about 12.0 m and a maximum breadth of 4.5 m),
it was assumed that the sailboat follows the sea surface, thus assuming a unitary transfer function
between the boat and sea surface movements (i.e., the response amplitude operator is the unit matrix).
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Figure 6 shows the significant wave height time series of the storm obtained from the heave signal
by using both the zero-crossing analysis (H1/3) and the frequency spectrum analysis (Hm0) carried
out in the encountered frequency domain. The maximum zero crossing wave height (Hmax) is also
represented. The maximum values obtained during the storm for H1/3 and for Hm0 were, respectively,
5.84 m and 5.42 m, while Hmax was of 9.6 m. The vertical dashed lines refer to four points of interest
along the route (as shown in Figure 2).
Figure 6. Significant wave height obtained from the heave by using zero crossing analysis
(black dashed line) and frequency spectrum analysis (black line). The maximum wave height is
reported as well (blue line). The vertical red dashed lines refer to the four points of interest along the
route (as shown in Figure 2).
To assess the accuracy of the estimated wave parameters, Figure 7 shows the comparison between
the significant wave height and mean wave direction as: (i) measured by the Alghero RON wave
buoy; (ii) estimated by the ECMWF analysis; and (iii) estimated by DICCA for a grid point close to the
buoy position. It has to be stressed that this study aimed at estimating the wave parameters based on
GNSS data analysis (see Section 2). Therefore, only the synthetic wave parameters were compared to
the results of other research works, being the original methodology Kin-VADASE widely validated
(see Section 2, [18]) even if applied to a different environment.The Alghero wave buoy belongs to
the “RON-Rete Ondametrica Nazionale” (Italian Wave Measurements Network [26]), managed by
ISPRA up to 2014 and now dismissed after about 23 years; the buoy was located offshore the northwest
coast of Sardinia and it was exposed to the waves generated by the storm at hand. The six-hourly
hindcast wave data provided in analysis by ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts) and the the hourly wave hindcast data provided by DICCA (Department of Civil, Chemical
and Environmental Engineering, University of Genoa, Italy), covering 36 (1979–2014) years over the
Mediterranean Sea [27] were also considered. were interpolated in time and in space by means of
bi-linear technique. Since the buoy was operating at a fixed position, the comparison between the
buoy wave data and the ones measured onboard was performed just for the time window in which the
two measurements can be reasonably compared. The analysis revealed that the synthetic parameters
reconstructed on the basis of sailboat motion was in close agreement with the DICCA data. On the
other hand, the ECMWF data seemed to underestimate the storm peak, as already outlined by previous
work e.g., [4], likely due to the time and spatial resolution of the hindcast data. As far as the mean
wave direction is concerned, the accuracy of the proposed method was reasonable.
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Figure 7. (Top) Comparison between the significant wave height measured onboard and the available
wave data; and (Bottom) comparison between the mean spectral wave direction as estimated by means
of the proposed method and the same quantity as obtained by the ECMWF data (red line) and Alghero
wave buoy data (blue dots). The red dashed lines refer to four points of interest along the route
(as shown in Figure 2).
5. Concluding Remarks
A method to reconstruct the movements of a sailboat in order to get a reliable estimate of
wave parameters, using GPS receivers, is presented. It is based on the combined approach of the
Kin-VADASE and Moving Base Kinematic techniques. The proposed method was applied to the
records collected onboard the ECO40 sailboat during a storm in the Western Mediterranean Sea.
Three GPS antennas were deployed on the sailboat. Their positions were measured by means of a
survey performed when they were installed. Therefore, the three-dimensional locations of the GPS
antennas suffice to infer the three-dimensional position and attitude of the boat as a rigid body, hence to
reconstruct wave parameters. A fourth GPS antenna could be considered to improve the reliability of
the estimation of the position and attitude of the boat.
Wave properties as derived on the basis of the estimated boat movements were compared to
available wave data. It appears that the wave properties were calculated with a high degree of accuracy.
Note that the main aim of this work was the estimation of wave parameters, hence the GNSS data
analysis was not directly validated. Of course, the good agreement between estimated and available
data may be viewed as an indirect validation of GNSS data analysis as well.
In general, the techniques proposed in this paper appear to be suitable to estimate the 6DOFs
movements of sailboats navigating offshore, where onshore reference receivers or GNSS network
cannot be used to correct GPS errors. The motion of the boat can provide quantitative information for
many important practical applications, such as the improvement of autopilots, the analysis and the
optimization of ship performances, and the estimation of local wave properties. Furthermore, it can be
used to correct wind measurements carried out onboard sailboats.
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Abstract: Marine environments are currently subject to strong ecological pressure due to local
and global anthropic stressors, such as pollutants and atmospheric inputs, which also cause ocean
acidification and warming. These strains can result in biogeochemical cycle variations, environmental
pollution, and changes in benthic-pelagic coupling processes. Two new devices, the Amerigo Lander
and the Automatic Benthic Chamber (CBA), have been developed to measure the fluxes of dissolved
chemical species between sediment and the water column, to assess the biogeochemical cycle and
benthic-pelagic coupling alterations due to human activities. The Amerigo Lander can operate in
shallow as well as deep water (up to 6000 m), whereas the CBA has been developed for the continental
shelf (up to 200 m). The lander can also be used to deploy a range of instruments on the seafloor,
to study the benthic ecosystems. The two devices have successfully been tested in a variety of research
tasks and environmental impact assessments in shallow and deep waters. Their measured flux data
show good agreement and are also consistent with previous data.
Keywords: lander; benthic chambers; benthic fluxes of dissolved chemical species; marine technology;
marine instrumentation
1. Introduction
Marine environments are affected by strong ecosystem stressors that include direct human activities
(e.g., marine traffic, offshore activities, mining, coastal works) and inputs (e.g., dumping of solid waste
on the seafloor, anthropic inputs transported by rivers, ballast water discharge) and chemical and
climate changes that act on a global scale (e.g., raised CO2 levels and air temperature). These stressors
affect marine chemistry and processes by inducing ocean acidification, global sea warming, and changes
in hydrological and biogeochemical cycles [1]. Human activities also result in an increased supply of
trophic substances, which, in some environmental settings such as shallow enclosed seas with low
hydrodynamics, can lead to dystrophic crises [2–4]. These stressors also have the potential to alter the
biogeochemical cycles of elements such as carbon, phosphorus, nitrogen, silicon, and metals, which can
severely damage economic activities, such as fishing and tourism [4,5]. Moreover, the introduction
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and accumulation of heavy metals and organic substances (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
(PAHs), pesticides, drugs) can induce strong pollution problems involving both the water column
and sediment. These pollutants can modify or be incorporated in the food chains, damaging the
ecosystem and heightening the risk for human health [5]. In particular, in the past few decades the
marine biogeochemical cycle of carbon has undergone an acceleration as a consequence of increased
atmospheric CO2, which has resulted in reduced seawater pH and carbon sinking rates [6].
The alterations in the marine biogeochemical cycles of elements and pollution due to human
activities can affect the water column, the bottom sediment, and the transfer processes at the
sediment-water interface. The research into and the development of devices to enhance the study of
marine biogeochemical and benthic-pelagic coupling processes is therefore very useful [7–9], also in
Italy [10–13].
A variety of devices have been developed to study benthic-pelagic coupling processes. In the
past few decades, benthic landers with different setups have been developed for a wide range
of purposes and their technological features and models have extensively been reviewed [14–22].
Benthic landers are equipped with diverse sensors and devices according to the tasks they are deployed
to perform, including microprofilers, planar optodes, and digital cameras to study sediment-water
interface properties; eddy correlation systems to measure the fluxes of dissolved chemical species in
extensive areas; video cameras to investigate the deep sea biota; and oceanographic sensors (O2, pH,
redox potential (Eh or ORP), optical turbidity, CTD, current meters, sediment traps) to study the water
column [8,9,23–28]. In the past few years, other and much more complex and expensive devices have
also been developed, such as landers for hadal environments [29–33], for multipurpose uses, and for
transporting other mobile devices [34–37].
An important benthic-pelagic coupling process is the flux of dissolved chemical species at the
sediment-water interface, generated by early diagenesis processes [38–40] or by volcanic benthic
exhalation [41,42]. Such fluxes can strongly affect the chemistry of the water column, hence its ecology.
This is especially true of shelf and coastal environments, where the high intensity of early diagenesis
processes, due to a high reactive organic matter content in surface sediments, produces strong fluxes
that affect shallow water columns [43].
The benthic fluxes of dissolved substances can be studied by onboard incubation or by in situ
experiments, which are usually more reliable [44]. Fluxes are measured in benthic chambers handled
by divers [45] in shallow waters, or mounted on benthic landers in deeper waters [44].
Landers equipped with one or more benthic chambers have been developed in the past [46–55].
Two new, low-cost, light, and easy to handle devices, the Amerigo Lander and the Automatic
Benthic Chamber (CBA), which have recently been devised to study benthic ecosystems, particularly the
fluxes of dissolved substance between sediment and the water column, are illustrated in this paper [56].
The two devices can also be employed jointly to improve the reliability of particular investigations.
The Amerigo Lander is basically a vector that can be deployed in shallow and deep bottoms
and which returns to the surface at the end of its mission. It can carry a variety of instruments to
study the water column and the benthic ecosystems by measuring various environmental parameters
and processes.
The Amerigo Lander and the CBA have provided the Italian scientific community with new
and highly innovative instruments to investigate the benthic ecosystems and their interactions with
the water column, bridging a scientific and technological gap with North American [25,35,37,46–55],
Northern European [23,24,26,36,49] and Asian [27–30,33,34,50] countries.
Their technical features make the two devices versatile and easy to use. The modularity of the
lander, the various instruments that it can carry, and the much larger number of parameters that it
can measure, compared with existing devices, make it a complete and original apparatus, suitable for
operating both in shallows and at great depths. The most innovative features of the CBA are the larger
area where measurements are acquired, which makes the fluxes more representative [23,24], and its
easy and fast rigging, light weight, and maneuverability, which make it easy to use.
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Both devices operate autonomously. Amerigo can work from shallow bottoms to depths of 6000 m,
whereas the CBA has been designed for shallow water to shelf environments (up to about 200 m).
Furthermore, the CBA can fit in the Amerigo, if required by research needs.
2. Amerigo Lander and Automatic Benthic Chamber: Technical Specifications and Equipment
2.1. The Amerigo Lander
The Amerigo Lander is essentially a carrier with a tripod structure that can host different types of
instrumentation to measure biogeochemical and geophysical parameters and can collect water and
sediment samples (Figure 1). It has been conceived as a simple, low-cost, and practical device that can
be employed frequently in a variety of research tasks and environments, since it does not require huge
resources, large vessels, or long missions.
Figure 1. Photograph of the Amerigo Lander showing the tripod structure, the measurements, and the
main instrumentation and devices.
Since it reaches the bottom through a speed-controlled free-fall and returns to the surface by
positive buoyancy, after a timed release of the ballast weights, it requires no drive or propulsion
systems, such as thrusters or cables, nor divers for positioning and recovery. It is also completely
automatic, because all hosted instruments and mechanical devices are powered in situ and activated
and managed by electronics and software, again without the need for divers or cables. Obviating the
need for divers also allows for overcoming stringent safety issues, particularly Italian safety regulations,
with considerable savings. The elimination of a cable connection to the vessel makes the lander easy to
handle, because the support ship can move while the lander is working on the seafloor.
Another important advantage is its modular structure. In fact, the basic tripod structure can support
a variety of components and instrumentation, which can be assembled and set to meet diverse research
needs and environmental situations, ensuring flexible and simple operability. In particular, the lander’s
electronics and power supply have been developed to enable management of additional devices and
operations and for increased deployment time. Its modular structure allows the Amerigo Lander to
operate in shallow waters (lagoons, estuaries, continental shelves) and deep-bottoms (abyssal plains).
Further savings have been obtained from the electronic housings and the release mechanisms.
The lander’s basic structure consists of a stainless-steel tripod measuring 200 cm in width and
134 cm in height (Figure 1). All the electronic and mechanical devices required for reaching the seabed
and returning to the surface and for hosting and managing the instruments operating on the seafloor
are installed in the tripod (Figure 1).
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The bottom is reached by a free fall without the need for thrusters or power, because the descent
configuration envisages three ballast weights at the three ends and four buoys (Figure 2), which result
in negative buoyancy.
Figure 2. Amerigo Lander descent configuration. (a) The ballast weights mounted on the tripod;
(b) the four buoys tethered to the tripod structure; (c) the recovery pole with the two buoys and the
three localization devices; and (d) a schematic drawing of the Amerigo Lander during deployment on
the seafloor.
The buoys are commercially available glass spheres (outer diameter 432 mm, thickness 14 mm,
buoyancy 260 N), built for depths up to 6700 m (Nautilus Marine Service GMBH, VITROVEX
Deep Sea Floatation Sphere), protected by a plastic shell (Nautilus Marine Service GMBH, SR330).
The equilibrium between the buoys and the weights depends on the lander’s weight in the water,
its descent and landing speed, and ascent requirements.
In the present configuration, the lander weighs 294 kg in air and 131 kg in water and the 4 buoys
have a buoyancy in seawater of 1040 kg, whereas the ballast weighs 45 kg (15 kg per weight). The buoys
are tethered to the tripod with a rope 10 cm in thickness and 5 m in length (Nautilus Marine Service
GMBH, EDDYROPE). Another rope, 10 cm in thickness, is tied to the recovery pole. The pole is fitted
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with 2 buoys the same size as the 4 buoyancy array buoys and with a 10 kg ballast weight, to support
the recovery devices about 2 m above the sea surface (Figure 2d).
With this configuration the lander’s initial descent speed is 0.78 m/s. The thrust of the 2 buoys
tied to the recovery pole reduces the descent and landing speed to 0.52 m/s (Figure 3). With this set
up, the lander can reach the bottom fast enough to avoid being shifted too much by lateral currents,
and slowly enough to avoid an excessively strong impact.
Figure 3. Amerigo Lander descent data. The data refer to the setup with three benthic chambers. Red
line: Descent and landing speed. First step: Speed before activation of the first 2-buoy array; Second
step: Speed after activation of the two buoys of the recovery pole. Green line: Depth profile.
The buoys are tethered to the tripod by a rope, not mounted directly on the tripod as in several
other landers [26,47,50,51,54,55]. This solution has been adopted for two reasons, as follows: (i) As
separation of the main tripod structure from the buoys makes the lander lighter and smaller, enhancing
maneuverability in deployment and recovery operations, this solution requires smaller frames and less
powerful winches; and (ii) this setup allows the lander to be transported in an ordinary van that can be
driven with an ordinary license. Furthermore, the buoys and the recovery pole may not be needed
in case of operation in shallow water, further enhancing maneuverability and reducing vessel size
requirements. These features increase cost-effectiveness and the ease of organization.
After completion of the measurement and sampling operations, the lander returns to the surface
autonomously. The release of the three ballast weights and the thrust of the buoy array results in
positive buoyancy. In the present configuration (4 thrust buoys, 2 recovery pole buoys, 3 benthic
chambers) its ascent speed is about 0.2 m/s (Figure 4).
At the end of the bottom operations, the ballast weights are released by a burn wire mechanism
that unlocks the three lever hooks (Figure 5). This system is much less expensive than acoustic
release [57] and further contributes to make the lander cost-effective and easy to use and to program.
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Figure 4. Amerigo Lander ascent data. The data refer to the setup with three benthic chambers. Red
line: Ascent speed. Green line: Depth profile.
Figure 5. The three lever hooks in a locked (a) and unlocked (b) position.
In case of deployment in deep water, the Amerigo Lander may surface at a considerable distance
from the dropping site, due to lateral sea currents during the ascent. To facilitate recovery, the lander
is equipped with three redundant localization devices fitted on the top of the recovery pole, a GPS
(Novatech ARGOS Beacons, Dartmouth, NS, Canada), a directional radio (Novatech Radio Beacon,
Dartmouth, NS, Canada), and a flash (Novatech Xenon Flasher, Dartmouth, NS, Canada) for night
recovery (Figure 6).
The Amerigo Lander is also equipped with instruments for monitoring and measuring the
physical-chemical parameters throughout deployment, from descent to ascent. They include a
CTD (SBE 37-SI MicroCAT, Sea-Bird Scientific, Bellevue, WA, USA) for continuous water column
pressure, conductivity, and temperature recording, and a camera supporting an SD card from 4GB
to 32GB (Telesub Lanterna, La Spezia, Italy) (Figure A1, Appendix A) for monitoring the lander’s
operation. In fact, both instruments monitor the lander’s activities, particularly the beginning of
descent, the descent speed, the landing, the functioning of the mechanical devices, the beginning and
speed of the ascent, and the lander’s surfacing.
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Additionally, in this case, both the CTD and the video camera are commercially available to
save construction costs. In particular, the video camera is a commercially available camera hosted in
a pressure-resistant case.
Figure 6. Amerigo Lander recovery system. (A) GPS localization (Novatech ARGOS Beacons); (B)
directional radio localization system (Novatech Radio Beacon); and (C) flash for visual localization at
night (Novatech Xenon Flasher).
2.2. Electronics and Power Supply
The Amerigo Lander’s electronics and power supply are developed in-house (Figure 7, Figure A2
of Appendix A). The system is available on request. The burn wire system and all the mechanical
and electronic devices, sensors, and probes are powered, turned on, turned off, and managed by
the electronics and the batteries fitted in the tripod. The data collected in situ are also stored in the
Amerigo electronics. The main hardware components are configured as illustrated in Tables A1 and A2,
and Figure A2 of Appendix A. The philosophy of electronics is to be as open as possible, i.e., to enable
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fitting other sensors or devices by the availability of redundant on/off, serial, and analogic ports and
the possibility of managing these sensors/devices and other operations by the software.
Figure 7. Amerigo Lander electronics: (a) Firmware testing phase and soldered cables inside the glass
sphere; (b) electronics fitted in the glass sphere; (c) a glass sphere mounted on the tripod with the
plastic case, marine connectors, and cables.
The Amerigo Lander is powered by two pairs of 12 V, 18 Ah, rechargeable lead batteries that
are connected in parallel and fitted in a pressure-resistant case. The fact that they are commercially
available and Pb-based involves lower managing and setup costs, compared to other metal-based
batteries. The first pair is supported by the redundant second pair, which is only activated in case
of exhaustion or failure of the first pair. This power supply supports about a 40 h operation of the
lander in its present configuration. The Pb batteries can be increased or their type changed to support
different configurations or to extend the operating time.
In the event of a failure of the general power supply or of the main electronics, a safety burn
wire device powered by an independent 9 V battery and controlled by a dedicated electronic circuit is
activated, after a predetermined time, to release the ballast for the final ascent. An additional safety
system consists of a magnesium ring that is corroded by seawater. In case of the failure of all the
electronic devices, its disappearance releases the ballast weights [58].
The electronics and the batteries are hosted in glass spheres built for depths of up to 7000 m
(Nautilus Marine Service GMBH, VITROVEX Deep Sea Instrument Sphere; size: 13", outer/inner
diameter: 330/306 mm, glass type: DURAN 8330), which are connected to the electronic devices,
sensors, probes, and thrusters by marine connectors (Figure 7). The glass spheres are also commercially
available and cost less than metal cylinders.
The two battery pairs are recharged on board by a cable that is removed before deployment.
The cable is also used for serial port communication with the PC.
The main serial port (RS232–1) is devoted to communication with the PC. It allows for entering
commands, changing the setup, downloading recorded data from the RAM flash memory or, in case
of direct monitoring, it enables visualizing the data, the situation on the bottom, and the ongoing
operations, as well as reporting malfunction alarms in real time (Figure A2 of Appendix A). The same
port can be used to connect an acoustic modem for underwater communication.
The second serial port (RS232–2) is multiplexed in order to communicate with infinite RS-232
serial sensors, limited only by the hardware power connections (Figure A2 of Appendix A).
Different systems have been designed to protect the lander’s electronics. The power supply to
each electrical device (sensors, motors, batteries, burn wires) is protected by an electrical shunt that
limits current drain. In case of failure of a device, the power supply to it is cut off to prevent a general
electronic failure.
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Furthermore, the open electronics and the excess of on/off, serial (by means of a multiplexed serial
port), and analogic communication ports allows fitting many other electronic sensors, devices, and
instruments, with respect to other system that are devised for standardization as well as useful use [28].
The following sensors are currently installed in the Amerigo Lander (Table 1) (Figure A2 of
Appendix A):
Table 1. Technical specifications of the sensors installed in the Amerigo Lander.





SBE37-SI (CTD) Sea BirdElectronics Conductivity (S/m) 0.00001 0.0003 7000
Temperature (◦C) 0.002 0.0001 7000
Depth (m) 0.002% FS 0.1% FS 7000




(μM) <1 μM <8 μM 6000
Air saturation (%) 0.4% <5% 6000
Seapoint
Turbidity Meter Seapoint Turbidity (FTU)
10 mV/FTU
(range 500 FTU) <1% 6000
Mets Franatech Methane 2.44 μM(range 50 nM–10 μM) <1% 4000
pH AMT pH 0.01 0.05 6000
An important question is the operation limit connected with temperature. The temperature
operation limit of Amerigo coincides with the lower operation value between the sensors fitted in
the benthic chambers and the polycarbonate (i.e., 40 ◦C (optode sensor); if the lander is used without
sensors the temperature limit is <140 ◦C (polycarbonate)).
2.3. Burn Wire Device
The burn wire mechanism [51] consists of a metal wire coated with a plastic film that is corroded
and then broken by an electric current at a bare point where the coating is interrupted (Figure A2,
Appendix A). A simple 12 kg fishing wire coated with a thermo-shrinkable tube is a typical design.
The plastic-coated wire usually keeps a lever hook locked. When the electric current runs through
the wire, the bare point interacts with seawater, which triggers a reaction (1) that consumes the wire





where M0 is the metal of the wire, 2e− is the electric current, and M2+ is the metal in the solution.
The electric circuit is closed by an electric mass on the metal tripod. By this method, any spring- or
gravity-based mechanical device can be actioned by the release of a mechanical device or lever hook
that can hold several tens of kilos, depending on the length of the lever (Figure 5). A metal wire,
0.4 mm in thickness with a resistance of a 12 Ω/m, exposed to an electric current of 200 mA in normal
seawater (36 PSU) is usually consumed and broken in about 20 s. As mentioned above, the burn wire
system is much less expensive than any acoustic release system.
2.4. Current Configuration of the Amerigo Lander
In its current configuration, the Amerigo Lander is equipped with instruments and sensors
for measuring benthic fluxes of dissolved chemical species and for monitoring physical-chemical
parameters in the near-bottom sea water column. In particular, the former measurements at the
sediment-water interface are performed using three benthic chambers, two water sampling systems,
and some sensors fitted in the chambers (Figures 8–12).
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Figure 8. Amerigo Lander: The three benthic chambers, the two water sampling devices, the three
probes in a chamber, and the chassis on which the chambers are mounted.
Figure 9. Amerigo Lander. (a) Lateral view of a benthic chamber mounted on the chassis with the top
lid open, the tubes on the lateral wall to collect water samples, and the rotating paddle. (b) Top view of
a benthic chamber with the closed top lid fitted with the oxygen, pH, methane, and turbidity sensor.
Figure 10. The OxyStat oxygen replacement device. (a) The pump and the tube connected to the
interior of the chamber; (b) view from above.
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Figure 11. The VAMPIRE device allows drawing water into the chamber or expelling it as well as
injecting a tracer inside the chamber. (a) Photograph of the VAMPIRE device installed on the Amerigo
Lander; (b) schematic drawing of the VAMPIRE device.
Figure 12. The Delrin case hosting the electric motors with the silicone tube pressure-compensation system.
The benthic chambers are polycarbonate cylinders with a movable polycarbonate top lid (Figures 8
and 9a). The cylinders measure 37 cm (inner diameter) by 20 cm (height) and have a countersink in the
bottom to facilitate penetration in sediment [46].
The three benthic chambers are mounted on a chassis (Figures 8 and 9a) that is released by a burn
wire mechanism a few minutes after the tripod has landed on the seabed. The chambers are mounted
5 cm over the plate of the structure so that they can penetrate into the sediment for 5 cm, while the
remaining 15 cm remain above the sediment. A few minutes after deployment of the chambers on the
seabed, the lid of each chamber is unhooked, again by a burn wire device, thus closing the chamber
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and holding a known volume of water (approximately 17 L) overlying a known area of sediment [46].
The chassis and lid release time can be programmed by the lander’s software to adapt them to the
research task and the type of sea bottom.
The chemical and physical-chemical parameters in the chambers and some solute are
measured by the following sensors fitted in each chamber during deployment: An oxygen sensor
(AANDERAA, Oxygen Optode 3830, Aanderaa Data Instruments AS, Bergen, Norway), a turbidity
sensor (Seapoint Turbidity Meter, Seapoint Sensors, Inc., Exeter, NH, USA), a methane sensor
(ASD-Sensortechnik GmbH, METS methane sensor, Franatech Gmbh, Lüneburg, Germany) and a pH
(AMT, pH-combined sensor, AMT Analysenmesstechnik GmbH, Rostock, Germany) sensor (Table 1)
mounted on the lid (Figure 9b). The power-on/power-off and measurement intervals of each sensor
can be set by the lander’s software according to research requirements.
The chambers also contain an OxyStat device, which allows for replacing the oxygen consumed in
the chamber [59]. The device is connected to the chamber by a water pump (SEABIRD SBE5T, Sea-Bird
Scientific, Bellevue, WA, USA) and a silicone tube (Figure 10) and is controlled by the lander’s software
and the oxygen probe inside the chamber. In practice, the software receives the chamber oxygen
concentration data and when its level falls below a given threshold, the software turns the OxyStat
pump on. The oxygen-poor water in the chamber is pumped into the 15 m long gas-permeable silicone
tube, it adsorbs oxygen from surrounding seawater, and is pumped back into the benthic chamber.
Restoration of the oxygen level to the predetermined threshold results in the pump being turned off.
The minimum and maximum oxygen concentrations can be set by the lander’s software before the
mission or calculated on the basis of the initial concentration measured in the chamber.
Each benthic chamber is connected (Figure 9a) by silicone tubes (inner diameter, 1.5 mm,
outer diameter 3 mm) to a water sampling device (VAMPIRE) to collect water or to introduce tracers
into the chambers (Figure 11). The VAMPIRE consists of a Delrin frame hosting 8 pairs of syringes,
each pair capable of collecting/injecting a maximum volume of 280 mL of water or tracer. If one syringe
of the pair is not connected to the inside, seawater outside the chamber can be collected while the
other syringe draws water inside the chamber. Each couple of syringes is activated by a nut moving
on a rotating stainless-steel rod. The nut moves the levers that release the stainless-steel springs,
which actuate the syringe pair in suction or injection mode. The rod is controlled by an electric motor
(CBF Motors SRL, CRB35GM, CBF motors srl, Lissone, Italy) which is powered on and off by the
lander’s software. Its timing and the activation of water sampling or tracer injection can also be set by
the lander’s software.
In research tasks involving analysis of dissolved gases, a set of glass ampoules can be added
before the syringes of the VAMPIRE device (Figure A3, Appendix A) to store the water samples in a
gas-impermeable vessel until analysis.
Each benthic chamber is also equipped with a stirring system, consisting of a rotating paddle
mounted on the chamber lid (Figure 9a). The paddle is actioned by the coupling of an electric motor
(CBF Motors SRL, CRB35GM, CBF motors srl, Lissone, Italy) to a permanent Neodymium magnet
(Supermagnete, magnetic disk diameter 30 mm, height 15 mm, Neodymium, N42, nickel-plated,
Webcraft GmbH, Gottmadingen, Deutschland). The paddle turns at a speed of 4–6 rpm, reproducing
the hydrodynamics near the seabed, which is responsible of the formation of the benthic boundary
diffusion layer at the sediment-water interface and, consequently, of the intensity of the benthic fluxes
of dissolved chemical species. The motors of the rotating paddles are also activated by the lander’s
software some minutes after closing of the lid.
Whereas the cases housing the electronics and the batteries are pressure-resistant, those housing
the motors actuating the stainless-steel rod of the VAMPIRE device and the rotating paddles of the
benthic chambers are pressure-compensated. These cases are Delrin cylinders with two silicone tubes
(Figure 12) filled with a non-conductive liquid (commercially available Vaseline oil). If any air bubbles
remain in the case, compression of the silicone tubes offsets the pressure difference between inside and
outside, avoiding a collapse of the case.
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At the end of each mission, i.e., after completion of the water sampling and sensor measurements
in the benthic chambers, the three ballast weights are released by activation of the burn wire device,
which induces positive buoyancy. The lander returns to the surface, where it is localized by means of the
three positioning devices, and finally recovered on board. Missions typically last 8 to 36 h, depending
on the tasks to be performed or the intensity of the benthic fluxes of dissolved substances, and are
limited by the power supply, which, at present, supports the systems for about 40 h (see Section 2.2).
However, as noted above, the open philosophy of the electronics allows the increasing of this time.
After the recovery operations, the water samples taken by the syringes are collected from the
VAMPIRE, divided and treated in an inert atmosphere (Figure A4, Appendix A) for immediate (on board)
or subsequent (laboratory) chemical analysis of the solutes to be determined in the benthic fluxes.
The data collected by the sensors are downloaded into a computer.
The results of the chemical analyses and the data collected by the chemical sensor are then used to
calculate the benthic fluxes of dissolved chemical species (see Section 3).
2.5. Typical Mission of the Amerigo Lander
The Amerigo Lander hardware is all managed by wizard software, developed in-house.
The software helps the operator in setting all the parameters that are required for the lander’s
function, to activate and test the motors, to monitor all the parameters in real time, to simulate
a measurement mission, and to plan the activities for scheduling a mission. The software allows
for the downloading and processing of the data collected during the mission and stored in situ.
Finally, the software has been developed to fit further sensors and devices and to manage operations
that are not currently scheduled.
A typical mission of the Amerigo Lander consists of six sequential phases that need to be correctly
planned for the success of the mission, as follows (Figure 13):
1) After the on board programming and checks, such as control of the mooring line and testing of
motors, sensors, communication, and security equipment, the lander is immersed into the sea,
where it is held at a depth of 5 m, until activation of a dedicated burn wire mechanism releases a
small buoy that confirms the functioning of the whole electronic system;
2) Following the buoy check, the lander is released for its free fall to the bottom;
3) After the lander has reached the seabed, a short interval is envisaged to allow the settling of the
sediment resuspension, due to the impact of the tripod on the bottom, to settle;
4) Activation of a burn wire mechanism releases the chamber chassis, enabling its settling on
the bottom and penetration into sediment for the first 5 cm; all the sensors in the chamber
(oxygen, methane, turbidity) and CTD are sampled; the chambers are still open;
5) After another interval, to allow settling of the sediment resuspension due to the impact of the
chamber on the bottom and to enable sensor readings, activation of another burn wire releases
the benthic chamber lids;
6) Activation of the stirring paddles allows for mixing the seawater in the chambers;
7) The 8 pairs of syringes of the 2 VAMPIRES are activated by user-programmable times;
8) Finally, the ballast weights are released by the last burn wire and the lander floats back to the
surface by virtue of its positive buoyancy.
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Figure 13. The Amerigo Lander photographed in some operational phases: (a) In the water before
release; (b) on the seabed (view from above); (c) on the seabed (lateral view); and (d) on board
after recovery.
2.6. Other Possible Configurations of the Amerigo Lander
The basic structure of the lander is the tripod, which is designed to land on the seabed by gravity,
counteracted by the positive thrust of the buoys. It then performs its scheduled operations on the
seabed and finally returns to the surface by virtue of positive buoyancy, after the release of the ballast
weights. All the on-board instruments and devices are built to operate at depths up to 6000 m.
This setup makes the lander a vector that can host different types of instrumentation, such as
sensors and probes for monitoring chemical and physical-chemical environmental parameters (pH, Eh,
conductivity, temperature, salinity (calculated), oxygen, methane, pCO2, H2S) in the water column
during its descent, its permanence on the bottom, and its ascent.
The lander has also been designed to host instruments such as a microprofiler, to study
sediment-water interface properties, a penetrometer, to measure the mechanical properties of surface
sediments, a gravimeter, to measure seismicity on the seafloor, a corer, to collect sediment cores for
early diagenesis, pollution, stratigraphy, or other studies, and passive samplers of water column and
sediment solutes, to study pollution and environmental processes and to determine background values.
In any case, the open architecture of the electronics allows for fitting other instruments and performing
other operations.
Finally, it is a modular device, consisting of the buoy array, the recovery pole, the ballast weights,
and the removable and replaceable instruments that perform different tasks in different environments,
from very shallow waters, like lagoons and salt marshes, to shelf areas and abyssal planes.
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2.7. The Automatic Benthic Chamber
The CBA (Figure 14) has been developed as an alternative to the Amerigo Lander for missions
involving measurements in shallow and transitional waters or work that needs to be carried out
quickly and economically. This is made possible by the fact that the CBA does not require expensive
maintenance, it is practical and fast to fit out, it is light and easy to maneuver, and it is deployed and
recovered simply with a rope, which means that it can also be managed by small vessels.
Figure 14. The Automatic Benthic Chamber during (a) deployment and (b) operational on the seabed
with various instruments: Multiparameter probe; VAMPIRE; electronics case; and battery pack cases.
The CBA can also be mounted on the Amerigo Lander, instead of the three benthic chambers,
when measurements of benthic fluxes of dissolved chemical species are to be performed over a wider area.
The present CBA is an automated device based on earlier manual benthic chambers managed by
divers [60,61]. It is a Plexiglas cylinder open on the bottom and closed on top, which confines a known
volume of water (approximately 100 L) overlying a known sediment area (3116 cm2) (Figure 14b).
Its inner diameter is 63 cm and its height is 30 cm, of which 5 cm penetrate into the sediment and
25 cm remain above it, due to a lateral horizontal fin (Figure 14). The CBA is fitted with two valves
on its top side, to let out the water entering the chamber during descent and landing (Figure 14).
Like the Amerigo Lander, the CBA is equipped with an internal stirring system that reproduces
the hydrodynamics near the seabed, which is responsible for the formation of the benthic boundary
diffusion layer and for the intensity of the dissolved fluxes in the benthic chamber. The stirring system
consists of a four-arm rotating paddle fitted on top of the inner side of the chamber. The paddle is
actioned by the coupling of an electric motor (CBF Motors SRL, CRB35GM, CBF motors srl, Lissone,
Italy) with a Neodymium magnet (Supermagnete, Magnetic disk 30 mm in diameter, 15 mm in height,
Neodymium, N42, nickel-plated, Webcraft GmbH, Gottmadingen, Deutschland ) and turns at a speed
of 4–6 rpm. In the CBA, this motor is activated immediately before deployment by connecting directly
the batteries to the motor.
The CBA is also equipped with a multiparameter probe (Hydrolab MS5, OTT HydroMet,
Kempten, Germany) for continuous monitoring of temperature, pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen,
Eh, and salinity (calculated) in the chamber (Figure 14). Like the Amerigo Lander, it is also fitted
with the VAMPIRE system for collecting water samples inside and outside the chamber and for
injecting tracers inside the chamber at programmable times. The motor of the VAMPIRE is activated
by simple, easily programmable, and commercially available electronics (Idec MicroSmart FC6A PLC,
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IDEC Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The cases housing the electronics, the battery packs, and the
motors driving the VAMPIRE and the stirring paddle are made in Delrin and are built to withstand
hydrostatic pressure up to a depth of about 200 m. Additionally, in the CBA, the VAMPIRE motor and
the electronics cases are pressure-compensated by a silicone tube system filled with a non-conductive
liquid (simple Vaseline oil), which affords resistance to high water pressures.
The power supply of the CBA consists of three battery packs (NI-MH size D, 12 V, 8 Ah, Torricella
SRL, Milano, Italy) housed in cylindrical Delrin cases (Figure 14). Two packs are connected directly to
the electronics that supply and manage the VAMPIRE motor and one pack is connected directly to the
rotating paddle, while the multiparameter probe has its own power supply system.
As regards the planning of CBA operations, the syringe sampling time is set by programming the
electronics, while the probe measurement time is programmed by the software of the probe itself.
With regard to deployment and recovery, the CBA is deployed on the seabed and recovered by a
rope which, during measurement activities, is attached to and marked by a buoy and a light.
The CBA, both in the standalone configuration and installed in the Amerigo Lander, is a low-cost
device that does not require divers or connection cables to the support ship, thus saving the steep cost
of divers and the technical problems posed by the connection cable. Further savings are afforded by
the fact that the electronics and the batteries are commercially available, hence the low-cost.
Like the Amerigo Lander, the CBA has a temperature operating limit which coincides with the
lowest operating value of the sensors fitted in the benthic chamber and the polycarbonate, which is
50 ◦C (Hydrolab MS5 Multiprobe). However, if the CBA is used without the multiparameter probe the
value is <140 ◦C (polycarbonate).
3. Benthic Flux Calculation
The benthic chambers of the Amerigo Lander and the CBA have been designed to measure the
release/adsorption of dissolved substances at the sediment-water interface. The principle of their
measurement with benthic chambers involves establishing the concentration differences of a solute
over time in a known volume, confined over a known area of sediment [62].
Basically, the benthic fluxes of dissolved substances in each benthic chamber of the lander and of the
CBA are calculated (2) by dividing the concentration of each solute, measured in the samples collected
in the chamber by the syringes—typically nutrients such as ammonium, nitrites, nitrates, phosphates
and silica, carbonate species (DIC, alkalinity, pCO2), trace elements (heavy metals), and organic
pollutants—or recorded by the sensors (oxygen, methane, and pH), at the time of the collection or





where Di is the flux of solute i, Ci is the concentration of chemical i, t is the time of sample collection or
sensor measurement, V and A are the real volume and the area of each benthic chamber.
In practice, the benthic fluxes of each solute are computed as Equation (3) by multiplying the
slope of the line, calculated by a least square fit with time (days) on the x-axis and the concentration at
different times, multiplied by the height of the benthic chamber, on the y-axis (Figure 15).
Di = yi, (3)
where yi is the slope of the time vs. the concentration line of Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Diagram illustrating the time of water sample collection in the benthic chamber against its
concentration and the correlation line.
During deployment, the real volume of each chamber is determined by injecting a solution of
a non-reactive solute (tracer), e.g., CsCl, BrCl or deionized water, at a known concentration into the
chambers [44] and subsequently measuring its concentration in the water samples collected in the





where V2 is the real volume of the benthic chamber, C1 is the tracer concentration in the syringe, V1 is
the volume of the tracer injected into the chamber, and C2 is the tracer concentration in the chamber
after the injection.
Theoretically, the tracer concentration in the chamber after the initial injection should be constant.
If this does not happen, there are three possible explanations, as follows: The benthic chamber is not
well placed on the bottom, there are leaks, or an irrigation process is under way in the bottom sediment.
4. Discussion
The Amerigo Lander [63–71] and the CBA [41,42,70–77] have successfully been tested and used in
measurement and research activities carried out in the framework of international and national projects
and in environmental investigations into the impacts of human activities on marine (e.g., harbor
sediment dredging) or land environments (e.g., quality of drinking water).
The Amerigo Lander has been tested and employed in shallow, medium, and deep-sea
environments, whereas the CBA has been used up to a depth of 140 m.
As a discussion of the data collected by the two devices, we report (Figure 16) the trend of the
dissolved oxygen concentrations, measured in the benthic chambers of the lander (by the AANDERAA
optode oxygen sensors, Aanderaa Data Instruments AS, Bergen, Norway) and the CBA (by the
Hydrolab MS5 oxygen sensor, OTT HydroMet, Kempten, Germany), at the same deployment time
and site [71], and on a pelitic and organic matter-rich bottom in front of the Po River Estuary [78,79].
All the benthic chambers of the two devices recorded similar continuously decreasing values, due to
mineralization of the high content in fresh reactive organic matter, deposited in front of the Po
River Estuary.
The benthic fluxes of solutes, whose concentrations were determined in the water samples collected
by the VAMPIRE syringes, also showed reliable data. In fact, very similar values were determined for
the fluxes of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) (Figure 17) measured by the three benthic chambers of
the Amerigo Lander and by the CBA, deployed at the same and site, i.e., on pelitic and fresh organic
matter-rich bottom sediments. Furthermore, these DIC flux values are very similar to those measured
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in earlier studies using different benthic chamber devices [80–82] at the same site and in the same
season (Figure 17).
Figure 16. (a) Oxygen values recorded in the three benthic chambers of the Amerigo Lander (BC1, BC2,
BC3) during deployment; (b) oxygen values recorded in the CBA during deployment of the two devices
at the same time and site, a mud bottom sediment rich in fresh organic matter (Po River Prodelta).
Figure 17. DIC fluxes measured by the CBA, by the Amerigo Lander (BC1, BC2, BC3), and in previous
investigations at the same site, a mud bottom sediment rich in fresh organic matter (Po River Prodelta).
On the whole, the oxygen and DIC data reported above (and other solute flux data that are not
shown but are available from the authors) demonstrate that the Amerigo Lander and the CBA provide
very similar information on benthic fluxes of dissolved substances and that these data are comparable
with flux information recorded in previous work conducted at the same site. These first data, therefore,
provide very good support for the correct functioning of both our devices.
The Amerigo Lander and the CBA record oxygen concentrations in the different deployment
phases. In particular, the oxygen sensors can monitor the oxygen concentrations inside the chambers,
the oxygen fluxes at the sediment-water interface can be calculated, and, furthermore, the oxygen
trend can be used to check the closing of the benthic chamber.
The trends of the oxygen concentrations recorded in the CBA and in two benthic chambers of the
Amerigo Lander (BC1 and BC3) is shown in Figure 18. The data refer to the same time and station,
on pelitic bottom sediment in front of the Po River Estuary.
The declining oxygen concentration in the CBA and in the Ox3 chamber, due to benthic respiration
or sediment-water interface fluxes, can be appreciated in Figure 18a. Notably, the two peaks in the
oxygen concentration trend in the Ox1 chamber of the lander demonstrate that the lid opened twice.
In Figure 18b, the oxygen concentrations were multiplied by the height of the benthic chambers
calculated by the dilution of the Cs tracer (4). The oxygen flux was then obtained by the slope of the
regression line between time (days) and concentration (μmol/m2) (black line, Figure 18b).
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Figure 18. (a) Oxygen concentrations measured in the CBA and in two benthic chambers (BC1 and BC3)
of the Amerigo Lander at the same site, a mud bottom sediment rich in fresh organic matter (Po River
Prodelta); (b) multiplication of the oxygen concentrations by the height of the benthic chamber of the
CBA and in BC3 against time (days) allows calculating the benthic fluxes (slope of the regression line
(black line of Figure 18b)).
The fluxes calculated by the slope of the regression line are shown in Figure 19 and Table 2.
As demonstrated by the examination of Figure 18, the flux measured in the CBA is almost constant
over the 24 h incubation. For this reason, only the total flux was calculated (Figure 19 and Table 2).
In contrast, the oxygen concentration trend in BC3 shows a decreasing flux that can be divided into
early (with higher values) and later (with lower values). This is due to the small size of the chamber of
the lander, which is more responsive to changes in the environmental conditions inside the chamber,
like the reduction in fresh reactive organic matter and oxygen consumption.
Figure 19. Oxygen fluxes calculated based on the data collected in the CBA and in the BC3 chamber of
the Amerigo Lander. Deployment in front of the Po River Prodelta.
The CBA has also been deployed in a volcanic environment, at multiple sites on the seabed around
the volcanic complex of Panarea, to measure the dissolved fluxes of DIC and metals released from the
bottom in the gas vent area [39,43,44,54]. Figure 20 and Table 3 demonstrate the marked difference in
DIC fluxes on the bottom between sites affected by vent fluxes (GEOCAL14CBA1, GEOCAL14CBA2,
PANA14CBA1, PEG1, SP) and sites devoid of fluxes of dissolved substances at the sediment-water
interface (PANA13CBA1, PIANA, 1, 2, 3), due to a surface layer of iron oxyhydroxide [39]. In addition,
Figure 20 and Table 3 show very different DIC fluxes on the seafloor around the Panarea volcanic
area, which is involved by vent fluxes, and the average DIC benthic fluxes measured in front of the Po
River Estuary.
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Table 2. Values of the oxygen fluxes at the sediment-water interface, calculated by the regression of all









CBA −27.670 - -
BC3 −28.903 −51.087 −20.144
Mean −28.287 - -
ST. DEV. 0.872 - -
Figure 20. DIC fluxes measured by the CBA in the submarine volcanic area of Panarea and in front of
the Po River Prodelta.
Table 3. Values of the DIC fluxes at the sediment-water interface measured by the CBA in the submarine
volcanic area of Panarea and in front of the Po River Prodelta.
Cruise Stations Flux (mmol/m2·d)
PANA13 PANA13 CBA1 60.60
GEOCAL14 GEOCAL14 CBA1 689.30
GEOCAL14 GEOCAL14 CBA2 3223.90









Standard deviation - 3408.76
Po River Prodelta average - 29.00
5. Conclusions
The Amerigo Lander and the CBA, two new instruments for measuring the benthic fluxes of
dissolved substances, built by the authors, are presented herein. Both devices are autonomous and can
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operate in shelf (CBA) and deep-sea (Amerigo Lander) environments. The Amerigo Lander can also
be used for other investigations of shallow and deep benthic ecosystems, because it can carry several
different instruments. Both devices have been successfully tested and employed in international and
national research projects and in environmental investigations of anthropic impacts by local authorities.
These tests and activities have demonstrated the sound performance of the Amerigo Lander and the
CBA, as also reflected by the DIC and oxygen data reported above. The CBA has also proved suitable
for deployment in a volcanic area affected by gas and fluid vents, for which very few data are available
due to technical measurement difficulties. In case of use in volcanic environments, the temperature
of the solutes released from the bottom should be carefully monitored because of the temperature
operation limits of the sensors (40–50 ◦C) or of the polycarbonate (140 ◦C).
Notably, these new instruments mark an important advancement in the Italian marine technology
community, providing the means to compete for international research and applicative projects at the
same level as foreign institutions.
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Appendix A
(a)                                        (b)  
Figure A1. The Amerigo Lander monitoring instrumentation. (a) The SBE CTD mounted on the
Amerigo tripod; (b) the Telesub Lanterna camera installed on the Amerigo Lander.
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Figure A2. Electronics of the Amerigo Lander: Schematic drawing of the electronics diagram
architecture. * Multiplied by three (palettes); ** multiplied by two (VAMPIRE motors); a: dedicated
POWER-ON/OFF port (H bridge with electronic shunt); b: other “n” analogic devices; c: other “n”
burn wire systems; d: other “n” digital sensors; blue dashed line: serial Tx/Rx port.
Figure A3. The set of gas-impermeable glass ampoules for water sampling for the analysis of dissolved gases.
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Figure A4. Filtering, subdivision into aliquots, and treatment of the water samples collected by the
syringes of the Amerigo Lander is conducted in a Nitrogen glove-box.
Table A1. Main configuration of the Amerigo Lander electronic.
Type Description
Microprocessor ATmega128




n. 3 timer 16 bit
n. 8 ADC channels 10 bit
n. 2 TTL serial ports
External circuit serial flash RAM 4Mb
n. 2 RS232 serial ports
n. 3 RS485 ports
n. 8 analogic inputs
n. 2 digital inputsn.
20 on/off ports (H-bridge with electronic shunt)
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Table A2. Configurations of the general inputs and outputs of the electronic of the Amerigo Lander.
Name Type Description
OUT 1 ON/OFF Power terminals for CTD sensor
OUT 2 ON/OFF Power terminals for O2 sensor number 1, chamber n.1
OUT 2 ON/OFF Power terminals for O2 sensor number 2, chamber n.2
OUT 4 ON/OFF Power terminals for O2 sensor number 3, chamber n.3
OUT 5 ON/OFF Power terminals for CH4 sensor number 1, chamber n.1
OUT 6 ON/OFF Power terminals for CH4 sensor number 2, chamber n.2
OUT 7 ON/OFF Power terminals for CH4 sensor number 3, chamber n.3
OUT 8 ON/OFF Power terminals for analogic sensors (n.2 turbidity and n.1pH)
OUT 9 ON/OFF Power terminals - Engine palette chamber n.1 (mixing water)
OUT 10 ON/OFF Power terminals - Engine palette chamber n.2 (mixing water)
OUT 11 ON/OFF Power terminals -Engine palette chamber n.3 (mixing water)
OUT 12 ON/OFF Engine VAMPIRONE number 1
OUT 13 ON/OFF Engine VAMPIRONE number 2
OUT 14 ON/OFF Burn wire n.1 Buoy electronic check
OUT 15 ON/OFF Burn wire n.2 Benthic chamber release
OUT 16 ON/OFF Burn wire n.3 Benthic chamber cover release
OUT 17 ON/OFF Burn wire n.4 Benthic chamber cover release
OUT 18 ON/OFF Burn wire n.5 weights release
OUT 19 ON/OFF Power terminals 24 Volts for microprofiler
OUT 20 ON/OFF OxyStat pump
RS232 1 RS232 Main serial port - PC communication
RS232 2-1 RS232 CTD
RS232 2-2 RS232 serial communication with O2 sensor n. 1, chamber n.1
RS232 2-3 RS232 serial communication with O2 sensor n. 2, chamber n.2
RS232 2-4 RS232 serial communication with O2 sensor n. 3, chamber n.3
RS232 2-5 RS232 serial communication with pH sensor n. 1, chamber n.1
RS232 2-6 RS232 serial communication with pH sensor n. 2, chamber n.2
RS232 2-7 RS232 serial communication with pH sensor n. 3, chamber n.3
RS485 1 RS485 serial communication with CH4 sensor n. 1, chamber n.1
RS485 2 RS485 serial communication with CH4 sensor n. 2, chamber n.2
RS485 3 RS485 serial communication with CH4 sensor n. 3, chamber n.3
an 1 analogical in Analogical (0-5V) Turbidity sensor n. 1, chamber n.1
an 2 analogical in Analogical (0-5V) Turbidity sensor n. 2, chamber n.2
an 3 analogical in Analogical (0-5V) Turbidity sensor n. 3, chamber n.3
an 4 analogical in NC-future purpose (pCO2)
an 5 analogical in NC-future purpose (Eh)
an 6 analogical in NC-future purpose (H2S)
an 7 analogical in NC-future purpose (other sensor)
an 8 analogical in NC-future purpose (other sensor)
DI 1 digital IN magnetic sensor (future purpose, VAMPIRONE position)
DI 2 digital IN magnetic sensor (future purpose, VAMPIRONE position)
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Abstract: Colonies of the endangered red sea pen Pennatula rubra (Cnidaria: Pennatulacea) sampled
by trawling in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea were analyzed. Biometric parameters, such as total
length, peduncle length, number of polyp leaves, fresh weight, and dry weight, were measured and
related to each other by means of regression analysis. Ad hoc models for future inferencing of colonies
size and biomass through visual techniques were individuated in order to allow a non-invasive study
of the population structure and dynamics of P. rubra.
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1. Introduction
The mesophotic and aphotic zones of the Mediterranean Sea are inhabited by a variety of benthic
organisms, some of which are able to create biogenic habitats due to their three-dimensionality and their
aggregative behavior. Among them, corals play a crucial role as habitat formers, being the main builders
of peculiar coral frameworks, in the case of stony corals [1], or coral forests, in the case of arborescent
corals [2,3]. These habitats are featured by a high sensitivity to human pressures, particularly on
trawlable grounds, where their abundance and their associated community significantly decrease [4].
Among soft-bottom octocorals, pennatulaceans can form extensive populations, known as sea pen fields,
providing relevant structure in flat, low-relief muddy habitats where there is little physical habitat
complexity. These fields create essential biogenic habitat for suprabenthic and benthic invertebrates,
as well as an important feeding and nursery area for a rich demersal fish fauna [5–8] representing
Essential Fish Habitats and Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems (VMEs) [9] worthy of protection.
Sea pen fields are often difficult to be found on muddy bottoms using indirect methods because
they cannot be detected using the common habitat mapping geophysical techniques. The most
effective way to identify these fields, through the analysis of data coming from commercial fishing
bycatch or from experimental trawl fishing surveys, on a large scale still remains trawling. After the
identification of a sea pen field, the visual techniques used onboard oceanographic cruises, such as
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs), allow to carry out more detailed studies and/or monitoring of
VMEs on a relatively small area [10]. Non-contact and non-destructive imaging techniques, based on
properly developed object segmentation and detection algorithms, have been proved to be a viable
alternative to contact measurement and diagnostic techniques in a large variety of sectors, ranging from
industrial quality control to characterization of devices, to medical imaging and clinical applications.
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Hence, it is foreseeable the development of automatic vision methods for identification, counting,
and measurement of the sea [11–20].
Despite the recognized ecological importance of pennatulaceans, little is known about their biology
and ecology, and their vulnerability to human pressures has been assessed under a precautionary
approach [21]. Destructive sampling is still needed to estimate the biomass of a sea pen field, as well
as to collect information on colonies’ size, population structure, and dynamics, in order to assess
the main features of the population and to establish its need for protection. Nowadays, advances
in the design, lowering of costs, and increased performance of unmanned vehicles, including ROVs
and drones, pave the way to the extended exploration of marine environments [22–28]. Underwater
imagery techniques, such as ROVs and towed cameras, are now allowing a better understanding of the
sea pen numerical importance on a relatively small scale, but these methods are still not effective in
understanding biomass and size structure [10]. Hence, the development of a non-invasive technique for
determining the weight of colonies is desirable to obtain quantitative data of biomass (both fresh and
dry) from ROV imaging, useful to support conservation measures. Moreover, the possibility to estimate
the colonies’ length with the same approach would also enhance the size structure assessment of sea
pens population and their monitoring, consistently with their need of protection and their fragility to the
trawled sampling gears (e.g., trawl nets and dredges). Finding of proper biometric correlations could
avoid the need of further sampling for the study of these vulnerable populations in the near future [29],
allowing non-invasive methods, and representing a valid alternative to destructive sampling.
The present study modeled the biometric measurements collected from a population of the red
sea pen Pennatula rubra (Ellis, 1761) sampled by trawling. This species, endemic of the Mediterranean
Sea, belongs to the suborder Subsessiliflorae because of the presence of polyps disposed in pinnately
arranged leaves. It represents one of the most important field-forming sea pens of the Mediterranean
continental shelf [30,31], reported as vulnerable in the Red List of the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) [32] among the seventeen threatened coral species of the basin.
The colonies of P. rubra live with the peduncle (i.e., the basal part of the colony) into the sediment,
the rachis representing most of the visible portion of the colony (Figure 1). For this reason, the total
length cannot be directly measured through visual methods. In this study, we found reliable biometric
relationships using the number of polyp leaves as a proxy to estimate the total length and the biomass
of the colonies, enabling future in situ assessments of population structure and biomass. This would
also avoid the need for sampling for the study of the population dynamic of P. rubra, representing a
necessary knowledge base for a non-invasive study of the wild populations.
Figure 1. The colony of Pennatula rubra. (a) In vivo appearance of the species; (b) indication of polyp
leaves (black arrows), rachis, peduncle, and total length.
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2. Materials and Methods
Colonies of P. rubra were sampled using an experimental trawl net, with a stretched mesh of
20 mm in the codend, in the frame of the MEDITS (Mediterranean International Bottom Trawl Survey)
project [33]. Sampling was carried out during 2013 northwest Punta Alice (Ionian Sea, southern Italy;
start: 39◦35.05′N–16◦52.26′E; end: 39◦34.05′N–16◦53.63′E) at 61–65 m depth [31], onboard the Pasquale
e Cristina fishing vessel. A SCANMAR acoustic system (Scanmar AS, Åsgårdstrand, Norwey) [34] was
used to measure the horizontal and vertical openings of the net in order to estimate the swept area.
The colonies of P. rubra sampled were preserved on board at −20◦C.
A total of 168 colonies, sampled over an area of 41,000 m2, were analyzed. The following biometric
parameters were measured for each colony: length of the peduncle, the total length of the colony
(considering both rachis and peduncle), fresh weight, and number of polyp leaves (Figure 1). Length
measures were carried out using a manual caliber with 1 mm resolution, and fresh weight was measured
using a DENVER MXX-212 electronic balance (Denver Instrument GmbH, Goettingen, Germany; 0.01 g
resolution, 0.04 g worst-case uncertainty).
Measurements were carried out in the laboratory after thawing, considering that the freezing
process causes the complete contraction of the colonies. On the contrary, living colonies can contain a
highly variable quantity of seawater driving their contraction and considerably changing their size and
fresh weight [31]. Then, a suitable procedure to obtain dry weight measurement was performed for a
reduced number of sampled colonies. In particular, 54 colonies were selected having different fresh
weight values to obtain a statistically significant population. Each colony was identified by a unique
ID and fresh weighted, and then the colonies were dried in an oven at 40 ◦C for 96 h. Dry weight was
measured for each colony. A detailed study highlighting the relationship among all the biometric
parameters of P. rubra was performed, with the aim to develop suitable models for the colonies’ size and
fresh weight based on the number of polyp leaves. The model for the estimation of size was developed
to obtain both the rachis length and the total length, the former being visible with imagery techniques
(Figure 1), while the latter used in direct measurements from samples. Moreover, the relationship
between fresh and dry weight of the colonies was also assessed. Finally, data obtained from an
ROV survey carried out on the same population sampled by trawling [10] were used to compare the
distribution of the number of polyp leaves obtained from both the methods (i.e., visual vs. sampling).
In particular, polyp leaves were counted for a total of 207 colonies observed in vivo, whose position,
contraction, and ROV framing allowed to clearly distinguish the polyp leaves of at least one side of
the colony.
Although it is not very common, the number of polyp leaves from the two sides of the same
colony can be different due to mechanical damage or predation events. For this reason, both right and
left polyp leaves of each sampled colony were counted. When the number of leaves was different
between the two sides of the same colony, the mean value was calculated and used for the models.
Whereas, the maximum number of polyp leaves per colony side was preferred over the mean value for
the size estimation model, considering the direct link between the length of the colony and the number
of polyp leaves.
3. Results and Discussion
The number of polyp leaves proved to be a reliable proxy to estimate size and biomass of P. rubra
colonies using non-invasive approaches based on ROV imaging, as previously highlighted with
regression analysis [10,29]. In particular, the analysis of colonies sampled through experimental
trawl fishing surveys allowed to identify suitable relationships, which were able to estimate the size
and biomass of sea pens using models based on the number of polyp leaves, that can be measured
from images.
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3.1. Model for Size Estimation
In the first step, the relationship between rachis length and the number of polyp leaves was
investigated. The experimental results highlighted a good linear behavior (correlation coefficient = 0.84)
between number n of polyp leaves and the estimated rachis length as reported below in Equations (1)
and (2) and shown in Figure 2.
lr = lt − lp (1)
l̂r(n) = 2.6·n− 1.1 (2)
where lt is the total length of the colony, lp is the length of the peduncle, n is the number of polyp
leaves, and lr and l̂r are rachis length and its estimation by means of linear regression, respectively.
Figure 2. Rachis length vs. the number of polyp leaves in Pennatula rubra; the red line is the linear
regression, and red dot lines include 95% of data.
To quantify the accuracy of the proposed model, the root mean square relative error elr was
calculated by using Equation (3), then a value of 11.8% for this parameter was obtained. This value is












In Equation (3), M is the number of samples, ni and lri are the values of polyp leaves number and
rachis length of the i-th sample, respectively. Experimental values are equally distributed around the
regression line (Figure 2).
Figure 2 shows a significant variation in colony length for each value of the number of polyp
leaves; therefore the dispersion of obtained data was analyzed. Figure 3 shows the distribution of
lr values grouped for each n, where mean and standard deviation were represented with a box plot.
The values with n < 15 were not included in the dispersion analysis because they did not provide
length variation in correspondence of the same values of n. In general, colonies with a high number of
polyp leaves provide more dispersion, with a maximum standard deviation value of 8.2 mm. This can
be due to intraspecific variability, particularly evident in older colonies whose number of polyp leaves
is higher.
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Figure 3. Distribution of rachis length in the population of Pennatula rubra; red boxes include all values
ranging in average ± standard deviation.
Similar linear dependence was obtained by analyzing the behavior of total length estimate l̂t as a
function of the number of polyp leaves, reported in Equation (4), with an obtained root mean square
relative error of 10.6%.
l̂t(n) = 5.8·n + 8.1 (4)
The major or minor variation of rachis length for each value of the number of polyp leaves can be
due to the natural variability of the population and the number of colonies sampled. Despite a large
number of samples analyzed (168 colonies), it is expected that the rachis length variation among the
different values of the number of polyp would be more homogeneous by analyzing a larger number
of colonies.
3.2. Model for Fresh Weight Estimation
The number of polyp leaves was related to the fresh weight of P. rubra colonies and served as a
model to assess colonies’ biomass. A suitable P. rubra envelop was considered in order to identify the
best curve for data fitting. In particular, by supposing a 2D outline of P. rubra, it is possible to consider
a second order enveloping curve expressed as a function of distance along the rachis, as shown in
Figure 4. The curve intersects the rachis at distances zero and lr.
The weight ŵ f of a P. rubra colony is assumed to be proportional to the enveloping area,
and consequently can be expressed by integrating that curve between 0 and lr, obtaining a third-degree
power of lr. Therefore, by taking into account the linear dependence between length and the number
of polyp leaves, the dependence of fresh weight from n can be described by a third-degree polynomial,
where all powers of n up to the third have been considered for generality (Figure 5).
Tests consisting of the use of different nonlinear models confirmed that the best fitting curve
providing the minimum mean square error is expressed by the following relationship, corresponding
to a root mean square relative error of 46%:
ŵ f (n) = −0.013·n3 + 0.076·n2 − 1.170·n + 5.342 (5)
The validity of the model was not assured when n < 15 because the weight estimated in this
condition required a higher number of data from juvenile or young colonies and a more accurate
weight measurement with very low values. Anyway, small colonies resulted infrequent with both
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trawling and visual methods, and their contribution to the biomass of the sampled population is about
0.06% of the mass.
Figure 4. 2D outline of Pennatula rubra.
Figure 5. Fresh weight vs. the number of polyp leaves in Pennatula rubra; red curve is the third-degree
polynomial fitting experimental data, and red dot curves include 95% of data.
A further model of the estimated weight ŵ2 f , taking into account also the linear dependence on
rachis length, was considered with the aim to reduce the fitting error (Equation (6)). The following
fitting surface was identified, as shown in Figure 6.
ŵ2 f (n, lr) = 2.28·10−4·n3 − 0.023·n2 + 0.826·n + 0.039·lr − 9.182 (6)
In this way, the root mean square relative error was reduced to 38.7%.
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Figure 6. The behavior of fresh weight as a function of both the number of polyp leaves and rachis
length in Pennatula rubra. Blue bars represent errors between measured weight and least squares surface
fitting. Red dots are projections on the horizontal plane.
3.3. Dry Weight Estimation
The correlation between dry and fresh weight was analyzed based on measurement data on a
reduced set of P. rubra samples represented by 54 colonies. Despite the fact that the dry weight is not
frequently used for sea pens, it is considered a more reliable measure of the biomass because of the
variable water content in living colonies of P. rubra, driving their exposure to different currents and
their withdrawal as a defense strategy [31].
Figure 7 shows fresh weight behavior vs. dry weight, which can be described by means of a
polynomial function of the third order expressed by means of
ŵd(n) = 0.062·w f 3 − 0.412·w f 2 + 1.134·w f − 0.416 (7)
where w f is the measured fresh weight, and ŵd is the dry weight estimation.
Figure 7. Fresh weight vs. dry weight in Pennatula rubra; the red curve is the polynomial interpolation
of the third order, and red dot curves include 95% of data.
The obtained model allows to predict dry weight based on the fresh weight and shows root mean
square relative error of 19.2%. This can allow the use of the model to assess dry biomass starting from
both fresh weight estimation (e.g., from ROV imaging) or direct fresh weight measures (e.g., from
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fishery samples). In this last case, the model would help to rapidly understand the dry biomass of a
sea pen field (e.g., onboard a fishing vessel) without the need of drying procedures.
3.4. Distribution of the Number of Polyp Leaves
Starting from ROV imaging data, ni, the number of polyp leaves of the i-th colony, was counted
for each of the M = 207 P. rubra colonies observed and analyzed, giving the set n = [ni]i=0,...,206. This
set was compared with the one obtained by trawling, consisting of M = 168 colonies, n = [ni]i=0,...,167.
The distributions of the number of polyp leaves in both sets are compared in Figure 8,
while descriptive statistics are reported in Table 1.
Figure 8. Comparison of the distribution of the number of polyp leaves in Pennatula rubra: in blue,
samples obtained with trawling; in red, observations from Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) surveys.
Table 1. Statistics of the number of polyp leaves of Pennatula rubra for trawling- and Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV)-based sampling.
Set Mean μ Standard Deviation σ Skewness s Kurtosis k
Trawling 22.0 3.7 −1.3 5.6
ROV 19.9 3.5 −1.1 5.5
Bias-corrected standard deviation, standard deviation, bias-corrected skewness, and bias-corrected
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Standard deviation and kurtosis are similar for trawling and ROV data, while mean values and
skewness differ by about 10% and 18%, respectively (Table 1). These differences can be due to many
causes, such as: a slight difference in the two nearby subpopulations studied, since trawling hauls and
ROV transects do not completely overlap; a minor catch efficiency of the trawl net on smaller colonies,
that can be easily passed by the net without being collected; underestimation and errors in counting
the number of polyp leaves from video analysis, considering that the first and the last polyp leaves can
be very small, and their identification can be less easy from images than from samples.
By using the previously identified relationship between the number of polyp leaves and fresh
weight of the colonies, an estimation of the total weight can be obtained from ROV images. In particular,
for each colony i, the predicted fresh weight is ŵi = ŵ(ni) according to the model (5). ŵi has been set
to 0 for small colonies (n ≤ 15), where the model is not applicable.






ŵi = 1.86 g
The total weight of a population present on an area S can then be estimated through
ŵtot = ŵmeanδS
where δ is the density of the colonies present on the surface S.
The mean weight of trawling samples, obtained by averaging the weights measured in the
laboratory, is wmean = 2.39 g. Therefore, the relative error of weight prediction with ROV, for a given
surface density and area, is −22%. This result takes into account the previously mentioned error
contributions, as well as the weight modeling error.
The weight estimation based on the number of polyp leaves through ROV imaging proved to
be a feasible alternative to destructive sampling. Considering the low catch efficiency of trawl nets
on sea pens [10,35,36], it cannot be excluded that small colonies have less possibility to be sampled,
thus justifying the 22% difference observed between the mean weight of samples with the two methods.
4. Conclusions
Zoological and ecological studies on VME indicator taxa are often based on abundance, biomass,
and size structure of the population studied. This information is fundamental to assess the extent
and the main features of soft-bottom coral communities, such as sea pen fields and coral gardens,
in order to plan and apply proper protection initiatives. Except for abundance, considered as colonies
density, whose estimation is known to be more accurate using visual methods than trawled sampling
gears, the gathering of both size and biomass data has been historically carried out through destructive
sampling. This study showed that the number of polyp leaves could be used for non-invasive studies
of vulnerable species, such as P. rubra. In fact, this information can be retrieved from ad hoc ROV
surveys, with a good level of accuracy and good reliability.
Despite the fact that the estimation of colonies’ size and biomass using ROV imaging is
a time-consuming process compared to the direct measurement of the samples, it can allow a
non-destructive study and monitoring of vulnerable and protected species, for both studying and
preserving the natural population. Data from different populations of P. rubra within the Mediterranean
Sea would contribute to improve and refine the models, in order to make them applicable on a basin
scale, as well as to highlight potential morphometric differences among the populations.
The use of polyp leaves to estimate other biometric parameters could be used worldwide for other
species belonging to the suborder Subsessiliflorae, being characterized by the presence of polyp leaves.
The identification of proper biometric relationships has been recently done for other sea pen species in
eastern Canada [21] and is common for size–frequency distribution of other octocorals [37], as well
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as for other marine invertebrates [38]. However, this approach cannot currently be applied to rare
species, such as the endemic sea pen Crassophyllum thessalonicae Vafidis & Koukouras, 1991 [39] and the
wip-like sea pen Protoptilum carpenteri Kölliker, 1872 [40].
Records of benthic species collected from accidental catches (e.g., fishery) could be used to obtain
useful preliminary information to identify VMEs over very large areas. The analysis of large-enough
sets of samples can also represent a basis to build further ad hoc models for the future study and
monitoring of these species, particularly concerning soft-bottom coral populations. This sustainable
approach supports the restrictions that should take place after the finding of dense populations of
vulnerable species, such as the adoption of encounter protocols and the establishment of no-fishing
areas on VMEs.
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Abstract: Hyperspectral imagers enable the collection of high-resolution spectral images exploitable
for the supervised classification of habitats and objects of interest (OOI). Although this is a
well-established technology for the study of subaerial environments, Ecotone AS has developed an
underwater hyperspectral imager (UHI) system to explore the properties of the seafloor. The aim
of the project is to evaluate the potential of this instrument for mapping and monitoring benthic
habitats in shallow and deep-water environments. For the first time, we tested this system at two
sites in the Southern Adriatic Sea (Mediterranean Sea): the cold-water coral (CWC) habitat in the
Bari Canyon and the Coralligenous habitat off Brindisi. We created a spectral library for each site,
considering the different substrates and the main OOI reaching, where possible, the lower taxonomic
rank. We applied the spectral angle mapper (SAM) supervised classification to map the areal extent
of the Coralligenous and to recognize the major CWC habitat-formers. Despite some technical
problems, the first results demonstrate the suitability of the UHI camera for habitat mapping and
seabed monitoring, through the achievement of quantifiable and repeatable classifications.
Keywords: hyperspectral camera; spectral library; habitat mapping; coralligenous; cold-water coral;
Adriatic Sea
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1. Introduction
Traditionally, underwater habitat mapping has been carried out coupling acoustic remote sensing
techniques with red/green/blue (RGB) images, videos and bottom sampling [1,2]. The analysis of video
and images is performed manually by expert interpretation, or automatically when a photomosaic is
available [3]. Recently, the European programs such as the EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive
(MSFD: 2008/56/EC), require the monitoring of benthic habitat extent and distribution (Criteria 1.4 and
1.5 of the Descriptor 1 “Biological Diversity”). The MSFD scope is to assess the good environmental
status (GES) of European water [4] with the lowest possible impact on the seafloor. This effort is
translated into quantifiable operational indicators that should be measurable at different scale and
repeatable in time [4]. To fulfill these requirements, there is a need for innovative approaches and
tools to obtain detailed, reliable, quantifiable and repeatable maps of relevant habitats in different
underwater environments [2].
During the last decade, the implementation of hyperspectral devices has become a viable
alternative to regular photography. In contrast to ordinary cameras that acquire three colour bands
(RGB), hyperspectral cameras record the full spectrum of reflected light, in each pixel of the acquired
image. Therefore, the spectral resolution and amount of information obtainable from an image
transect is vastly increased compared to traditional photography [5]. As a result, UHI can detect
the subtle and otherwise unnoticeable spectral properties of a given OOI and record object-specific
optical fingerprints. Optical fingerprinting increases classification accuracy for both qualitative and
quantitative mapping [5].
This technology has previously been applied to airborne remote sensing, both in terrestrial
and marine environments, through passive sensors requiring sunlight. However, sunlight is highly
attenuated in marine waters [6,7]. As a consequence, this technique is suitable only in coastal areas
and relatively shallow water (up to 50 m depth: [8–10]). Hence, works on hyperspectral imaging from
satellite or airplanes are focussed on oceanographic and biological studies [11,12], mapping of ocean
colour [12,13] and shallow benthic habitats [8,10] such as coral reefs [14–17], seagrasses [18–20] and
kelp forests [9].
Recently, different instrument carriers for the underwater hyperspectral imager (UHI) have been
used in underwater field applications, such as the customized scanning rig [21,22], remotely operated
vehicle (ROV) [6,7,23–27] or autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) [28]. The UHI has been tested
and utilized for different purposes from shallow (< 6 m) [22] to abyssal depths (ca. 4200 m depth) [6,7].
Among the many applications, UHI was related to the identification of manganese nodules [6],
infrastructure inspection, seafloor impact of offshore drilling [29] and marine archaeology [25,27,30].
However, the most reported UHI application is within the field of benthic habitat mapping, modelling
and monitoring. Underwater hyperspectral imaging with ROV has been used to study coastal kelp
forests [25], vertical rock wall habitat and soft sediments [24], red calcareous algae and associated
fauna [25,26], deep-sea megafauna [7] and CWC communities [23,25]. Laboratory experiments to
measure changes in the health status of CWCs exposed to hydrocarbons emissions is another application
of UHI [31].
As a first application to the Mediterranean basin, we tested the UHI in the Adriatic Sea [32].
The semi-enclosed Adriatic Sea hosts a variety of benthic habitats, including the shallow oyster reefs
and sponge communities in the Venice Lagoon [33], coralligenous formations on the shelf (e.g., [34]
with references therein), down to the CWC habitat in deep water (> 200 m) in the south (e.g., [35–40]).
At present, the Adriatic Sea is under siege by a number of stressors, such as high demographic pressure
on its coastal areas, pollution, marine littering and dumping, fishing practices, ship traffic, harbour
activities and industrial operations [41]. Our study targets the distribution and extent of two biogenic
habitats (CWC and Coralligenous), in different geomorphological and depth contexts, considered to
be of key importance in monitoring plans. In this perspective, the UHI may prove useful in habitat
mapping to meet the requirements of European programs (e.g., EU MSFD).
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The two selected sites are located in the Southern Adriatic Sea (Figure 1): the Bari Canyon (CWC
habitat) and the continental shelf off-shore Brindisi (Coralligenous habitat).
The Bari Canyon site is located ca. 40 km away from the city of Bari, on the continental
margin, within a well-known Cold-Water Coral ecosystem, extending between −200 and −700 m
on the southern flank of the canyon [35,36,38,42,43]. The CWC habitat is here characterised by
complex megabenthic communities, mainly represented by the colonial scleractinian Madrepora oculata,
subordinately Desmophyllum pertusum (Lophelia pertusa [44]) and the solitary Desmophyllum dianthus,
and by large fan-shaped sponges (i.e. Pachastrella monilifera and Poecillastra compressa) [35–37,40].
The Brindisi site is placed on a flat continental shelf, about 10 km far from the coast at an average
depth of 30 m. Coralligenous outcrops, mosaicking coarse biogenic sediments [34–46], dominate the
seafloor. The coralligenous is a very complex habitat where crustose coralline algae (CCA) and red
algae belonging to the order of Peyssonelliales are often the main bioconstructors in shallower waters,
generating a new solid substrate and constituting a three-dimensional biogenic build-up [47–52].
It represents a key habitat of the Mediterranean continental shelf because of its structural and functional
importance, as well as for its considerable aesthetic value [53]. In the study area, discrete coralligenous
build-ups [46] characterize the seafloor, with a thickness up to 70 cm. CCA, usually growing in
dim light conditions, and other algae such as Peyssonelliales primarily form these solid substrates;
bryozoans and serpulids contribute to the bioconstruction [54,55]. Moreover, these hard substrates
host different fauna and flora, often overgrowing the calcified red algae [51].
2.2. Underwater Hyperspectral Imager (UHI)
The underwater hyperspectral imager (UHI), developed and patented by Ecotone AS, consists of
a waterproof housing containing camera system, computer and data storage. It is operated with a
light source for proper illumination, and represents a new system for the identification, mapping and
monitoring of OOI at the seabed [5,25].
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Figure 1. (A) Location of the two sites, inset shows the position in the Mediterranean Sea; (B) the
extension of the Bari Canyon CWC province (from [56]) and (C) the extension of the coralligenous
in the Brindisi area (black lines indicate the ROV surveys). Habitat maps produced by the BIOMAP
project and further updated within the CoCoNet project. (D) Example of CWC habitat complexity
showing colonies of M. oculata and large fan-shaped sponges (from [38]); (E) example of coralligenous
characterized by CCA and Peyssonelliales, serpulids and orange encrusting sponges overprinting the
calcified red algae.
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The UHI is a push broom camera, which records one line at time. It is equipped with a spectrograph
that receives light through a thin entrance slit [57]. Light entering the instrument is diffracted into
separate wavelengths and projected onto the camera sensor as a contiguous spectrum. A continuous
image is built up line by line and can be presented on a monitor for visualisation [26].
The UHI needs to be mounted on a moving platform (e.g., ROV) that operates at a fairly constant
speed and altitude from the seafloor. Mobile platforms equipped with dynamic positioning systems
permit larger areal coverage, and the possibility of re-visiting the surveyed sites based on their
geolocation data [58]. External lamps provide seafloor illumination. Due to the rapid attenuation of
light in the marine environment, UHI is normally confined to scanning altitudes <5 m above the OOI,
depending on water quality and turbidity.
Image lines are captured perpendicular to the direction of movement. The result is a hyperspectral
image, featuring detected intensities for all the wavelengths used [57]. The spatial resolution provided
by hyperspectral cameras varies with altitude, exposure time of the camera and speed vessel.
2.3. Data Acquisition
In February 2017, we carried out the SPECTRA17 cruise on board of the R/V Minerva Uno, aimed
at testing the ability of the UHI to acquire seafloor hyperspectral images in the Southern Adriatic Sea.
An Ecotone UHI (Model 4) was mounted vertically beneath the ROV Super Mohawk II 34
Observation Class, facing directly towards the seafloor, together with two LED lamps (3200 lumens
per lamp) oriented at 90◦, a 2D high resolution RGB camera with two lamps oriented at 60◦ and a
system to correct UHI camera motion for pitch, roll and yaw. Acquisition and pre-processing of data
were managed through the C++ based UHI customized software Immersion installed on the topside
control unit.
The ROV maintained constant speed (about 1 knot) and heading in each dive (45◦ for CWC and
25◦ for coralligenous, respectively), at a constant altitude of 1–1.5 m. The track length was about 2.5 km
for the CWC site and 785 m for the coralligenous site.
ROV navigation and position was provided by Low-Accuracy TrackLink USBL Positioning System
(accuracy of <2% of the water depth), positioning data were recorded at 1 sec. The positioning system
was operated using the software PDS2000. In addition to UHI, a black and white camera for ROV
navigation and a high-resolution camera provided footage for manual identification of OOI.
We reoccupied previous ROV tracks, making use of high-resolution videos and photos already
available for comparing the UHI results and classification.
2.4. High Resolution Camera Image Data Processing
The RGB images for coralligenous and CWC sites, collected by the high-resolution camera, were
processed using ADELIE Software by IFREMER and used to identify and classify the OOI. ADELIE is
a software able to synchronise video and navigation and then automatically capture georeferenced still
images (or image sequences) for a chosen time interval (e.g., every 10 s). Through a specific module of
ADELIE based on ArcGIS Desktop, it is possible to filter and smooth vehicle navigation, to have direct
access to pictures and to localize video in real time. Following this procedure, we mapped all track
lines producing benthic habitat maps and estimated the extent of habitat at ROV scale.
2.5. UHI Data Processing
Processing of hyperspectral images consisted of three main steps: (1) Radiometric processing
correcting for sensor influence; (2) Georeferencing to assign geospatial information and perform
image geocorrection; (3) Conversion of radiance to reflectance by correction of external influences
from illumination source. Using Immersion, we performed the georeferencing and radiometric
correction of the acquired images to produce non-distorted and georeferenced hyperspectral images.
The spectral resolution is up to 2.2 nm, while the spatial resolution is 1 cm for CWCs and 0.5 cm for
coralligenous. The resulting UHI coverage is about 1–1.2 m width, depending on height above seafloor.
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The pre-processed UHI images used in this work are available as Research Object (for further details
see Supplementary Materials).
2.5.1. Radiometric Processing
The UHI was calibrated in the laboratory before the oceanographic mission. A standard lamp with
known spectral properties was used to find the ratio between observed the digital counts of intensity
for each wave band on the sensor, to spectral radiance (W m−2 sr−1 nm−1). These measurements
can be applied on raw recordings from the field to correct for sensor-specific noise and dark current,
as well as data acquisition parameters such as exposure time and binning. Radiance conversion was
automatically performed as part of the georeferencing algorithm in Immersion.
2.5.2. Georeferencing
Geographic position and spatial correction of the hyperspectral images were provided by the
georeferencing procedure through Immersion software by using: (1) USBL data for the ROV position
and (2) altitude data from the Ecotone IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). As the navigation produced
by USBL track link contains frequent spikes and some metrical gaps, we statistically filtered navigation
and altitude data through 20- and 5-point-wide windows, respectively, using an adjacent averaging
smoothing algorithm to improve resolution [59]. In addition to navigation, motion and altitude data
the following parameters for Immersion were set: (1) course-made-good option for ROV heading
calculation; (2) a spectral binning of 8 resulting in 28 bands with 15 nm resolution; (3) a spatial binning
of 1 and (4) a cell resolution of 1 cm for CWCs and 0.5 cm for coralligenous.
2.5.3. Reflectance Processing
Following the procedure in [1], radiance data was converted into reflectance correcting for the
external influence on the spectral characteristics from LED lamps or their combination with sunlight,
at the deep and shallow site, respectively. These spectral characteristics are not definable, so we
approximated the illumination influence by using a reference spectrum calculated for the entire
analysed segment of both sites in R software [60]. Then, we divided each image pixel by its respective
reference spectrum.
2.6. UHI Spectral Supervised Classification
We selected a segment from the CWC track line of about 10 m and a segment from the coralligenous
track line of about 7.5 m for the spectral supervised classification and further analysis. Classification
was performed through the software ENVI 5.5, using the spectral angle mapper (SAM) method.
The accuracy was determined generating a confusion matrix for each site.
2.6.1. Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM)
The spectral angle mapper (SAM) is a supervised classification technique that measures the
similarity of image spectra to reference spectra. The reference spectra can be measured in field or
laboratory, they can be taken directly from the image as region of interest (ROI) or imported from
already known spectral libraries. SAM measures similarity by calculating the angle between the
two spectra, treating them as vectors in n-dimensional space, with n being the number of bands [61].
The angle is the arccosine of the dot product of the two spectra. Smaller values for the angle indicate
higher similarity between pixel and reference spectra. As the angle between two vectors is independent
of the vector length, this method is unaffected by gain factors, such as solar illumination [62]. The SAM
only compares the angle between the spectral directions of the reference and test pixels considered,
there is no specific requirement for a large amount of training samples [63].
We trained the model selecting ROIs that include spectral signatures representing substrates,
megaflora and megafauna (> 2 cm) present in the surveyed areas. The selected ROIs reflect the highest
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spectral diversity due to different pigmentation of the OOI and make up the benthic classes that will
constitute the final classification.
In particular for the CWC site, we used 10 ROIs to train the SAM classification representing 4
benthic classes: (1) colonial cnidarian, (2) sponge, (3) mud, (4) bedrock (Table 1). For colonial cnidarian,
bedrock and sponge we selected multiple ROIs due to the differences of the UHI RGB colours along
the segment. For the coralligenous site, we created 13 ROIs identifying 5 benthic classes: (1) CCA
and Peyssonelliales (P) forming the build-ups (CCA+P); (2) green algae on build-ups (in particular
Codium bursa and Flabellia petiolata) and on sediment (Caulerpa prolifera); (3) Seagrass (Posidonia oceanica);
(4) organisms associated with the presence of build-ups; and (5) sand (Table 2). For the CCA+P and
the green algae (Green algae 1 and 2) classes, we selected more than one ROI due to the illumination
unevenness caused by the slight altitude variation along the track.
After running the SAM with a maximum angle of 0.1 radiant, we applied the ENVI ‘Rule classifier’
post classification tool to adjust the threshold angles for each class and improve the classification results.
We choose the appropriate thresholds classifying by minimum values and visualizing the histogram
that shows the frequency of pixel with different angles. Finally, we used the ENVI ‘Majority/Minority
analysis’ tool with a kernel size of 3 × 3 to clean and smooth the SAM classification.




Colonial Cnidarian Sponge Mud Bedrock
ROI 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 1 1 2







Threshold 0.035 0.025 0.08 0.08 0.15 0.045 0.035 0.08 0.08 0.08
Table 2. Selected ROIs for the benthic classes of the coralligenous site and relative threshold values
used in the ‘Rule classifier’ tool.
Benthic
Class
CCA+P Green Algae Seagrass Associated Organism Sand
















2 E. sepositus H. papillosa
Threshold 0.2 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.065 0.045 0.08 0.07 0.03 0.18 0.06 0.2
2.6.2. SAM Classification Accuracy
We generated a confusion matrix for both test sites using ENVI and ArcGIS desktop to determine
the accuracy of the classification results. Firstly, we produced eight random sampling points for each
benthic class using the ‘Generate random sample’ ENVI tool with the equalized random technique to
divide the population into homogeneous subgroups, while ensuring that each class sample size was
the same (1 pixel). Then, we compared within ArcGIS Desktop the random sampling points predicted
classes with the UHI image (ground truthing), to assign the real class for each point as defined by the
expert interpretation. We generated the confusion matrix for each classification using the predicted
classes and the real class values specifying the overall, producer’s and user’s accuracies. The overall
accuracy is calculated by summing the number of correctly classified values and dividing by the total
number of values. The user’s accuracy (UA) is the number of correctly identified pixels in a class,
divided by the total number of pixels of the class in the classified image; it shows false positives, where
pixels are incorrectly classified as a known class when they should have been classified as something
else. Producer’s accuracy (PA) is the number of correctly identified pixels divided by the total number
of pixels in the reference image; it gives a false negative, where pixels of a known class are classified as
something other than that particular class.
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3. Results
3.1. Spectral Library for CWC Site
The mean spectra of the 10 ROIs selected for the CWC site are shown in Figure 2. Mud and bedrock
have an almost constant level of reflectance along all wavelengths. The bedrock shows a deflection
point at 473 nm, with a minimum at 500 nm (Figure 2A,B). The sponge 1 has an inflection point at
500 nm and an increasing trend between 555 and 680 nm (from green to red) (Figure 2C). Sponge 2
and 3 display similar patterns with a dissimilar level of reflectance due to different illumination, an
inflection point at 530 nm and highest values in the orange/red part of the spectrum between 630 nm
and 670 nm. Sponge 4 has a slightly different shape and a smoothed slope, possibly caused by a
minor colour difference. Despite all sponges seem to pertain to the same morphotype (belonging to
the white/orange large fan-shaped P. compressa and/or P. monilifera), it is not possible to attribute the
accurate species to each ROI and to each spectrum (Figure 2D). The colonial cnidarian 2 and 3 have a
spectral signature with a similar pattern, constant along the entire wavelength range, with a difference
in the level of reflectance, while colonial cnidarian 1 shows a slight peak in the blue part of the spectrum
(about 470 nm) (Figure 2E). According to previous studies (e.g., [35,36,38,43,56]), we can assume that
the most probable species belong to M. oculata, while the D. pertusum appears to be rarer in this site.
For benthic classes with multiple ROIs (colonial cnidarian, sponge and bedrock), we analyzed
the spectral differences and considered the mean for spectra with the same pattern but a different
reflectance intensity (Figure 2F). The three ROIs of the colonial cnidarians are recognized as a unique
class, because the peak in the blue part of the spectrum for colonial cnidarian 1 is considered an artefact.
Figure 2. Mean spectra of the ROIs for the CWC site. R is the reflectance and W the wavelength. In A,
B, C, D and E, dashed lines represent the standard deviation. F shows the synthesis of all spectra.
3.2. Spectral Library for the Coralligenous Site
The mean spectra of the 13 ROIs selected for the coralligenous site are shown in Figure 3.
The CCA+P1, CCA+P2, CCA+P3 have the inflection point at 600 nm with a maximum between 630
and 670 nm in the red part of the spectrum. The wide range of standard deviation probably reflects the
high biodiversity of this category. We can assume that the three spectra, with a similar pattern and a
different level of reflectance intensity, belong to the same benthic class CCA+P.
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Figure 3. Mean spectra based on the ROIs relative to the coralligenous site. The dashed line in the
graphs represents the standard deviation. K shows the synthesis of all spectra.
The green algae on build-ups (green algae 1+2), mainly represented by C. bursa and F. petiolata,
have a maximum at about 515 nm (green part of the spectrum), while the green algae C. prolifera (Green
algae 3) and the seagrass P. oceanica show a slight difference with a maximum of reflectance at 595 and
528 nm, respectively. The ascidian Halocynthia papillosa and the starfish Echinaster sepositus show a peak
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at 650 and 680 nm in the red part of the spectrum. The serpulids show an almost constant spectrum
with a small inflection at 610 nm. The two species belonging to the genus Axinella have similar spectra
with a maximum between 630 and 670 nm (red part of the spectrum). The sand has a constant value of
reflectance along all wavelengths.
3.3. Supervised Classification Results for CWC Site
Based upon the previous considerations about the spectra, we can define six benthic classes for
the final classification: (1) colonial cnidarian, (2) sponge 1, (3) sponge 2+3, (4) sponge 4, (5) mud
and (6) bedrock (Figure 4). The mud class results were the most dominant (40%) followed by the
bedrock (23.6%). The colonial cnidarian class is scattered along the track with a total coverage of
0.4%, the sponge classes (sponge 1, sponge 2+3, sponge 4) are patchy with a total coverage of 0.3%.
The illumination problems, due to low lamp potential, ROV orientation and dipping of the substrate
(the canyon flank in this site is up to 25◦), cause a homogenous dark shading on the right (deeper)
section of the image. This results in a high percentage of unclassified pixels (26.5%), also including
colonial cnidarians and sponges still visible on the RGB image. However, these technical issues do not
prevent the clear discrimination of the benthic classes and the estimation of percentage cover.
 
Figure 4. RGB UHI image of the CWC site in A and its SAM classification in B.
3.4. Supervised Classification Results for Coralligenous Site
For the coralligenous we defined 10 benthic classes for the final classification (Figure 5), according
to the analysis of spectral signatures: (1) CCA+P, (2) green algae 1+2, (3) C. prolifera, (4) P. oceanica,
(5) Axinella sp. 1, (6) Axinella sp. 2, (7) serpulids, (8) E. sepositus, (9) H. papillosa, (10) Sand. The sand
class is the most dominant in the area with a coverage of 60%. The build-ups are generally well
discriminated along the entire track with a coverage of 29% for CCA+P and 8% for the green algae on
build-ups (Green algae 1+2). The SAM identifies well green algae C. prolifera (Green algae 3) and the
seagrass P. oceanica with a coverage of 0.7% and 0.9% of the total classified area, respectively. The taxa
associated with coralligenous are easily distinguishable with a total coverage of 0.13%. We highlight
the low percentage of unclassified pixel (1.5% in total).
3.5. Classification accuracy for CWC and Coralligenous Sites
The CWC SAM has a high overall accuracy (84.38%) as determined from the confusion matrix
comparing the predicted classes with the real classes (see Table 3). The colonial cnidarian class gives
100% UA and 87.5% PU showing the presence of a minimum number of false negative along the
deepest section of the analysed segment. The sponges (sponge 1, sponge 2+3, sponge 4) show a lower
value in terms of PA (87.50%) than UA (100%) due to the presence of false negative. The bedrock and
mud classes show almost the same accuracy (>60% both for PA and UA) both for the presence of false
negative and positive.
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Figure 5. RGB UHI image of the coralligenous site in A and its SAM classification in B.
The overall accuracy of the SAM for the coralligenous is 72% (see Table 4). There is a high
discrepancy between PA and UA for the P. oceanica and C. prolifera (Green algae 3) classes with no
commission errors (100% UA), but with a level of reliability of 37.5% and 50% due to a higher omission
errors. For the sand class, the UA is extremely low (25%) because of the high number of false positive.
For the CCA+P both PA and UA are 100%. The green algae on build-ups (green algae 1+2) shows no
false positives (100% UA) and a PA higher than the overall value (87.5%). In general, all organisms
associated with the coralligenous build-ups have a high level of accuracy (> 88% both for PA and UA),
with the exception of Axinella sp. 1 (75% PA) showing the presence of false negatives.
Table 3. Confusion Matrix for the CWC site classification.
Overall Accuracy 84.38%
Mud Sponge Bedrock C. cnidarian TOT UA
Mud 7 0 2 1 10 67.78
Sponge 0 7 0 0 7 100.00
Bedrock 1 1 6 0 8 66.67
C. cnidarian 0 0 0 7 7 100.00
TOT 8 8 8 8 32
PA 87.50 87.50 75.00 87.5




















Serpulids 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 100.0
E. sepositus 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 100.0
H. papillosa 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 88.9
Axinella sp.1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 100.0
Axinella sp.2 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 8 100.0
CCA+P 1 0 0 1 0 8 0 1 0 0 11 61.5
Green algae 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 100.0
Sand 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 4 1 15 25.0
P. oceanica 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 100.0
Green algae
1+2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 9 70.0
TOT 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 80
PA 87.5 100 100 75 100 100 37.5 62.5 50 87.5
4. Discussion
4.1. Evaluation of the Acquisition Set-up and Suggestion of Best Practice for Data Collection
The acquisition of high-quality UHI is challenging because of the requirements to perform
a satisfactory survey, such as maintaining a constant speed, heading and altitude, as well as
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high-resolution navigation data [5–7]. Proper illumination is mandatory to avoid the acquisition of
“striped” images, characterised by shadowed and hyper-illuminated areas, leading to misclassification
of the acquired images.
In our survey, the ROV met most requirements, yet seafloor illumination and navigation data
were not optimal. At both sites, the illumination was uneven due to a non-optimal configuration of
the lamps (two lamps for the ROV RGB camera running simultaneously with two UHI lamps) and
articulated topography. This condition affected the CWC site the most, where pixels on the western
side of the image, characterised by a constant darker area, could not be strictly compared to those of the
eastern side. For the coralligenous site, the presence of sunlight improved the condition, giving a more
homogeneous illumination of the surveyed track, which was also favoured by a rather flat topography.
Furthermore, the low accuracy of the underwater positioning system sometimes induced image
distortion and a lower spatial resolution of the geocorrected images, more evident at the CWC site.
Finally, the difficulty in maintaining the correct ROV altitude in areas characterized by seafloor
heterogeneity, a common trait at both study sites, may have influenced the reliability of UHI acquisition
and, therefore, classification [26].
Based on our experience, we can summarise some best practices needed to acquire good quality
hyperspectral images using an ROV. A rigorous UHI survey functional to seafloor mapping requires:
• an ROV ensuring a constant heading and altitude above the seafloor and suitable to host the UHI
and other devices (e.g., RGB camera, lamps);
• an efficient positioning system for the ROV and the UHI itself, able to provide accurate and
adequately dense navigation data;
• an appropriate lamp system to illuminate the surveyed area uniformly in function of water depth
and sunlight;
• an RGB camera mounted vertically alike the UHI camera, to record concomitantly the seafloor for
the OOI identification;
• an advanced background knowledge of the target area.
4.2. Evaluation of Spectral Libraries for Seafloor Mapping
A spectral library permits a quick and reliable classification of benthic habitats and their individual
components up to taxonomic level, if a substantial number of reference spectra has been filed [7].
Its construction represents one of the most challenging and time-consuming aspects of the automatic
classification of the UHI images.
In this perspective, it appears obvious that there is a strong need to implement substantially the
spectral library with respect to the deep-water scleractinians (CWCs). Living M. oculata appears to
contain a variety of colored facies from white to pinkish hues [64]. The same holds true for D. pertusum,
a species also present at the CWC site here considered, whose living colonies cover a chromatic
spectrum from white to orange, up to reddish [65,66]. Dead skeletons of these and other CWCs are
often co-occurring, further complicating the hyperspectral approach as they are characterized by
whitish, yellowish and brownish colours. However, UHI is documented [5] to discriminate the optical
fingerprints of white, orange and dead D. pertusum.
A robust sponge taxonomic classification requires the analysis of spicules and genetics, while
the external morphology or colour commonly provides only an indication of ‘morpho-species’ or
‘morpho-categories’ [67]. In the specific case of the deep-water situation here considered, the large
fan-shaped sponges (i.a., P. compressa and P. monilifera, often co-occurring together with other sponges)
are characterized by a wide range of colours even within the same taxon [36,68–70]. Therefore, collected
spectra are not unequivocally associated to species, making difficult a precise taxonomic assignment.
The resilient core of the Coralligenous habitat is hard, hosting a variety of fauna and flora, the latter
often seasonal and epibiontic. At times, such seasonal overgrowth may mask, often significantly but
ephemerally, the underlying substrate provided by CCA and Peyssonelliales. These considerations
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are relevant in defining the spectral library associated with coralligenous as a unique habitat, when
tested using the UHI camera. Concerning algae, supervised UHI classification was unable to map
accurately different red algae species, due to their similarity on the optical fingerprint, deciding instead
for grouping [26]. We tested that the spectral fingerprint of CCA and Peyssonelliales as an opting
group is conspicuous enough to be distinguished in the natural environment, where their presence
prevails with seasonal and accidental signals (such as green algae bloom or megabenthos).
4.3. SAM Classification
For our scope, the SAM classification is considered ideal because it is intensity independent (LED
lamps and sunlight illumination) and focuses only on identifying the spectral similarity (i.e., colour).
The SAM method can eliminate the effect of the spectral brightness values (i.e., spectral vector lengths
in feature space) on the classification and it is insensitive to the data variance, imparting a significant
advantage for the analysis of regions with complex terrain [63]. On the other hand, this method is
highly dependent on the wavelength ranges and on the thresholds selected, which are arbitrary [62].
In our study, we choose several ROIs for the same benthic class for different illumination conditions,
because the illumination is not influencing only the reflectance intensity, but also colour variation (e.g.,
colonial cnidarian 1 in Figure 2E results blue).
At the CWC site, SAM was functional in recognizing colonial cnidarians and sponges. However,
the method proved inadequate in discriminating between mud and bedrock substrates, probably
characterized here by similar spectra, hampering a reliable mapping of the seafloor (Figure 4 B).
The CCA+P and associated organisms were correctly classified at the coralligenous site, despite
habitat heterogeneity. Green algae as C. bursa and F. petiolata (Green algae 1+2) appear overestimated,
since SAM imported artifacts such as the build-up shadows and distortions (Figure 6).
 
Figure 6. Zoom in the classified segment of coralligenous site, where numbers indicate the organism
identified (A) and classified (B): 1. C. bursa, 2. H. papillosa, 3. Axinella sp. 1, 4. E. sepositus, 5. C. prolifera,
6. P. oceanica, 7. Serpulids. For the colour legend in B, see Figure 5.
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According to confusion matrices limited to the dataset analysed in this study, the SAM classification
accuracy is higher for the CWC (84.38%) than for the coralligenous (72%) site. This result could derive
from differences in habitat complexity. Firm numbers on the overall classification accuracy could be
obtained by increasing the number of iterations or considering a larger dataset.
4.4. Evaluation of the UHI for Seabed Monitoring
Our tests document that the UHI method is able to map the habitat extent independently of the
water depth and at a high level of spatial detail. The UHI provides the effective spatial coverage
of CWCs habitat-formers and coralligenous builds-ups (Figure 7), which is hard to estimate using
conventional methods. This level of detail is extremely useful for monitoring purposes (e.g., MSFD)
enabling a quantitative and repeatable measure of habitat extent and distribution. However, this
process is heavily time-consuming compared to the conventional ROV approach, mostly due to
inadequate spectral libraries, which is the major limitation to date.
Figure 7. Comparison between the ROV transect classified with conventional methodologies (A and B
insert) and the UHI classification for (A) CWC and (B) coralligenous sites. The image shows the higher
level of detailed obtained by the UHI camera, in contrast with the larger amount of data analyzed by
the ROV video.
5. Conclusions
This first application of the UHI camera in the Mediterranean Sea (Southern Adriatic Sea)
confirmed its potential for underwater habitat mapping in shallow and deep water.
We tested the UHI camera in two geomorphological contexts containing charismatic marine
benthic habitats. We noticed that the quality of the positioning system, the illumination settings and
the complexity of the seafloor affected the UHI performance and the hyperspectral image analysis. We
created a preliminary spectral library for each site enabling a supervised classification (SAM), which
discriminated between substrates, megafauna and megaflora in a satisfactory manner.
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Given substantially implemented spectral libraries, the UHI camera will likely represent a valid
aid for habitat mapping and monitoring, in the perspective of quantifiable and repeatable classifications
and European MSFD indicators.
Supplementary Materials: The UHI raw data analyzed in this work and relative documentation are stored as
Data Research Object (RO) in ROHUB at the following link: http://www.rohub.org/rodetails/UHI_Data/overview.
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